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Preliminary Program
The schedule is finally set for this year’s AAA conference in Philadelphia. In total, 3,596 papers were submitted for consideration and 3,462 were accepted; 609 panel sessions were submitted, and we were able to schedule 561 of them, including the panel sessions that section editors put together from individually volunteered papers. We received fascinating submissions, and we are very excited about the kinds of conversations we will have in December.

The conference theme, “The End/s of Anthropology,” asks us to continue examining the relevance and goals of our field today. The point is not simply to provocatively invoke the discipline’s potential demise or decreasing significance vis-à-vis supposedly “harder” social sciences that rely on the “objectivity” of numbers over the seemingly subjective exploits of the anthropological project and its marquee methodological intervention, ethnographic research. However, it is still highly productive to ask what contributions anthropology provides in an age defined by the hegemony of genomic research and statistical analyses as holy grails for the study of social questions. How might our goals, methodologies, products and discourses be reconfigured or rearticulated to effectively address twenty-first century problems and audiences, so as to produce work that is given greater consideration in public circles?

Ethnographers have started to retool their methodological interventions to approach new kinds of projects, with many calling for multi-sitedness, a specific focus on the culture of scientific research, and particular emphases on the challenges that come with studying a thoroughly media-saturated world. Other anthropologists remain wary of ethnographic attempts to delve into mass mediated sociality, to study several places at once, or to engage phenomena spread out over large expanses in ways that outstrip any individual ethnographer’s ability to experience them directly and holistically. There is ongoing debate about the needs for depth versus breadth, and how shifting the scope, scale and focus of one’s inquiry might impact ethnography’s specific contribution to the constellation of methodological options open to social scientific researchers. Conference submissions seemed particularly interested in these themes, which complicate the ethnographic project in fascinating ways.

After seeing the papers and panels that constitute this year’s meeting program, we are even more confident that it will provide a critical space for tackling these scholarly issues and their theoretical and political implications. Many paper topics and panel themes intentionally played with the double meaning of “ends” (as both conclusions and purposes) in this year’s conference title. Participants include a diverse group of academic and applied anthropologists. Some contributors define themselves as activists, while others demand more caution about anthropological forays into purposeful public and political involvement. These different perspectives should contribute to lively and productive discussions, and we look forward to seeing everyone in Philadelphia this December.

Contact
Communications about the program theme should be addressed to 2009 Executive Program Cochairs Deborah Thomas (deborah.thomas@sas.upenn.edu) and John L. Jackson, Jr (jjackson@asc.upenn.edu). Please refer all other annual meeting questions to the AAA and Sections Meeting Department at lhorn@aaanet.org or cfernandez@aaanet.org.
Diversify Your Meeting Activities

Getting the Most out of Your Meeting Experience

Setha Low
AAA President

Perusing the AAA preliminary program can be overwhelming for new and seasoned meeting attendees alike. It is, after all, the largest annual meeting of anthropologists in the world. There are activities designed for participants in all areas and at every level—from students, to new educators, to senior scholars and seasoned professionals. With such a large number of sessions and events, it can be challenging for individual members to determine what activities might be most personally valuable.

One key to getting the most out of the annual meeting is attending a diverse range of events. Support your friends at their sessions, but also go to a poster session, workshop and a business meeting, and see a film screening and plenary speaker. To learn more about what’s going on in anthropology today, do not hesitate to ask questions, to request session recommendations from your section or interest group, or to attend a new kind of event with an unfamiliar structure.

Association-Wide Events
There are few opportunities for so many of our members to gather in person, in one place. The Welcome Reception and Awards Ceremony is a time for us to socialize and celebrate the year’s award winners as a community. The AAA Business Meeting is more structured, but is another excellent way for all members to participate in the workings of the association. Our rotating Distinguished/Presidential Lecture is an opportunity to engage intellectually with the large number of members who attend and then stay to discuss its content and importance for their subfields.

Section Events
Individual sections offer a variety of events beyond their own organized sessions. These include business meetings, invited lectures, workshops and social events. Sometimes several sections sponsor an event together, which gives members an opportunity to develop new collaborative relationships while catching up with colleagues and friends.

Employment Events
The employer expo, organized and conducted by AAA’s National Association for the Practice of Anthropology, is an excellent chance for members to meet representatives of organizations that employ anthropologists. You can also participate in the career fair managed by AAA’s job placement team by signing up early for job interviews.

Exhibit Area
Do not miss the book vendors in the exhibit area! The exhibit hall is open throughout the day, Thursday through Saturday, making it easy to drop by in between other activities. Ethnographic film distributors and other exhibitors also attend, as well as granting agencies and representatives of other anthropological organizations, who are there to share information about their activities.

Workshops
The annual meeting offers dozens of workshops that develop and enhance members’ knowledge and skills in teaching and publishing, as well as advocacy and using statistical software. Many of the workshops are free, but you need to register in advance (see page 45).

Student Events
This year’s preliminary program offers a special listing of events geared toward students (see page 5).

Film Program
Every year the Society for Visual Anthropology presents current film, video and interactive media in a multi-day program. Learn more about this year’s award-winning visual work on page 46.

Philadelphia
AAA works hard to host annual meetings in accessible cities that offer a wide range of activities for those who have a chance to see the sites. Walk or use public transportation to reach compelling events throughout Philadelphia. If you live in Philly, offer to take visitors to your favorite museum or restaurant.

Presidential Address
Saturday, Dec 5 | 6:15 pm–7:30 pm
Setha Low will present the 2009 Presidential Address, “Engaged Anthropology,” which will be followed by the AAA Annual Awards Ceremony. For information, please see page 40.

AAA Business Meeting Agenda
Thursday, December 3, 2009
6:30 pm–7:30 pm
Philadelphia Marriott Downtown
Salon H
Chair: Setha Low, AAA President

1. Call to Order
2. Adoption of Agenda
3. Approval of the Minutes of the 107th AAA Business Meeting (2008)
4. Remembrance of Deceased Members
5. President’s Report by Setha Low
6. Treasurer’s Report by Ed Liebow
7. Secretary’s Report by Dan Segal
8. Recognitions
9. Resolutions Previously Submitted
10. New Business
11. Adjournment
The 108th AAA Annual Meeting will be held at the Philadelphia Marriott Downtown, 1201 Market St, Philadelphia, PA 19107. Registration and additional information is available online at www.aaanet.org/meetings.

>> Online Program

The 2009 online annual meeting program offers the most up-to-date schedule information, plus new and refined search and display features:

- Full listing of sessions, roundtables, workshops and special events
- Advanced capabilities for day, title, author and keyword searches
- Full abstracts, viewable for pre-registrants
- Itinerary construction tool where pre-registrants can select program events to create personal schedules

The itinerary tool is a new feature that allows you to create and update your personal meeting schedule. Print your schedule in advance of the meeting or view it on a PDA or smartphone in real time.

>> Confirmation Letters

All members who submitted annual meeting proposals have been emailed letters of acceptance or rejection. If you are a session participant and have not yet heard about your session, contact your session organizer. If you submitted an individually volunteered paper or poster, and have not yet received a letter, contact the meetings department at aaameetings@aaanet.org.

>> Registration

You can pre-register online for the meeting, workshops and roundtables at www.aaanet.org until October 15. If you registered for the meeting when submitting a session or paper/poster proposal, you do not have to register again. Advance registrants can pick up registration materials at the Philadelphia Marriott at the fifth floor foyer. Be sure to bring your receipt. Onsite registration will be available Wednesday, December 2, 10:00 am through Saturday, December 5, 2:00 pm at the Philadelphia Marriott Downtown.

Registration Refunds
Cancellation requests received by email or fax by October 15 will be eligible for a refund. After October 15, registrants will no longer be eligible for refunds or credits. A $35 processing fee is applied against all registrations refunded. Registration fees will not be refunded to presenters who cancel their participation in the program. Refunds will be processed after the meeting.

>> Travel

Philadelphia is conveniently located in the middle of the United States’ northeast corridor, making it accessible by car, train, bus and airplane.

Train
Amtrak offers early booking discounts as well as a 10% discount for conference attendees off the lowest available rail fare to Philadelphia, PA, November 29–December 9, 2009. To book your reservation call Amtrak at 800/872-7245 and mention convention code X70V-954. Convention travel cannot be booked via Internet. Trains arrive at 30th Street Station, which is five minutes from the Philadelphia Marriott Downtown. A taxi from the station to the meeting hotel will cost around $15.00.

Bus
Greyhound and several popular Chinatown bus routes offer daily arrivals to Philadelphia at extremely reasonable fares. Check out the following popular bus lines: Greyhound (www.greyhound.com/home), Peter Pan (www.peterpanbus.com) and Bolt Bus (www.boltbus.com/default.aspx). Additional bus lines can be found at www.aaanet.org.

Air
The Philadelphia International Airport (PHL) is 20 minutes from the meeting hotel. PHL is serviced by all major domestic carriers and is a hub for US Airways. A taxi from the airport to the meeting hotel will cost around $25.00.

Local Transportation
Take a couple of hours to explore the city by walking, taking a taxi or public transportation. The Old City Cultural District is within six blocks of the meeting hotel. For affordable travel throughout the city, try the SEPTA bus and subway system (www.septa.com).

>> Hotels

Booking a room in any of the AAA meeting hotels—where the association has negotiated special room rates and prime meeting space for the program—is an important way to support AAA and help keep meeting costs as low as possible. Staying at the meeting hotels is also convenient and helps you stay connected with informal activities and networking opportunities during the meeting.

Philadelphia Marriott Downtown—Meeting Headquarters
At 1201 Market Street, the main conference hotel is located in the heart of the original US capital, surrounded by Revolutionary history and culture. Independence Hall and the Liberty Bell are within eight blocks of the hotel. Many of Philadelphia’s finest restaurants, shopping and entertainment venues are also within walking distance.

Philadelphia Courtyard Marriott
At 21 N Juniper Street, this hotel is located in the “Heart of Center City” and across from City Hall. The historic City Hall annex was built in 1926 and transformed into a 17-story, 498-room Courtyard Hotel in 1999. The Philadelphia Courtyard is three blocks from meeting headquarters and offers free Internet access in all guestrooms.

Discounted Meeting Rates
Marriott Downtown/Courtyard Marriott

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Single</th>
<th>Double</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Room</td>
<td>$167</td>
<td>$155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Room</td>
<td>$167</td>
<td>$155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concierge</td>
<td>$187</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Person</td>
<td>$20</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reservation deadline for these hotels is November 12, 2009. To obtain discounted
rates, be sure to mention that you are attending the American Anthropological Association meeting.

To make a reservation at the Marriott Downtown or Courtyard Marriott call 800/266-9432 or visit www.aaanet.org/meetings for a link to the online registration service. A special student rate of $99.00 per room is available at the Marriott Downtown; roll-away beds will be provided at $10.00 upon request. The number of Marriott Downtown rooms at the student rate is limited, so reserve your space soon.

Student Accommodations
At 1301 Race St—just three blocks from meeting headquarters—the Philadelphia Hampton Inn offers affordable student accommodations for up to four people per room. The Hampton Inn provides guests with complimentary hot breakfast, high speed Internet and use of the health and fitness center. Rates are $135 for a single or double and $145 for triple or quad occupancy. To make reservations go to www.philadelphiacc.hamptoninn.com and use meeting code AAM.

>> Childcare

ACCENT on Children’s Arrangements will provide childcare during the meeting at the Philadelphia Marriott Downtown. ACCENT is a nationally recognized company that provides onsite children’s activities in a nurturing, safe, educational environment. ACCENT employs professional supervisors who are CPR and Pediatric First Aid Certified. The non-refundable pre-registration fee is $10 per child. The program will be available Wednesday through Sunday. Space is limited, so please register early. The hourly rate for children ages 6–36 months is $12, with a 3-hour minimum. The hourly rate for children ages 3–12 years is $10, with a 3-hour minimum. Advance registration is required by November 20, 2009 (see www.aaanet.org). If you have questions please call 504/524-0188.

>> Accessibility

If you require accessibility assistance because of wheelchair use, hearing or other impairments, please send a request by October 15 to AAA Meetings Department, 2200 Wilson Blvd, Suite 600, Arlington VA 22201, or visit www.aaanet.org and complete the online request for meeting accessibility form.

>> Exhibits

AAA’s annual meeting exhibition hours are 9:00 am–5:00 pm on Thursday and Friday, and 9:00 am–4:00 pm on Saturday. For information about exhibiting, contact the AAA Meetings Department at 703/528-1902 ext 1173.

== Meeting Highlights for Students ==

**COSWA Survey Report Presentation: Academic and Work Climates, Gender and the Status of Academic and Practicing Anthropologists • Thursday 12:15 pm–1:30 pm**

**NASA: Student Orientation to the AAA Meetings • Thursday 12:15 pm–1:30 pm**

**AAA Welcome Reception • Thursday 5:00 pm–6:00 pm**

**AAA Workshop: How to Find an Academic Job • Friday 8:00 am–10:00 am**

**AFA Workshop: How to Publish Your First Article and Book • Friday 12:15 pm–1:30 pm**

**CAE: Graduate Students of Color Mentorship Program • Friday 12:15 pm–1:30 pm**

**SCA: How to Write an Article for *Cultural Anthropology* • Friday 12:15 pm–1:30 pm**

**SCA: *Cultural Anthropology* Intern Program Meeting • Friday 4:00 pm–5:00 pm**

**AFA Workshop: Negotiating Basics for Academic Women • Saturday 12:15 pm–1:30 pm**

**CAE: The Role of the (Student) Researcher in Ethnographic Methodologies: Strategic and Ethical Considerations • Saturday 12:15 pm–1:30 pm**

**SMA: Medical Anthropology Student Association Meeting • Saturday 12:15 pm–1:30 pm**

**SAW: Balancing Children and the Academy from Grad School to Tenure • Saturday 12:15 pm–1:30 pm**

Please see our website for all post-press updates and the most current meeting information: www.aaanet.org/meetings.

== Don’t Miss These Key Events! ==

Everyone is invited to our annual welcome reception on Thursday at 5:00 pm! This is an opportunity to start networking early, meet new members, see old friends and get in touch with the colleagues that you frequently email. Don’t miss the association’s general Business Meeting that follows the reception. On Saturday at 6:15 pm make sure to attend the Presidential Address followed by the AAA Awards Ceremony. Visit the Exhibit Hall Thursday and Friday, 9:00 am–5:00 pm and Saturday, 9:00 am–4:00 pm to learn about AAA, purchase your colleagues’ publications and more!
Preliminary Program Schedule

Information in this schedule is preliminary and subject to change. For the most current information, please check our online annual meeting program available at www.aaanet.org/meetings. A guide to sponsoring section names and acronyms is available on the left.

Tuesday, Dec 1

> 9:00 am–5:00 pm

AAA NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE MEETING
Chair(s): Daniel A Segal

> 9:00 am–6:00 pm

SVA 25TH ANNUAL VISUAL RESEARCH CONFERENCE, PART 1
Organizer(s): Thomas D Blakely, Joanna C Scherer Participant(s): Tammi R Blumenfield, Michael C Ennis-McMillan, Carolyn P Merritt, Marilyn M Watson, Alexis L Wallick, Jennifer L Jackson

Wednesday, Dec 2

> 8:00 am–12:00 pm

AAA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING I
Chair(s): Setha M Low

> 9:00 am–12:00 pm

SLACA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING I
Organizer(s): Ramona L Perez Chair(s): Elayne L Zorn

> 9:00 am–2:00 pm

SVA 25TH ANNUAL VISUAL RESEARCH CONFERENCE, PART 2
Organizer(s): Thomas D Blakely, Joanna C Scherer Participant(s): Anne Zeller, Andrea Tami R Blumenfield, Elana Chipman, Walter E Little

> 12:00 pm–1:45 pm

CULTURAL IMAGINARIES: FANTASY IN CULTURE
Organizer(s): Pete Richardson, P Steven Sangren Chair(s)/Introduction: Pete Richardson Participant(s): Andrew C Wilford, Pete Richardson, Ellen Schattschneider, P Steven Sangren

THE END OF NATIONAL PUBLICS?: TRANSFORMING CULTURAL CITIZENSHIPS ACROSS NATION-STATES
Organizer(s): Isabel M Scarborough, Kok Kee Tan Chair(s)/Introduction: Virginia R Dominguez Participant(s): Isabel M Scarborough, Kok Kee Tan, Robert F Phillips, Elijah A Edelman Discussant(s): Victoria Bernal

RELIGION, POLITICS AND IDENTITIES IN MOTION: ETHNOHISTORIC, MEDIA STUDIES, AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL SCHOLARSHIP ON PERFORMANCE Mesoamerican Rituals
Organizer(s): Pavel Shlossberg Chair(s): Maya Nadkarni Participant(s): Kristzina Fehevarya, Alaina M Lemon Discussant(s): Robert J Foster

BRANDING AND GOODS BEYOND THE SOCIALIST/POSTSOCIALIST DIVIDE
Organizer(s): Krisztina Fehevarya Chair(s): Maya Nadkarni Participant(s): Kristzina Fehevarya, Tatyana Mamut, Alaina M Lemon Discussant(s): Robert J Foster

EXPANDING PUBLICS IN SOUTH ASIA
Organizer(s): David J Strohl, Claire N Snell-Rood Chair(s): David J Strohl Participant(s): David J Strohl, Claire N Snell-Rood, Deborah C Matzner, Andrew S Nelson, Ajay Gandhi, Anuj Bhuwania Discussant(s): Ritty A Lukose

EXPLORE TIBETAN BUDDHIST LANDSCAPES: OF PILGRIMAGE AND SACRED SPACE IN CONTEMPORARY TIBETAN BUDDHISMS
Organizer(s): Jessica M Falcone Chair(s): Tsering Wangchuk Participant(s): Lindsay Skog, Tsering Wangchuk, Jessica M Falcone, Christopher Hatchell Discussant(s): Ann G Gold, Elana Chipman
THE RETURN OF THE VILLAGE: TROPE, SITE AND PLACE
Organizer(s): Antonio Sorge Chair(s): Matei Candea
Participant(s): Millie Creighton, Allan Charles Dawson, John J Ertl, Daniel R Husman, Wendy H Russell, Antonio Sorge
Discussant(s): Matei Candea

THE ROLE OF (DE)COLONIAL THEORY AND (DE)COLONIAL METHODOLOGY TO TRACE PALIMPSESTICALLY THE FORMATION OF URBAN IDENTITIES IN GLOBALIZED AMERICA
Organizer(s): Marta P Baltodano, Cindy Cruz Chair(s): Marta P Baltodano
Introduction: Angela E Arzubiaga Participant(s): Marta P Baltodano, Cindy Cruz, Sofia A Villenas, Ernesto “Tlahuitollini” Colin Discussant(s): Angela E Arzubiaga

TRANSNATIONAL HOUSEHOLDS: TRANSFORMATIONS IN PERSONHOOD AND CONSUMPTION
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Erin Kenny
Participant(s): Erin Kenny, Yoonhee Kang, Marilyne Digs-Thompson, Ju-Chen Chen, Aalok Khandekar, Ana Gabriela Kovats Sánchez

CONCEPTIONS AND CONFIGURATIONS OF IDENTITIES WITHIN TANZANIAN LANDSCAPES
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Alicia I Davis, Nicole M Smith Participant(s): Jessica Lee, Nicole M Smith, Marnie J Thomson, Alicia I Davis
Discussant(s): Mara J Goldman, Mwenda Ntarangwi

THE ENDS OF PUBLIC ART?: ACTIVATING LOCAL, NATIONAL AND COSMOPOLITAN PUBLICS
Organizer(s): Helen A Regis, Anru Lee, Peter J Sutherland Chair(s): Peter J Sutherland
Participant(s): Anru Lee, Peter J Sutherland, Cynthia J Browne, Aseel Sawalha Discussant(s): Helen A Regis

REACHING TOWARD SPIRITUAL ENDS THROUGH SCIENTIFIC/RELIGIOUS MEANS: SCIENCE AND RELIGION IN EMERGING SPIRITUALITIES
Organizer(s): Kevin D Pittle Chair(s): Anna Fedele
Participant(s): Anna Fedele, Deana L Weibel, Laurel Zwissler, A Sue Russell, Kevin D Pittle Discussant(s): Jill Dubisch

DANGEROUS DISCOURSES: REFUGEES AND ARTICULATIONS OF POWER IN MEDIA
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Anna Jaysane-Darr, Allison B Taylor Participant(s): Heather L Lindkvist, James Williams, Anna Jaysane-Darr, Kathleen A Costello, Allison B Taylor
Discussant(s): Amahl A Bishara

EMBODIED DIFFERENCES: THE BODY AND THE MULTICULTURAL STATE
Organizer(s): Rachael M Joo Chair(s)/Introduction: Lalaie Ameeriar Participant(s): Lalaie Ameeriar, Cristen A Smith, Aisha M Belisodejesus, Rachael M Joo Discussant(s): Junaid A Rana

CONTEXTUALIZING TEACHERS’ CHANGE IN PRACTICE: A PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM INTERVENTION IN ELEMENTARY SCIENCE EDUCATION
Co-Organizer(s): Kathryn M Borman, Bridget A Cotner Chair(s)/Introduction: Kathryn M Borman Participant(s): Kathryn M Borman, Bridget A Cotner, Ted Boydstun, Rheta E Lanehart Discussant(s): Nancy P Greenman

FROM PERCEPTION TO PRACTICE: DEFINING, APPLYING, AND EVALUATING CAREER ACADEMIES AND ACCELERATED PROGRAMS IN FLORIDA
Organizer(s): Kathryn M Borman
Participant(s): Reginald Lee, Vanessa Hein, Arland Nguema Ndong, Maressa L Dixon
Discussant(s): Louie F Rodriguez

VISUALIZING CULTURE: ART, MEDIA, ANTHROPOLOGY
Chair(s): Neal B Keating Participant(s): Sylvia J Martin, Claudia P Andrade, Anaede D Iroh, Neal B Keating, Olessia Vovina, Michael Adair-Kriz

GRASSROOTS MOVEMENTS, CULTURAL ACTIVISM AND IDENTITY POLITICS IN EAST ASIA Chair(s): Keeping Wu Participant(s): Keeping Wu, Christopher D Loy, Xia Zhang, Simi Cho, Xilin Tan, Christy A DeLair

EMERGENT IDENTITIES Chair(s): Melissa J Hackman Participant(s): Melissa J Hackman, Justin Clapp, Pinky Hota, Ann-Kristin Iwersen, Yasser Munif, Larisa L Honey, Jay F Gabriel

ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENTS Chair(s): Jason A Rodriguez Participant(s): Jason A Rodriguez, Lisa Modenos, Lindsay DuBois, Alexandre Boudreault-Fournier, Donald H Holly, Filippo Bertoni

THE CULTURAL POLITICS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION: ATTITUDES, AGENCY, AND EXTERNAL INSTITUTIONS IN LATIN AMERICA Chair(s): Eileen M Smith-Cavros
Participant(s): Sarah R Taylor, W Warner Wood, Katherine Fultz, James Stinson

GENDER, SEXUALITY AND CITIZENSHIP Chair(s): Brian Palmer Participant(s): Brian Palmer, Venetia Kantsa, Neslihan Sen, Sébastien Roux, John H Moore, Esin Egit

HISTORIES OF ANTHROPOLOGY Chair(s): Sandy O’Neill Introduction: Sandy O’Neill Participant(s): Sandy O’Neill, Beth E King, Leila Monaghan, Michelle A Parsons, Thor R Anderson

LANGUAGE AND EMBODIED PERFORMANCE Chair(s): Sonya H Fix Participant(s): Sonya H Fix, Joen-Beom Chu, Eric S Heller, Aimee J Hosemann, Anna Marie Trester, Masako Kato, Sohini Ray

ANALYZING ORAL NARRATIVE Chair(s): Maggie Ronkin Participant(s): Maggie Ronkin, Maris Thompson, Minerva Oropeza, Carolyn A Oldham, Lisa A Newon

EXCEPTIONAL CHALLENGES IN MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES Chair(s): Gayatri Moorthi Participant(s): Gayatri Moorthi, Laury Oaks, Maggie Zraży, Darrell Lynch, Krista Maxwell, Robert A Rubinstein, Ana M Hurtado

HEALTH AMIDST STATE VIOLENCE Chair(s): Kensuke Sumii Participant(s): Kensuke Sumii, Robert V Dover, Jennifer L Baldwin, Gerard A Weber, Lobna Abulhassan, Keiko Yasuoka

STATE SECURITY SCIENCES Chair(s): Limor Darash Participant(s): Limor Darash, Ananthakrishnan G Aiyer, Charles P Sharifi, Laurel A Monnig, Ryan S Hechler, Abouali Farman-Farmaian

> 12:00 pm–2:00 pm

Workshop: PHOTOGRAPHY FOR THE FIELD, PART 1: CAMERA AND PHOTOGRAPHY BASICS

SEE PAGE 6 FOR GUIDE TO SECTION NAMES

2009 PRELIMINARY PROGRAM

WEDNESDAY, DEC 2
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Jonathan S Marion

> 12:00 pm–3:00 pm

Workshop: VIDEO CAMERA TECHNIQUE FOR PROFESSIONAL RESULTS WITH INEXPENSIVE VIDEO EQUIPMENT
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): John M Bishop

Workshop: NEGOTIATION SKILLS
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Jennifer Beer

> 12:00 pm–3:45 pm

THEORIZING (IM)MOBILITIES: ANTHROPOLOGICAL TAKES ON AN EMERGING METANARRATIVE
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Noel B Salazar
Participant(s): David W Haines, Jennifer Roth-Gordon, Jenny T Chio, Ana I Vivaldi, Alan Smart, Cecilia M Rivas, Sara B Shneiderman, Noel B Salazar
Discussant(s): Mimi Sheller

DISCOURSE CROSSING: LANGUAGE IN THE MAKING OF TRANSNATIONAL MIGRATION
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Hilary P Dick, Sabina M Perrino
Participant(s): Valentina Pagliai, Alejandro Paz, Michele E Koven, Hilary P Dick, Anna De Fina, Jung-Eun Janie Lee, Sonia N Das, Marco Jacquesmet, Sabina M Perrino, Amy E Shuman, Stef Slemrouck
Discussant(s): Norma Mendoza-Denton, Monica Heller

RE-PLACE-ING THE LOCAL: ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENTS WITH TERROIR
Organizer(s): Alexander A Bauer, Megan Tracy
Chair(s): Megan Tracy
Introduction: Alexander A Bauer
Participant(s): Heather A Paxson, Marion Marguerite Anne Demossier, Brad Weiss, Andrea D Siqueira, Sita Reddy, Jake Kosek, Jamon A Halvaksz, K Anne Pyburn, Niklas Hultin
Discussant(s): Gisli Palsson, Jillian R Cavaunagh, Amy B Trubek

PUBLIC SOCIALITIES BEYOND PUBLICS AND COUNTERPUBLICS
Organizer(s): Dace A Dzenovska, Ivan Arenas, Brad E Erickson
Chair(s): Rafael Sanchez
Participant(s): Brad E Erickson, Marina Mikhaylova, Tomas A Matza, Patricia Spyer, Tania Ahmad, Kristin V Monroe, Ivan Arenas, Dace A Dzenovska
Discussant(s): Aleksi Yurchak, Rafael Sanchez

> 2:00 pm–3:45 pm

SAFE HAVEN? REFUGEES, ASYLUM SEEKERS AND THE LAW
Organizer(s): Tricia M Redeker-Hepner
Chair(s): Fethi Keles
Participant(s): Fethi Keles, Tricia M Redeker-Hepner, Elizabeth C Harmon-Gross, Carole McGranahan, John R Campbell
Discussant(s): Catherine Besteman

TIME FOR TIME? (Sponsored by Melanesian Interest Group)
Organizer(s): Astrid de Hontheim
Chair(s): Bruce M Knauf
Participant(s): John Barker, Astrid de Hontheim, Luther C Elliott, Carol J Greenhouse, Bruce M Knauf, Roger L Lohmann
Discussant(s): Rupert Stasch

CONSUMING VALUE
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Ken T Anderson, Timothy de Waal Malefyt
Participant(s): Renee Kuriyan, Ann T Jordan, Timothy de Waal Malefyt, Bill M Maurer, Ari C Shapiro
Discussant(s): David Pedersen, Marietta L Baba

TRANSFORMING GLOBAL MATERIAL PRACTICE? DIMENSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES ON CHANGE, SUSTAINABILITY AND POSSIBILITY
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Faidra Papavasiliou
Participant(s): Sarah M Lyon, Peggy F Barlett, Megan C Moodie, Faidra Papavasiliou, Alf Hornborg
Discussant(s): Richard R Wilk

HIGH SCHOOL REFORM IN PHILADELPHIA: SCHOOL CHOICE, TRANSITION SUPPORTS AND SMALL HIGH SCHOOLS
Organizer(s): Holly P Maluk
Chair(s): Elaine L Simon
Introduction: Elaine L Simon
Participant(s): Shani A Evans, Clarisse Haxton, Holly P Maluk, Eva Gold, Tracey A Hartmann

GENDER AND COMPARATIVE SOCIALISMS
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Elise L Andaya
Participant(s): Melissa J Pashigian
Introduction: Abby L Drowne, Maryna Yevgeninna Bazilevych, John L Osburg, Melissa J Pashigian, Elise L Andaya
Discussant(s): Jennifer J Patico

SOCIAL MEMORY THROUGH PRACTICE: MULTIVOCALITY IN NARRATIVE AND PERFORMANCE
Organizer(s): Susan MacDougall
Chair(s): Danielle J van Dobben
Discussant(s): Alexei Yurchak, Rafael Sanchez

EXPERIMENTAL ETHNOGRAPHY
Organizer(s): Sarah V Seeley, Annnamie Fischer
Chair(s): Sarah V Seeley
Participant(s): Annnamie Fischer, Katherine M Doktorich, Yang Zhan, Sarah V Seeley, Umit Sendilek
Discussant(s): Brian Escobar, Pamela G Smart

WAYS OF NOT KNOWING
Organizer(s): Peter Graif
Chair(s): Gretchen E Pfeil
Participant(s): Gretchen E Pfeil, Shunsuke Nozawa, Peter Graif, Sonya L Martin, Mihir A Pandya
Discussant(s): Thomas Strong

NATIONAL SPACE, TRANSNATIONAL SUBJECTS IN EAST ASIA
Organizer(s): Gowoon Noh
Chair(s): Jaesok Kim
Participant(s): Jee-Eun Regina Song, Gowoon Noh, Jaesok Kim, Yoon Young Kim, Hyeon Ju Lee
Discussant(s): Roger L Janelli

(POST)COLONIAL LANGUAGE IDEOLOGIES IN THE AMERICAS: PRODUCTION, RECEPTION, DECENTERING
Organizer(s): David E Tavarez, John F Chuchiak
Chair(s): David E Tavarez
Participant(s): John F Chuchiak, David E Tavarez, Alan Durston, Kitiya Lee, Margaret Bender
Discussant(s): William F Hanks

CONVERSATIONS ABOUT CONVERSION: PENTECOSTALS, PROTESTANTS AND THE POLITICS OF ETHNOGRAPHIC TRANSFORMATION
Organizer(s): Don F Seeman, Dena Freeman
Chair(s): Don F Seeman
Participant(s): Jon Bialecki, Clara Mafra, Don F Seeman
Discussant(s): Stephen D Glazier

PRODUCING URBAN AND NATIONAL IDENTITIES IN AN ERA OF GLOBAL REFLEXIVITY
Chair(s): Seoyeon Choi
Participant(s): Seoyeon Choi, Omolade Adunbi, Tiago Castela, Kun Chen, Shelly Habecker, Janet A Alexander

STAGING THE SELF: EXAMINATIONS OF PERFORMANCE AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF IDENTITY
Chair(s): Lauren E Deal
Introduction: Lauren E Deal
Participant(s): Lauren E Deal, Ivy A Hepp, Philip A Karash

Introduction:

SEEEWWW. AAANET. ORG FOR MOST CURRENT SCHEDULE
NEGOTIATING VALUE: EUROPEAN ECONOMIES, MORALITIES AND SELVES
Chair(s): Maya Nadkarni Participant(s): Ursula M Dalinghaus, Radu G Umbres, Edward F Fischer, Patricia L Fogarty, Maya Nadkarni, Lotta Bjorklund Larsen

MIGRATION, DIASPORA, AND TRANSNATIONAL IDENTITIES
Chair(s)/Introduction: Ann W Brittain Participant(s): Randi L Irwin, Daphne N Winland, Ann W Brittain, Robin C Reineke, Lisa Pope Fischer, Sasikumar Balasundaram

MASCULINITY, IDENTITY AND SHIFTING POWER RELATIONS IN THE ISLAMIC WORLD AND BEYOND
Chair(s): James CA Redman Participant(s): Whittaker W Harpel, James CA Redman, Daniel Bradburd, James M Caron

INDIGENOUS HOMELANDS: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, CONTAMINATION, AND ANTI-DEVELOPMENT ACTIVISM IN NATIVE NORTH AMERICA
Chair(s): Tara C Goetze Participant(s): Chelsea Chapman, Elizabeth M Hoover, Anna J Willlow, Tara C Goetze

THE POLITICAL ECOLOGY OF LANDSCAPES: BORDERS, RISK ANALYSIS AND TERRITORIALITY
Chair(s): Laura C Zanotti Participant(s): Vladimir R Gil, Daniel J Murphy, Maria Alejandra Perez, Lisa M Meierotto, Reade Davis, Laura C Zanotti

ANTHROPOLOGY AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES
Chair(s)/Introduction: Anika Koenig Participant(s): Anika Koenig, Hillary K Crane, Simanti Dasgupta, Glen Muschio

FROM NEW TECHNOLOGIES TO NEO-SPRITUALITIES
Chair(s): Michele M Hanks Participant(s): Anne-Christine I Hornborg, Douglas J Falen, Michele M Hanks, James S Bielo

HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGIES OF CHRISTIANITY, CAPITALISM AND COLLABORATION
Chair(s): Sarah E Cowie Participant(s): Ian Kuijt, Helen C Blouet, Jenna Wallace Coplin, Sarah E Cowie, Robert C Chidester

MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF CHILDREN
Chair(s): Emily K Brunson Participant(s): Anat Rosenthal, Bonnie O Dixon, Emily K Brunson, Michalis Kontopodis, Pamela I Erickson

THE CENTERS AND MARGINS OF IDENTITY-MAKING
Chair(s): Hjorleifur R Jonsson Participant(s): Hjorleifur R Jonsson, Angela K VandenBroek, Emily R Canning, Shannon M Dozemagen, Casey J Miller, Mary L Kenny, Douglas A Monroe

WORKSHOP: PHOTOGRAPHY FOR THE FIELD, PART 2: I’VE TAKEN THE PICTURE … NOW WHAT?
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Jonathan S Marion

GEORGE W STOCKING SYMPOSIUM IN THE HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY
Organizer(s): Harriet D Lyons Chair(s): Myrdene Anderson Participant(s): Robert M Oppenheim, David W Dinwoodie, Priscilla Faulhaber, Marilyn Norcini, Andrew Lass, Frank A Salamone, Ira R Bashkow, Paul Shankman, Robert LA Hancock, Elizabeth Stassinos Discussant(s): Riva Berleant, Herbert S Lewis, Kathleen Fine-Dare

CREATIVITY AND LABOR: ARTISTS, ANTHROPOLOGY AND KNOWLEDGE-MAKING
Organizer(s): Zhanara Nauruzbayeva, Thet S Win Chair(s): Jessica Winegar Participant(s): Nikolai Sstorin-Chaikov, Zhanara Nauruzbayeva, Eran Livni, Thet S Win, Kirsten L Scheid, Baru Karaca, Mira J Mohsini, Katy Fox, Anna Grimshaw Discussant(s): Christopher B Steiner, Liisa H Malkki

YOUTH AND CHILDHOOD RESEARCHERS AS CULTURAL CRITICS
Organizer(s): Nicole D Laborde, Elsa M Davidson Chair(s): Elsa M Davidson Participant(s): Nicole D Laborde, Anna R Beresin, Oneka LaBennett, Sarah Lipinoga, Lauren D Heidbrink, Elsa M Davidson, Rachael J Stryker, Brett A Mervis, Julia Kirst, Eva M Oxelson Discussant(s): Elizabeth J Chin, Jennifer R Tilton

> 2:00 pm–6:00 pm

UNESCO AND THE POLITICS OF CULTURAL HERITAGE
Organizer(s): David S Berliner, Bortolotto Chiara Chair(s): David S Berliner Participant(s): Bortolotto Chiara, Jean Louis Fabiani, Valdimar Tr Hafstein, David S Berliner, Christoph Brumann

ORGANIZING HUMANS AND NATURE: CULTURAL POLITICS OF EAST ASIAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Satsuki Takahashi Participant(s): Scott E Simon, Zongze Hu, David S Sprague, Yu Huang, Satsuki Takahashi Discussant(s): Scott R Schnell

LAUGHTER AND EVERYDAY LIFE
Organizer(s): Ritu G Khanduri Chair(s): Stefka Hristova Participant(s): Susan A Paulson, Stefka Hristova, Amy M Jones, Ritu G Khanduri, Jeppe T Linnet, Andrea M Heckman Discussant(s): Donna Goldstein

RETHINKING POPULISM: ETHNOGRAPHIES OF MASS POLITICS AND POLITICAL MOBILIZATION
Organizer(s): Jessica Greenberg, Jack R Friedman Chair(s): Jack R Friedman Participant(s): Jessica Greenberg, Rafael Sanchez, Yiching Wu, William T Mazzarella, Jack R Friedman Discussant(s): Craig J Calhoun

POLITICAL IDENTITIES, LEGAL IDENTIFICATIONS AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL PRACTICE

> 2:00 pm–5:45 pm

WHAT?
Workshop: PHOTOGRAPHY FOR THE FIELD, PART 2: I’VE TAKEN THE PICTURE … NOW WHAT?
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Jonathan S Marion

> 3:30 pm–6:30 pm

UNESCO AND THE POLITICS OF CULTURAL HERITAGE
Organizer(s): David S Berliner, Bortolotto Chiara Chair(s): David S Berliner Participant(s): Bortolotto Chiara, Jean Louis Fabiani, Valdimar Tr Hafstein, David S Berliner, Christoph Brumann

ORGANIZING HUMANS AND NATURE: CULTURAL POLITICS OF EAST ASIAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Satsuki Takahashi Participant(s): Scott E Simon, Zongze Hu, David S Sprague, Yu Huang, Satsuki Takahashi Discussant(s): Scott R Schnell

LAUGHTER AND EVERYDAY LIFE
Organizer(s): Ritu G Khanduri Chair(s): Stefka Hristova Participant(s): Susan A Paulson, Stefka Hristova, Amy M Jones, Ritu G Khanduri, Jeppe T Linnet, Andrea M Heckman Discussant(s): Donna Goldstein

RETHINKING POPULISM: ETHNOGRAPHIES OF MASS POLITICS AND POLITICAL MOBILIZATION
Organizer(s): Jessica Greenberg, Jack R Friedman Chair(s): Jack R Friedman Participant(s): Jessica Greenberg, Rafael Sanchez, Yiching Wu, William T Mazzarella, Jack R Friedman Discussant(s): Craig J Calhoun

POLITICAL IDENTITIES, LEGAL IDENTIFICATIONS AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL PRACTICE
2009 PRELIMINARY PROGRAM

26 SUSTAINABLE MATERIALITIES: ENVISIONING

G Hunsecker

ANTHROPOLOGY (Sponsored by NASA)

GISTS AND THE FUTURE OF ADVOCACY IN THE ACADEMY: STUDENT ANTHROPOLOGY

Invited Session: BRIDGING ACTIVISM AND RATIONALS AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF MASCULINITY

Organizer(s): Jasmin Habib, Gelya Frank

Discussant(s): Netta R Van Vliet

GLOBAL ELEMENTS OF LANGUAGE CHANGE

Organizer(s): Barbara C LeMaster

Discussant(s): Judith M S Pine, Carol J Erting

MEN UNDER PRESSURE: SOCIAL TRANSFORMATIONS AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF ALTERNATIVE MASCULINITIES

Organizer(s): Joan JMML Van Wijk

Discussant(s): Lorraine Nencel

Invited Session: BRIDGING ACTIVISM AND THE ACADEMY: STUDENT ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND THE FUTURE OF ADVOCACY IN ANTHROPOLOGY (Sponsored by NASA)

Organizer(s): Nolan Kline

Discussant(s): Rachel Newcomb

A BETTER WAY OF LIFE IN THE MATERIAL WORLD

Organizer(s): Geoffrey G Hobbs

Chair(s): Elizabeth J Dickson

Participant(s): Byron R Hauck, Geoffrey G Hobbs, Elizabeth J Dickson, Karl GS Segoe

ETHNOGRAPHIES AND HISTORIES: ORAL HISTORY AND CONTEMPORARY REPRESENTATIONS OF PUERTO RICANS

Organizer(s): Ismael Garcia, Patricia L Silver

Chair(s): Ismael Garcia

Participant(s): Hilda I Lloréns, Ismael Garcia, Patricia L Silver

Discussant(s): Gina M Perez

THE WITNESS, KINSHIP AND THE ENDS OF ANTHROPOLOGY

Organizer(s): Sidharthan Maunaguru, Sylvain J Perdigon

Chair(s): Sylvain J Perdigon

Participant(s): Sidharthan Maunaguru, Jennifer A Hamilton, Sharika Thiranagama, Aaron Goodfellow, Sylvain J Perdigon

Invited Session: PRESCHOOL IN THREE CULTURES VISITED: CHINA, JAPAN, AND THE UNITED STATES (Sponsored by CAE)

Organizer(s)/Chair(s)/Introduction: Joseph J Tobin

THE MEANING OF FOOD AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH HEALTH

Chair(s): Neri de Kramer

Participant(s): Neri de Kramer, Kathryn M Orzech, Kelly Feltault, Anamaria V Iosif Ross

EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVES ON TRAITS, BRAIN DEVELOPMENT AND TOOL USE

Chair(s): Julie Lesnik

Participant(s): Eugenia Ramirez-Goicoechea, Dana J Russell, Fernando A Villanea, Carrie C Veilleux, Anne Zeller, Julie Lesnik, Gabrielle A Russo

ENGAGING THE STATE: ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES FROM LATIN AMERICA

Chair(s): Nina K Muller-Schwarze

Participant(s): Nina K Muller-Schwarze, Yamilette Chacon, Erin B Taylor, Miguel A Montoya, Mimi Sheller, William L Alexander, Kate Fischer

SIGNS, SYMBOLS AND SUBJECTS: RETHINKING RITUAL EFFICACY

Chair(s): William Eastwood

Participant(s): Brian C Brazeal, Casey Golomski, William Eastwood, Sonia Silva, Sheriden M Booker

ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE NEAR AND MIDDLE EASTS

Chair(s): Lauren M Ristvet

Participant(s): John A McClelland, Tobin M Hartnell, Jason R Kennedy, Sue Ann McCarty, Laura W Johnson-Kelly, Peter F Biehl, Lauren M Ristvet

BIOETICS AND FIELDWORK IN MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Chair(s): Jennifer A Liu

Discussant(s): Jennifer A Liu, Meghan Gillette, Claire M Cassidy, Andi Johnson

> 4:00 pm–7:00 pm

Workshop: LEADING ENGAGING WORKSHOPS

Registration required (see page 45)

Organizer(s): Jennifer Beer

> 4:00 pm–7:45 pm

LISTENING TO DISCOURSE AND WAYS OF TELLING STORIES: PAPERS IN HONOUR OF VIRGINIA HYMES

Organizer(s): Alexander D King, Eve Danziger

Chair(s): Eve Danziger

Participant(s): Daniel S Lefkowitz, Susan U Philips, Eve Danziger, Suzanne Scollon, Lise Dobrin, Liliana AD Perkowski, Judith E Berman, Alexander D King, Catharine A Mason

Discussant(s): Robert E Moore, Jan Blommaert, Virginia Hymes

Invited Session: HERITAGE AS APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY: SETTING THE AGENDA FOR THE 21ST CENTURY (AAA Presidential Session)

Organizer(s): Elizabeth Chilton, Neil A Silverman

Chair(s): Elizabeth Chilton, Angela M Labrador, Heidi J Bauer-Clapp

Introduction: Neil A Silverman

Discussant(s): Anna S Agbe-Davies, Margaret W Conkey, Richard Kurin, Richard M Leventhal, Barbara Little, Carol McDavid, Paul A Shackel, George S Smith, Laurie Turgeon, Lisa Ackerman

PROBLEM OF THE GIFT: CONTEMPORARY MODALITIES OF PHILANTHROPY AND CHARITY

Organizer(s): Christy K Schuetze, Ramah Mckay, Kyung-Nan Koh

Chair(s): China R Scherz

Participant(s): Ramah Mckay, Pilar K

Invited Session: HERITAGE AS APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY: SETTING THE AGENDA FOR THE 21ST CENTURY (AAA Presidential Session)

Organizer(s): Elizabeth Chilton, Neil A Silverman

Chair(s): Elizabeth Chilton, Angela M Labrador, Heidi J Bauer-Clapp

Introduction: Neil A Silverman

Discussant(s): Anna S Agbe-Davies, Margaret W Conkey, Richard Kurin, Richard M Leventhal, Barbara Little, Carol McDavid, Paul A Shackel, George S Smith, Laurie Turgeon, Lisa Ackerman

PROBLEM OF THE GIFT: CONTEMPORARY MODALITIES OF PHILANTHROPY AND CHARITY

Organizer(s): Christy K Schuetze, Ramah Mckay, Kyung-Nan Koh

Chair(s): China R Scherz

Participant(s): Ramah Mckay, Pilar K

Invited Session: HERITAGE AS APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY: SETTING THE AGENDA FOR THE 21ST CENTURY (AAA Presidential Session)

Organizer(s): Elizabeth Chilton, Neil A Silverman

Chair(s): Elizabeth Chilton, Angela M Labrador, Heidi J Bauer-Clapp

Introduction: Neil A Silverman

Discussant(s): Anna S Agbe-Davies, Margaret W Conkey, Richard Kurin, Richard M Leventhal, Barbara Little, Carol McDavid, Paul A Shackel, George S Smith, Laurie Turgeon, Lisa Ackerman

PROBLEM OF THE GIFT: CONTEMPORARY MODALITIES OF PHILANTHROPY AND CHARITY

Organizer(s): Christy K Schuetze, Ramah Mckay, Kyung-Nan Koh

Chair(s): China R Scherz

Participant(s): Ramah Mckay, Pilar K

Invited Session: HERITAGE AS APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY: SETTING THE AGENDA FOR THE 21ST CENTURY (AAA Presidential Session)

Organizer(s): Elizabeth Chilton, Neil A Silverman

Chair(s): Elizabeth Chilton, Angela M Labrador, Heidi J Bauer-Clapp

Introduction: Neil A Silverman

Discussant(s): Anna S Agbe-Davies, Margaret W Conkey, Richard Kurin, Richard M Leventhal, Barbara Little, Carol McDavid, Paul A Shackel, George S Smith, Laurie Turgeon, Lisa Ackerman

PROBLEM OF THE GIFT: CONTEMPORARY MODALITIES OF PHILANTHROPY AND CHARITY

Organizer(s): Christy K Schuetze, Ramah Mckay, Kyung-Nan Koh

Chair(s): China R Scherz

Participant(s): Ramah Mckay, Pilar K
PALEOFANTASIES AND THE PROMOTION OF POPULAR FITNESS
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Laura K Jones
Introduction: Barrett P Brenton
Participant(s): Laura K Jones, Sallie S Han, Daniel W Sellen, Charlotte R Faircloth, Beverly A Davenport, Jerusha T Achterberg, Nina Kohli-Laven, Louis C Forline Discussant(s): Erica L Bornstein, Greg Urban

IF THE SPIRIT MOVES YOU: RELIGION AND SPIRITUALITY IN IMMIGRANT LIVES
Organizer(s): James B Beard Chair(s): Sarah J Mahler Participant(s): Deirdre A Meintel, Ahmed Afzal, Laura Johanna Hirvi, Cynthia Hess, Janet E Gunn, Martha S Alhieh, Frances Trix, Fiona Bowie, James B Beard, Ernie G Olson, Josh DeWind Discussant(s): John R Bowen

SEX INDUSTRIES IN GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
Organizer(s): Annegret D Staiger, Yasmina L Katsulis Chair(s): Annegret D Staiger
Participant(s): Yasmina L Katsulis, Annegret D Staiger, Kathleen Ragsdale, Joanne Walby, Elnah M Uretsky, Erica L Williams, Thaddeus G Blanchette Discussant(s): Samuel P Veissiere, Daniel Bradburd, Elizabeth Bernstein

GOOD GOVERNANCE AT A GLANCE: UNIVERSALIZING DEMOCRACY OR UNIVERSALIZING DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE?
Organizer(s): Boris Petric, Alessandro Monsutti Chair(s): Boris Petric Introduction: Alessandro Monsutti Participant(s): Giorgio Blundo, David Recondo, Shafqat Hussain, Laetitia Atlani-Duault, Raphaelle ME Mathey, Antonio Donini, Dostena Anguelova- Lavernge Discussant(s): Nandini Sundar, K Sivaramakrishnan

> 4:30 pm–7:30 pm

AFA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING AND RETREAT
Organizer(s): Cheryl R Rodriguez

> 5:00 pm–7:00 pm

AAA Anthropology and Education Committee BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s): Richard Thomas

WORKSHOP: FUNDING AND DISTRIBUTION OF ETHNOGRAPHIC FILM
Registration required (see page 45) Organizer(s): Cynthia L Close

> 6:00 pm–7:30 pm

SAR BOARD MEETING
Organizer(s): Stephan Palmié

> 6:00 pm–7:45 pm

REMEMBERING THE DEAD IN THE AFTERMATH OF VIOLENCE
Organizer(s): Christopher R Duncan Chair(s): Shahtale Talebi Participant(s): Christopher R Duncan, Shahtale Talebi, Ivy L Pike, Nayanika Mookherjee, Heonik Kwon, Virginia Garrard-Burnett Discussant(s): Todd Ramón Ochoa

COUNTERING SURVEILLANCE: INTERACTION, LEGITIMATION AND RESISTANCE
Organizer(s): Christina P Davis, Sherina Feliciano-Santos Chair(s): Christina P Davis Introduction: Barbara A Meek Participant(s): Inmaculada M Garcia Sanchez, Sherina Feliciano-Santos, Christina P Davis, Jennifer F Reynolds Discussant(s): Susan U Philips

YOUTH IN EUROPE: IMPLICATION IN EU POLICIES, PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS (Organized by Anthropology of Children and Childhood Interest Group)
Organizer(s): Aaron C Thornburg, Caterina F Anderson Chair(s): Aaron C Thornburg Participant(s): Caterina F Anderson, Megan L Callaghan, Aaron C Thornburg, Polya I Ilieva, Ayse Ozcan Discussant(s): Thomas M Wilson

ELECTRONIC GOVERNANCE AND THE PAPER TRACE
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Matthew Hull Participant(s): Solomon Benjamin, Ravi Sundaram, Matthew Hull Discussant(s): Leigh Susan Star, Geoffrey Bowker

CRILING THE GLOBAL COUNTRY: EMOTION AND RUSTICITY IN POPULAR SONG GRENES
Organizer(s): Christine R Yano Chair(s)/Introduction: Aaron A Fox Participant(s): Lila Ellen Gray, Steve Ferzazca, Virginia Danielson Discussant(s): Christine R Yano

THE SHIFTING BORDERS OF MEXICAN ANTHROPOLOGY
Organizer(s)/Introduction: Gilberto A Rosas Chair(s): Korina Maldonado Participant(s): Jeffrey S Juris, Korina Maldonado, Suejy Vega, Jennifer R Najera, Mariana Mora Discussant(s): Ana M Alonso

ROAD PUBLICS, ROAD EVENTS
Organizer(s): Christophe Robert, Richard Kernaghan Chair(s): Stuart A Rockefeller Participant(s): Richard Kernaghan, Stuart A Rockefeller, Lisa Mitchell, Christophe Robert Discussant(s): Deborah A Poole

INFORMAL ECONOMIES OF MUSIC
Organizer(s): Alexander S Dent Chair(s): Jesse Weaver Shipleys Participant(s): Alexander S Dent, Marina Peterson, L Shane Greene, Jesse Weaver Shipleys, David E Novak, Javier F Leon Discussant(s): Flagg Miller

Invited Session: LATIN® EXPRESSIVE CULTURE: ABOUT THE COMING OF AGE OF A CULTURE THAT IS ALWAYS EMBEDDED IN POLITICS (Sponsored by ALLA, CSAS)
Organizer(s): Arlene Davila Chair(s): Karen M Davalos Participant(s): Karen M Davalos, Victor M Torres-Velez, Johana Londono, Jonathan D Rosa, Ana Aparicio Discussant(s): Arlene Davila

WHO’S AFRAID OF IDENTITY?
Organizer(s): Shefali Jha, Nitya Deepa Das Chair(s)/Introduction: Shefali Jha Participant(s): Sean M Dowdy, Nitya Deepa Das, Nadia Loan, Charis F Boke Discussant(s):
Nusrat S Chowdhury

THE END/S OF “RELIGION” IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Henry Goldschmidt
Participant(s): Henry Goldschmidt, Lorraine V Aragon, Ayala Fader, William M Girard, Hanna H Kim
Discussant(s): Michael Lambeck

A CRITICAL HISTORY OF THE “DARKNESS IN EL DORADO” CONTROVERSY
Organizer(s)/Chair(s)/Introduction: Alice D Dreger
Discussant(s): Thomas Gregor, Terence S Turner

SCHOOLING WHICH CHILD? CONTESTED CONSTRUCTIONS OF CHILDHOOD AND YOUTH IN EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS (Sponsored by Anthropology of Children and Childhood Interest Group)
Organizer(s): Tyler Bickford, Micah C Gilmer
Chair(s): John D Herzog
Participant(s): Bambi L Chapin, Jennifer Adair, Micah C Gilmer, Alicia L Blum-Ross, Tyler Bickford

FOOD, FIBER AND FLOWER: GOVERNING AGRARIAN ENVIRONMENTS IN THE GLOBAL MARKETPLACE
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Megan A Styles
Participant(s): Megan A Styles, Karen E Hebert, Keely B Maxwell, Sarah R Osterhoudt
Discussant(s): Glenn D Stone

WHAT COUNTS AS KNOWLEDGE?: CONFLICTING ENDS OF SCHOOLING FOR INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
Organizer(s): Dorothy Aguilera, Sheryl A Ludwig
Chair(s): Sheryl A Ludwig
Introduction: Dorothy Aguilera
Participant(s): Diane B Hirshberg, Dorothy Aguilera, Debra I McLane, Sheryl A Ludwig
Discussant(s): Dorothy Aguilera

ADDRESSING THE ISSUES OF FOOD AVAILABILITY AND ACCESS: A CRITICAL ROLE FOR ANTHROPOLOGY
Chair(s)/Introduction: Eleanor A Carlson
Participant(s): Teresa M Mares, Kathryn S Oths, Eleanor A Carlson, Brooke Hansen, Elizabeth E Cooper

CONTESTING VALUE, SPACES AND KNOWLEDGE IN CITIES
Chair(s): Matthew R Lane
Participant(s): Matthew R Lane, Jen Sandler, Jennifer S Mack, Christine A Kray, Jesse S Mumm, Surekha Acharya

REFLECTIONS ON SUBJECTIVITY, PSYCHOANALYSIS, THE VIRTUAL AND THE IMAGINARY
Chair(s): Yoram Bili
Participant(s): Kira E Foster, Patricia Gherovici, Robey Callahan, Lynn Vincentnathan, Yoram Bili

IMMIGRANT TRANSIENCE AND NOSTALGIA
Chair(s): Maria Amelia Viteri
Participant(s): Maria Amelia Viteri, Jane L Helleiner, Miranda C Hallett, Lisa L Porter, Jenna Andrews, Samuel K Byrd

Invited Session: A DISCIPLINE OF COWARDS? RACE, RACISM AND ANTHROPOLOGY (Sponsored by ABA)
Organizer(s): C Michelle Kleisath, Marian Swanzey-Parker
Chair(s): Nicole I Torres
Introduction: Heather D Clark
Participant(s): Nicole I Torres, Jason L Chan, Heather D Clark, Marian Swanzey-Parker, C Michelle Kleisath, Brad E Erickson

GENDER, FAMILY, VIOLENCE AND LOSS
Chair(s): Denise Geraci
Participant(s): Ayse G Altinay, Patricia Tovar, Marida Hollos, Sharla Blank, Denise Geraci

HOW ANTHROPOLOGY CAN HELP END HEALTHCARE AS WE KNOW IT: PRACTICING ANTHROPOLOGY IN (AND ON) THE MEDICAL SYSTEM
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Benjamin J Chesluk
Participant(s): Sarah Rotenberg, Benjamin J Chesluk, Susannah Staats, Charley Scull, Michelle L Rogers

> 6:00 pm–9:00 pm

SANA RETREAT
Organizer(s): Sandra L Morgen

> 6:00 pm–9:45 pm

SOCIAL SUFFERING AND THE CITY: LOCATING SITES OF RESPONSIBILITY
Organizer(s)/Chair(s)/Introduction: Bruce T O’Neill
Participant(s): Dennis Rodgers, Nikhil Anand, Kevin L O’Neill, Mun Young Cho, Hannah C Appel, Kedron L Thomas, Eric Pido, Bruce T O’Neill, Pietro Calogero, Rania K Schweis
Discussant(s): Loic Wacquant, Philippe Bourgois

PHILOSOPHY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
Organizer(s): Daniel Rosenblatt, Gretchen A Bakke
Chair(s): Gretchen A Bakke

> 6:15 pm–7:30 pm

SVA ANNUAL AWARDS
Organizer(s): Carol Hermer

> 6:15 pm–8:30 pm

A&E SECTION BOARD MEETING
Organizer(s): Janis B Alcorn

> 6:30 pm–7:30 pm

GAD History of Anthropology Group BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s): Andrew P Lyons, Harriet D Lyons

> 6:30 pm–8:00 pm

CAE RECEPTION HONORING ANTHROPOLOGY AT PENN
Organizer(s): Nancy H Hornberger, Stanton E Wortham
Chair(s): Robert W Preucel

> 8:00 pm–9:45 pm

TONGUE TIED TERRITORIES AND THE END(S) OF NATIONHOOD: LANGUAGE PURISM AND LANGUAGE POLITICS IN STATELESS NATIONS
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Karl F Swinehart
Participant(s): Joshua Berson, Kathryn E Graber, Karl F Swinehart, Serafin M Coronel-Molina, Krystal A Smalls, Shaylili R Muehlmann
Discussant(s): Suzanne Wertheim

OWNERSHIP, WELLBEING AND HISTORY IN AMAZONIA
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Marc A Brightman,
Vanessa Grotti
Participant(s): Fernando Santos-Granero, Cesar Gordon, Luis Costa, Oiara Bonilla, Carlos Fausto

SHIFTING FIELDS IN A TRANSFORMING EUROPE: COMMEMORATING 40 YEARS OF EUROPEAN FIELD STUDIES
Organizer(s): Krista M Harper Chair(s): Jacqueline Urla Participant(s): Carole M Counihan, Frank L Williams, H Martin Wobst, Angele P Smith, Oriol Pi-Sunyer, Milena Marchesi Discussant(s): David A Kideckel

RHETORICS OF PROGNOSTICATION
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Zeynep D Gursel Participant(s): Renzo Taddei, Steven Russo-Schindler, Zeynep D Gursel, Mandana E Limbert, Caitlin M Zaloom

ARE THE SACRED TROPES OF ANTHROPOLOGY WORTH KEEPING? LESSONS FROM INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Patricia G Lange Participant(s): Thomas M Malaby, Heather A Horst, F Allan Hanson, Lina Dib, Brigitte Jordan Discussant(s): June Anne English-Lueck

THEORY IN DIALOGUE: WHEN OUR INFORMANTS READ THE SAME BOOKS WE DO
Organizer(s): Jane E Goodman, Teri J Silvio Chair(s): Ten J Silvio Participant(s): David S Leitner, Ilana Gershon, Jane E Goodman, Michelle Biggenho, Teri J Silvio Discussant(s): Dorothy Noyes

TRAVELING AFFECT: STRETCHED-OUT SOCIALITIES AND NEW PUBLICS
Organizer(s): Ellen E Moodie Chair(s): Deborah Cohen Participant(s): Irina (Lotti) C Silber, Deborah Cohen, Terry E Woronov, Ellen E Moodie, Lessie Jo Frazier Discussant(s): Brandt G Peterson

THE END/S OF TRANSNATIONALISMS AFTER SOCIALISM: PRACTICES AND RE-IMAGINATIONS OF RELATEDNESS
Organizer(s): Jennifer J Patico, Leyla J Keough Chair(s): Leyla J Keough Participant(s): Rebecca A Chamberlain-Creanga, Jennifer J Patico, Noor Borbieva, Leyla J Keough, Ayse Parla Discussant(s): Maria M Stoilkova

ENGAGING THE DIVINE: THE PERSONAL, SOCIAL AND SPIRITUAL ENDS OF PRAYER
Organizer(s): Anna Insolio Conwin, Netta R Avineri Chair(s): Anna Insolio Conwin Introduction: Tanya M Luhrmann Participant(s): J Henrike J Florusbosch, E Moore Quinn, Netta R Avineri, Anna Insolio Conwin, Wilson Will Discussant(s): Robin A Shoaps

HOW CATEGORIES AFFECT CARE: EXPANDING OPPORTUNITIES OR LIMITING CARE IN HEALTH POLICY AND CLINICAL SERVICES
Organizer(s): Daniel Hruschka, Brandon A Kohrt Chair(s): Brandon A Kohrt Participant(s): Daniel Hruschka, Lynn M Sibley, Brandon A Kohrt, Ryan A Brown, Helena B Hansen

TRAGIC STATE, TRAGIC SUBJECT
Organizer(s): Narges Erami, Syed N Naqvi Chair(s): Nathaniel P Roberts Participant(s): Syed N Naqvi, Narges Erami, Setrag Manoukian, Nadia Guessous Discussant(s): Nathaniel P Roberts

ANTHROPOLOGY, THE UNIVERSITY AND THE CORPORATE ECONOMY: FOCUS ON MEXICO-AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES
Organizer(s): Gabriela Vargas-Cetina Chair(s): Ramona L Perez Participant(s): Steffan I Ayora-Díaz, Ana C Ramirez, Carla M Guerron-Montero, Ana M Juarez, Francisco J Fernandez-Repetto, Gabriela Vargas-Cetina Discussant(s): Elayne L Zorn

WORKING THROUGH CARE: SITES OF ETHICAL PRACTICE
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Matthew C Watson, Julienne Obadia Participant(s): Jacob M Doherty, Sameena Mulla, Julienne Obadia, Jessica Shimmin, Matthew C Watson Discussant(s): Aaron Goodfellow

CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND IDENTITY IN THE CONTEXT OF ADOPTION, ORPHANAGES AND FOSTERAGE (Organized by Anthropology of Children and Childhood Interest Group)
Organizer(s): Louise Lamphere Beryl, Genevieve Okada Chair(s): Kristen E Cheney Participant(s): Clementine Fujimura, Heather Rae-Espinoza, Shirley A Heying, Claire M Wagner, Louise Lamphere Beryl, Jill R Brown Discussant(s): Thomas S Weisner

ETHNOGRAPHY 2.0: ANTHROPOLOGY OF ONLINE COMMITMENTS
Organizer(s): Allison Alexy, Jelena Karanovic Chair(s): Priscilla P Song Participant(s): Jelena Karanovic, Priscilla P Song, Ayako Takamori, Allison Alexy Discussant(s): Ilana Gershon, Nicole Constable

ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH AND PARTNERSHIPS IN DEVELOPING HUMAN SUBJECT PROTECTIONS IN TRANSNATIONAL SETTINGS
Organizer(s): Victor Garcia, Laura Gonzalez Chair(s): Victor Garcia Participant(s): Victor Garcia, Federico Besserer, Maria Teresa Stevens, Guadalupe Escamilla, Jose E Medina Gonzalez Davila Discussant(s): Robert V Kemper, Marisol Perez-Lizaur

DEPORTEES, ILLEGALS AND RURAL FOLKS: GLOBAL CONSTRAINTS, LOCAL STRATEGIES AND EMERGENT SPACES OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL INQUIRY
Organizer(s): Ruth M Gomberg-Munoz, John F Michels Chair(s)/Introduction: Ruth M Gomberg-Munoz Participant(s): John F Michels, Ruth M Gomberg-Munoz, Evin Rodkey

AFRICAN AMERICAN ISLAM AND THE PRIVACY OF IDENTITY
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Zareena A Grewal Participant(s): Zareena A Grewal, Suad A Khabeer, Mohan Ambikaipaker Discussant(s): Zain Abdullah, Carolyn Rouse

LOITERING WITH INTENT: DOING ETHNOGRAPHY ON THE STREETS
Organizer(s): Donald John W Hatfield Chair(s): Kim Hopper Participant(s): Sealing Cheng, Jong Bum Kwon, Donald John W Hatfield Discussant(s): Svti P Shah

TEMPORALITY AND LOCATION MADE VISIBLE: MIDDLE EASTERN CULTURAL PRODUCTION AS MODES OF NATIONAL PERFORMANCE
Organizer(s): Amy Malek Chair(s): Joanne R Nucho Participant(s): Joanne R Nucho, Amy Malek, Maryam Kashani

RESEARCH IN THE ERA OF SELF-DETERMINATION AND REVITALIZATION: WHO WRITES THE STORY?
Organizer(s)/Chair(s)/Introduction: Dorothy Aguilera Participant(s): Jean Dennison, Eve Tuck, Michael Marker, Craig A Campbell, Christine N Reiser Discussant(s): Dorothy Aguilera
GENDER, SEXUALITY AND PUBLIC LIFE: CASES FROM LATIN AMERICA
Chair(s): Nell Haynes Participant(s): Nell Haynes, Kylie J Tobler, Debra Curtis, Stephanie M Campos, Keara Goin, Anna M Babel

AGRARIAN CHANGE, MARKETS AND IDENTITIES
Chair(s): Shaila Seshia Galvin Participant(s): Mark A Moberg, Shaila Seshia Galvin, Guillermo E Narvaez, Christian Zolinski, Susie Donaldson, Brandi Janssen, Dvera I Saxton

CULTURAL FACTORS AND SOCIOENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXTS: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND TRANSNATIONAL COMMODIFICATION IN AFRICA
Chair(s): Agathe Euzen Participant(s): Teferi A Adem, Shannon G Randolph, Cassie M Hays, Agathe Euzen

RENEWABLE ENERGY, BIOTECHNOLOGY AND ATTITUDES TO NUCLEAR RISK
Chair(s): Peter Wynn Kirby Participant(s): Elizabeth R Johnson, Peter Wynn Kirby, Willet Kempston

PERFORMING RACE AND SEXUALITY IN MARGINAL COMMUNITIES
Chair(s): Robert L Clark Participant(s): Robert L Clark, Andrea Morrell, Joy T Taylor, Jennifer L Shaw, Valerie Singer

QUEER LANGUAGES, QUEER NARRATIVES
Chair(s): Michelle A Marzullo Participant(s): Marlen E Harrison, David AB Murray, Michelle A Marzullo, Nora Madison, L Zachary DuBois, Susan W Woolley, Elizabeth R Busbee

PSYCHIATRY IN CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE: STIGMA IN GLOBAL CONTEXT
Chair(s): Atwood D Gaines Participant(s): Bican Polat, Shirley S Lin, Ryan P Theis, Kevin Bass, Alessandra Miklavcic, Atwood D Gaines, Stephanie J Lloyd

HOW HEALTH PROFESSIONALS CONSTRUCT REALITY
Chair(s): Alanna EF Rudzik Participant(s): Alanna EF Rudzik, Suhad A Nashif, Stacey A Pereira, Lynn Kwiatkowski, Gareth A Edel

METHOD ACTING: ETHNOGRAPHIC COMPLICATIONS
Chair(s): Karen A Faulk Participant(s): Karen A Faulk, Juliette R Rogers, Tova Liat Gamlil, Christopher N Butler, Carmen A Ferradas, Edmund Q Searles

Thursday, Dec 3

> 8:00 am–9:45 am

MAKING “REAL” FAMILIES: RELATEDNESS, TRANSCENDENCE AND BOUNDARY MAKING AMONG RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES IN NORTH AMERICA
Organizer(s): Asiya M Malik, Todne Thomas Chair(s): Kath Weston Participant(s): Shari Jacobson, Todne Thomas, Maarit K Forde, Asiya M Malik, Mary Durocher Discussant(s): Susan McKinnon

Invited Session: ANTHROPOLOGISTS DO THE STRANGEST THINGS (Sponsored by ASA, SANA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): J Anthony Paredes Participant(s): Edward Gonzalez-Tennant, Barbara Joans, Stanley M Newman, Jennifer S Brown, John B Page, James L Peacock Discussant(s): Paul L Doughty

INTIMATE TRANSFIGURATIONS: MASCULINITIES IN AFRICA’S “GLOBAL” CITIES
Organizer(s): Lydia C Boyd Chair(s): Ruti Talmor Participant(s): David Pier, Ruti Talmor, Lydia C Boyd, Rodney W Collins, Robert Wyrod Discussant(s): Michael Ralph, Daniel C Mains

Invited Session: THE END/S OF E-RACE-URE IN NEW “LATINO” DESTINATIONS: TRANSNATIONAL MIGRATION, RACIALIZED IDENTITIES, AND THE TRANSFORMATION OF “MIDDLE AMERICA” (Sponsored by ALLA, CSAS)
Organizer(s): Lisa M Knauer, Angela C Stuesse Chair(s): Jeffrey H Cohen Participant(s): Lisa M Knauer, Angela C Stuesse, Debra H Rodman, Theresa L Torres, Janet L Bauer Discussant(s): Sarah C England, Teofilo L Reyes

Invited Session: NEGOTIATING “HYPHENATED SELVES” IN GLOBAL CONTEXTS: AN ETHNOGRAPHIC LOOK AT THE EXPERIENCES OF IMMIGRANT YOUTH IN THE NETHERLANDS, SPAIN, DENMARK, ISRAEL AND THE UNITED STATES (Sponsored by CAE)
Organizer(s): Reva G Jaffe-Walter Chair(s)/Introduction: Michelle Fine Participant(s):

Michelle Fine, Mayida Zaal, Anne M Rios, Reva G Jaffe-Walter, Daniel R Walsh Discussant(s): Thea R Abu El-Haj

COLLABORATIVE APPLIED VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Peter Biella Participant(s): Peter Biella, Kellen Prandini, Anthony Rauld, Shaima M Sandle, Michael J Crammond, Leonard Kamerling

Invited Session: MASCULINITIES IN MOTION: VIOLENCE, NON-VIOLENCE AND BEYOND (Sponsored by AFA)
Organizer(s): Maria Cristina Alcalde Chair(s): Tian Tian Zheng Participant(s): Richard R Wilk, Tian Tian Zheng, Jennifer L Burrell, Maria Cristina Alcalde, Scott M Tyner

MULTIMODALITY AS A RESEARCH/MEANING-MAKING LENS: TOWARDS NEW TRANSFORMATIVE END/S FOR IDENTITY CONSTRUCTIONS AND REPRESENTATIONS
Organizer(s): Lalitha M Vasudevan Chair(s): Amy J Bach Participant(s): Kate T Anderson, Silvia C Noguero, Heather M Pleasants, Lalitha M Vasudevan

EXAMINING THE END/S OF RESTRICTIVE PATHS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION: ACKNOWLEDGING COMPETING DISCOURSES AND HYBRIDITY IN MULTILINGUAL AND MULTICULTURAL CONTEXTS
Organizer(s): Marilee Coles-Ritchie Chair(s): Tricia M Gallagher-Geurtsen Introduction: Marilee Coles-Ritchie Participant(s): Walkie Charles, Lisa H Schwartz, Tricia M Gallagher-Geurtsen, Marilee Coles-Ritchie Discussant(s): Donna Deyhle

BETWEEN SOVEREIGN AND SACER: ETHNOGRAPHY SOLDIERS ON
Organizer(s): Zoe H Wool, Kenneth T MacLeish Chair(s): Erin Finley Participant(s): Zoe H Wool, Kenneth T MacLeish, Salih C Aickosz, Erica Weiss Discussant(s): Matthew Gutmann

RAPAPORT PRIZE PANEL DISCUSSION
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Lisa L Gezon

IN THE SHADOWS: GOVERNANCE AND INTERFERENCE
Organizer(s): Bridget L Guarasci, Chandra D Bhumil, Monica E Patterson
Chair(s)/Introduction: Fernando Coronil
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Participant(s): Paul K Eiss, Emanuela Grama, Bridget L Guarasci, Chandra D Bhimull, Qana Mateescu Discussant(s): Monica E Patterson

Invited Session: CHINA IN AFRICA/AFRICA IN CHINA (Sponsored by AfAA, SEAA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Gordon C Mathews
Participant(s): Jamie Monson, Betty J Harris, Gordon C Mathews, Yang Jiao, Jose A Rojas, Conal G Ho Discussant(s): Ulf Hannerz

AFRICA ON THE MOVE: IMMIGRANTS AT HOME AND IN THE DIASPORA
Chair(s): Erebito P Lozada
Participant(s): Dmitry M Bondarenko, Stephanie R Bjork, Mary B Sundal, David A Eaton, Erebito P Lozada

REFASTIONING GENDER, FAMILY AND FAITH
Chair(s): Friederike Fleischer
Participant(s): Paul A Christensen, Friederike Fleischer, Jianhua Zhao, Lihong Shi, C Jula Huang, Shu Chang

SHAPING CHILDREN’S FUTURES: ENABLELING AND DISABLING FACTORS AND ENVIRONMENTS
Chair(s): Melina T Czymoniewicz-Klippel
Participant(s): Jessica S Chandras, Melina T Czymoniewicz-Klippel, Kristin P Klingaman, Anna L Sherman

YOUTH POLITICAL IN CONTESTED EUROPEAN SPACES
Chair(s): Jack Murphy
Participant(s): Othon Alexandrakis, Jack Murphy, Zainab M Saleh, Moritz Ege, Amy Garey, Anna Fournier

REPRESENTATION, REFLECTION AND RESISTANCE: MUSEUMS AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF COMMUNITY IDENTITIES
Organizer(s): Alex Barker
Chair(s): Jenil Ko
Participant(s): John J Bodinger de Uriarte, Jessica De Largy Healy, Jenil Ko, Lea S McChesney, Olivia A Littles, Lucy Fowler Williams

HISTORICAL INDIGENOUS ARCHAEOLOGIES IN THE AMERICAS
Chair(s): Kimberly C Kasper
Participant(s): Ruth Patricia Ayala Rocabado, Amy B Groleau, Kimberly C Kasper, Ninian R Stein, Mary Ann Levine, Tsim D Schneider

THE POLITICAL IN RITUAL
Chair(s): Annette L Bickford
Participant(s): Annette L Bickford, Erik Nilsson, Qiaoyun Zhang, Quentin P Lewis, Kristin M Kant-Byers, Reyda L Taylor

THE ENDS(S) OF THE RESEARCHER: IDENTITY AND RESEARCH
Chair(s): Sally Campbell Galman
Participant(s): Anita P Chikkatur, Janet I Hech, Kathleen V Schmidt, Frances J Riemer, Huamei Han, Janice B Fournillier

THE GLOBAL BUSINESS OF HEALTH CARE AND PHARMACEUTICALS
Chair(s): Christopher K Morris
Participant(s): Christopher K Morris, Angela C Jenks, John P Wendel, Susan J Shaw, Nanyantara Sheoran

> 8:00 am–10:00 am

Section Assembly Executive Committee MEETING
Chair(s): Mary L Gray

SMA MEETING OF CHAIRS OF SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
Organizer(s): Janet W McGrath

CFPEP MEETING
Organizer(s): Sharon Stein, Oona Schmid
Chair(s): Alisse Waterston

Commission on World Anthropologies MEETING
Organizer(s): Dinah A Winnick, Frances Rothstein Chair(s): Ida S Susser, Frances Rothstein

AEQ EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING

Workshop: ETHNOGRAPHIC WRITING AND ITS DISCONTENTS
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Regina Darnell

Workshop: THE ETHNOGRAPHIC FIELD SCHOOL: TECHNIQUES AND TIPS FOR ORGANIZING AND LEADING THEM
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Timothy Wallace

> 8:00 am–11:00 am

Workshop: APPLYING ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE CLASSROOM: RESOURCES AND TECHNIQUES
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Susan L Andreatta

> 8:00 am–11:45 am

THE ENDS(S) OF ECOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: EXPLORING THE CHANGING DYNAMICS OF ITS RELATIVISM, IDENTITIES AND PUBLICS
Organizer(s)/Chair(s)/Introduction: Leslie E Sponsel
Participant(s): Merrily Stover, Cynthia T Fowler, Thomas N Headland, Ephrosine Danigdels, Marla R Chassels, Lucia L Lasso, Kathleen A Gillogly, Eric J Cunningham, Morgan A Zedalis, Morgan T Brent Discussant(s): Aletta Biersack, Patricia K Townsend

Invited Session: DILEMMAS OF CITIZENSHIP: THE ENDS(S) OF IDENTITY? (AAA Presidential Session)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Diane E King
Participant(s): Sara L Friedman, Victoria Bernal, Diane E King, Lyle Yalin-Heckmann, Vida Bajc, Rivke Jaffe, Leo R Chavez, Alyshia F Galvez, Ayse Caglar, Kendal L Roark, Misha Quill, Janet E Benson Discussant(s): Suad Joseph, John Borneman

Invited Session: SUSTAINABILITY AS MYTH AND PRACTICE IN THE GLOBAL CITY (Sponsored by SUNTA, A&EE)
Organizer(s): Cindy J Isenhour, Gary W McDonough Chair(s): Melissa A Checker
Participant(s): Cindy J Isenhour, Kathleen Bubinas, Deborah Gewertz, Giovanni Orlando, Eliot M Tretter, Melissa A Checker, Andrew D Newman, Jennifer Hubbert, Gary W McDonough Discussant(s): Alf Hornborg, Robert Rotenberg

Invited Session: EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES, CULTURAL RIGHTS, AND ETHICS OF FIELDWORK AND PUBLICATION (Sponsored by MES, SHA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Smadar Lavie, Rafi Shubeli

SEE PAGE 6 FOR GUIDE TO SECTION NAMES
FOODWAYS AND DISCOURSE: TALKING ABOUT FOOD, INTERACTING THROUGH FOOD
Organizer(s): Kathleen C Riley, Christine Jourdan
Chair(s): Christine Jourdan
Introduction: Kathleen C Riley Participant(s): Jocelyn C Ahlers, Carolin Izquierdo, Marcia Farr, Kathleen C Riley, Amy L Paugh, Christine Jourdan, Robert Jarvenpa, Umberto Ansaldo
Discussant(s): Kevin J Tuie, Anne T Meneley

Invited Session: TEN YEARS AFTER: THE LEGACY OF ERIC R WOLF (AAA Presidential Session, AAA Executive Program Committee)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Gustavo Lins Ribeiro Participant(s): Sidney Mintz, Joan Vincent, Patricia Torres-Meja, Noboru Ishikawa, Larissa Adler-Lomnitz, Jane Schneider, Andre Gingrich, Gustavo Lins Ribeiro, Harald E Prins, John E Gledhill, Josiah Heyman
Discussant(s): Sydel Silverman

REIMAGINING BODIES AND EMBODYING VALUE IN A NEOLIBERAL AGE
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Fred Ketchum, George Paul Meiu Participant(s): Anna M Higgins, Kasia Tolwinski, Ari M Samsky, Fred Ketchum, Alfred J Montoya, Michele Friedner, George Paul Meiu, Sholeh Shahrokh, Stephanie N Sadr-Oraifai, Anthony J Synott, Larisa Jasarevic, Emily E Wilcox
Discussant(s): Patricia T Clough, C Nadia Seremetakis

Invited Session: THE RELATIVITY OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL RELATIVITIES IN BOTH PAST AND PRESENT (Sponsored by AAA Executive Program Committee, GAD)

> 8:00 am–12:00 pm
Workshop: ETHNOGRAPHIC WRITING AND ITS DISCONTENTS
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Frederic Gleach

> 8:30 am–10:30am
SECTION TREASURERS MEETING

Organizer(s): Suzanne Mattingly
> 9:00 am–10:30 am
CAE Committee #11: APPLIED WORK FOR EDUCATIONAL FUTURES
Organizer(s): Mariann Skahan

> 9:00 am–5:00 pm
Workshop: INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): H Russell Bernard

> 10:00 am–12:00 pm
Workshop: LEADERSHIP (Sponsored by AAA)
Registration required (see page 45)
Participant(s): Virginia R Dominguez, Kimberley S Baker

> 10:15 am–11:30 am
World Council of Anthropological Associations MEETING
Organizer(s): Dinah Winnick, Setha M Low

> 10:15 am–12:00 pm
Poster Session: DIVERSE PERSPECTIVES IN CONTEMPORARY ANTHROPOLOGY
Organizer(s): Debra L Martin, Ventura R Perez

POLITICS OF “MISREADING”: ETHNOGRAPHIC INVESTIGATIONS OF RELATIONS OF DOMINANCE
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Neriko M Doerr Participant(s): Melanie E L Bush, Yuri Kumagai, Keiko Konoeda, Neriko M Doerr, Abraham Zablocki Discussant(s): Parvis Ghassem-Fachandi

SELF, OTHER AND GOD: SUBJECTIVITIES AND INTERSUBJECTIVITIES IN CHRISTIAN PRAXIS IN AFRICA
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Fred Klaits Participant(s): Fred Klaits, Richard P Werbner, Tracy J Luedke, Katrien Pype, Girish Daswani Discussant(s): Simon M Coleman

Invited Session: TRANSLATING FEELING IN THE AMERICAS: NEW APPROACHES IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EMOTION (Sponsored by SHA)

Organizer(s): James M Taggart, Vilma Santiago-Irizarry Chair(s): James M Taggart Participant(s): Michael Harkin, Caroline E Dodds Pnennock, Catharine L Good, Dominique Raby, Faith R Warner, George F Mentore, Joanna Overing

Invited Poster Session: INNOVATIONS, EXPLORATIONS AND END/S: EXAMINING THE PURPOSES AND LIMITS OF THE VISUAL IN ANTHROPOLOGY (Sponsored by SVA)
Organizer(s): Guido C Pigliasco, Jonathan S Marion Chair(s): Guido C Pigliasco Participant(s): Guido C Pigliasco, Rosalyn Hansrisuk, Alexis L Wallick, Kathryn A Litchi Harriman, Marilyn M Watson, Maria Schelle Solano

Invited Session: THE “LIFE COURSE” AS AN END OF ANTHROPOLOGY (THOUGH NOT LIFE’S END) (Sponsored by ASA, GAD)
Organizer(s): Caitrin Lynch, Jason A Danely Chair(s): Jason A Danely Participant(s): Judith Freidenberg, Mary C Bateson, Jason A Danely, Caitrin Lynch, Sarah E Lamb Discussant(s): Jennifer Cole, Jay Sokolovsky

Invited Session: RIPPED FLESH AND TORN SOULS: BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CAPTIVITY AND SLAVERY IN ANCIENT POPULATIONS (Sponsored by BAS)
Organizer(s): Debra L Martin, Ventura R Perez
Chair(s): Debra L Martin Participant(s): Andrea Cucina, Tiffany A Tung, Miguel A Astor-Aguilera, Kathryn Koziol, Mallorie A Hatch, Ventura R Perez

Invited Session: MARGINAL OR MAINSTREAM? THE BEGINNINGS AND THE END(S) OF FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGY (Sponsored by AFA)
Organizer(s): Deborah F Lustig, Lisa L Gezon, Coralynn V Davis Chair(s): Charlene E Makley, Lessie Jo Frazier Participant(s): Michele R Gamburd, Lisa L Gezon, Deborah F Lustig, Gracia Clark, Peggy R Sanday

Invited Session: THE “LIVED EXPERIENCE” OF HEALTH RESEARCH ETHICS: THE NEGOTIATION OF GUIDELINES INTO PRACTICE (Sponsored by NAPA, SMA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Margaret A Perkinson Participant(s): Elisa J Sobo, Athena McLean, M Cameron Hay, Elisa J Gordon, Bradley P Stoner, Margaret A Perkinson Discussant(s): Pamela L Sankar

YOUTH PARTICIPATORY ACTION RESEARCH
CULTIVATING ORGANIC INTELLECTUALS AMONG MARGINALIZED STUDENTS
Organizer(s): Chiara M Cannella, Julio Cammarota
Chair(s)/Introduction: Julio Cammarota
Participant(s): Jason G Irizarry, Rima Brusi, Ben Kirshner, Chiara M Cannella, Kysa Nygreen
Discussant(s): Michelle Fine

EXPLORING HEALTH AND ECONOMIC MARGINALITIES IN A NEW ERA OF GLOBAL CAPITALISM
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Mary K Anglin
Participant(s): Janet E McLaughlin, Roberto Abadie, Naomi Adelson, Harriet G Rosenberg, Mary K Anglin
Discussant(s): Betty Wolder, Cheryl Mwaria

Invited Session: THE EFFECTS OF A PARADIGM IN HEALTH ADVOCACY: FEMALE GENITAL CUTTING AS A HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATION (Sponsored by SMA, AAA Committee for Human Rights)
Organizer(s): Saida Hodzic, Bettina K Shell-Duncan
Chair(s): Ellen Gruenbaum
Participant(s): Ellen Gruenbaum, Saida Hodzic, Pamela J Kea, Bettina K Shell-Duncan, Brigate Bagnol, Michelle C Johnson

Invited Session: WHERE HAVE ALL THE MAs GONE? A DISCUSSION OF THE 2009 MASTERS ALUMNI SURVEY (Sponsored by AAA Committee on Practicing Applied, Public Interest Anthropology)
Organizer(s): Shirley Fiske, Linda A Bennett, Patricia Ensworth
Chair(s)/Introduction: Shirley Fiske
Participant(s): Terry M Redding, Linda A Bennett

NEW FORMS OF BELONGING IN POST-SOCIALIST STATES: LOCAL ENGAGEMENTS WITH NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL DISCOURSES
Organizer(s): Andrea C Mazzarino
Chair(s): Elizabeth A Peacock
Introduction: Andrea C Mazzarino
Participant(s): Elizabeth A Peacock, Lauren M Rhodes, Jennifer J Carroll, Andrea C Mazzarino, Joseph J Crescente
Discussant(s): Sarah D Phillips

Invited Session: THE END/S OF IDENTITY: DECONSTRUCTING APPALACHIA (Sponsored by GAD)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Brian A Hoey
Participant(s): Brian A Hoey, Samuel R Cook, Bryan T McNeil, John C Wood
Discussant(s): Mary T Hufford

“KNOWLEDGE OBJECTS”: FINDING “THE POLITICAL” IN ETHNOGRAPHIES OF THE COMPLEX
Organizer(s): Michal Osterweil, Maria I Casas-Cortes, Dana E Powell
Chair(s): Dana E Powell
Participant(s): David J Hess, Chaia L Heller, Brandon J Costelloe-Kuehn, Anton J Fernandez de Rota, Maria I Casas-Cortes, Michal Osterweil
Discussant(s): Francisco Ferrandiz

WRITING THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF THE GLOBAL THROUGH THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE BODY IN EAST ASIA
Organizer(s): Niko Besnier
Chair(s): Susan Brownell, William W Kelly, Yolanda M van Ede, Dwayne Dixon, Niko Besnier, Susan Brownell, Mei Zhan
Discussant(s): Aihwa Ong

Invited Session: RACING THE FIELD: CULTURE, RACISM AND ANTHROPOLOGISTS OF COLOR (Sponsored by AAA Committee on Minority Issues in Anthropology, NASA)
Organizer(s): Rebekah S Park, Thurka Sangaramoorthy
Chair(s): Rebekah S Park
Participant(s): Thurka Sangaramoorthy, Rebekah S Park, Mariela Nunez-Janes, Genevieve Okada
Discussant(s): Kyeyoung R Park, Arlene Davila

STUCK IN THE MIDDLE? MIDDLE CLASS UNCERTAINTY AND SOCIAL ORDER
Organizer(s): Jason M Sumich
Chair(s): Henrikke Donner
Participant(s): Jason M Sumich
Discussant(s): Frederick Errington, Deborah Gewertz

Invited Session: WHERE IS “AUDACITY” OR “HOPE”? CRITICAL RESPONSES TO THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION’S FIRST 300 DAYS (Sponsored by AES)
Organizer(s): Ananthakrishnan G Aiyer, Kirk Dombrowski
Chair(s): Kirk Dombrowski
Participant(s): Adolph Reed Jr, Susana E Narotzky, Lesley Gill, Linda E Carty, Saadia Toor, Ananthakrishnan G Aiyer

Invited Session: CAE CAN! ENVISIONING A COLLABORATIVE ANALYSIS NETWORK IN CAE (Sponsored by CAE)
Organizer(s): Mica Pollock, Teresa L McCarty
Chair(s): Bryan M Brayboy
Introduction: Mica Pollock
Participant(s): Rodney Hopson, Kevin M Foster, Enora R Brown, Edmund T Hamann, Tryphenia B Peele-Eady
Poster Session: THE RITUALS GO ‘ROUND AND ’ROUND: INTO THE SILENCE

Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Carolee Berg
Poster Session: VISUAL METHODS AND ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH
Participant(s): Carol Hendrickson, Daria L Dykes, Wendy B Dickinson

RELIGIOUS PLURALISM, SYNCRETISM AND (IN)TOLERANCE IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND SOUTH ASIA
Chair(s): Lindsay A Gifford
Participant(s): Stephen M Lyon, Lindsay A Gifford, Yulia Egorova, Zev Kalifon

NEGOTIATING RACIAL IDENTITY IN AFRICA AND THE US
Chair(s): Kwame Zulu Shabazz
Participant(s): Deidre H Crumbley, Shayla R Griffin, Kwame Zulu Shabazz, Rosa De Jorio, Alisha R Winn

THE ENDS OF SELF-REFLECTION: INDIGENOUS SOVEREIGN SPACES IN PUBLIC PLACES
Chair(s): Antonio R Chavarria
Participant(s): Patricia Te Arapo Wallace, Nimachia Hernandez, Michael Taylor, Antonio R Chavarria, Heidi J Nicholls

CURRENT ISSUES IN CLINICALLY APPLIED MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Chair(s): Mohammed BF Tabishat
Participant(s): Mohammed BF Tabishat, Eugene A Raikhel, Lynn M Deitrick, Laura L Heinemann, Anne R Bower

> 10:30 am–12:30 pm

Workshop: HOW TO PUBLISH YOUR FIRST SCHOLARLY BOOK
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Frederic Gleach

Workshop: PUBLIC POLICY AS ANTHROPOLOGICAL PROCESS: STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT USING AN EMPOWERMENT MODEL
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Kevin Preister

> 12:00 pm–1:00 pm

CMA BOARD MEETING
Organizer(s): Alex Barker

> 12:00 pm–2:00 pm

AAA Resource Development Committee
MEETING
Organizer(s): Elaine S Lynch, Louise Lamphere

> 12:15 pm–1:15 pm

CAE WORKS-IN-PROGRESS
Organizer(s): Mariela Nunez-Janes

> 12:15 pm–1:30 pm

ROUNDTABLE ON RACE ARE WE SO DIFFERENT? EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES: EXPERIENCES AND BEST PRACTICES
Organizer(s): Joseph L Jones, Yolanda T Moses
Chair(s): Yolanda T Moses

CHFR OPEN FORUM
Organizer(s): Deborah Poole

Workshop: TAKING ANTHROPOLOGY ONLINE: STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING AND SCHOLARSHIP
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Daniel H Lende

GAD BUSINESS MEETING OF THE COUNCIL FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF JEWS AND JUDAISM (CAJJ)
Organizer(s): Matti Bunzl, Marcy Brink-Danan
Chair(s): Marcy Brink-Danan

AAA EDITORS GROUP MEETING
Organizer(s): Sharon Stein, Oona Schmid

SVA BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s): Mary Strong

SMA Council on Anthropology and Reproduction BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s): Vania Smith-Oka, Sarah Orndorff

SPA ETHOS EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING
Organizer(s): Ashley E Maynard, Janet D Keller

SPA BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s): Ashley E Maynard

NASA STUDENT ORIENTATION TO THE AAA MEETINGS
Organizer(s): Marcy M Hessling, John K Trainor

ABA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
Organizer(s): Kimberly E Simmons

SAE EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
Organizer(s): Jennifer J Patico Chair(s): Thomas M Wilson

SMA AIDS and Anthropology Research Group MEETING
Organizer(s): Janet W McGrath Chair(s): David S Turkon

SMA Complementary and Alternative Medicine and Integrative Medicine Group MEETING
Organizer(s): Janet W McGrath Chair(s): Ellen J Salkeld

SMA Disability Research Interest Group MEETING
Organizer(s): Janet W McGrath Chair(s): Sandy O’Neill

AFA BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s): Cheryl R Rodriguez

SLAC CONVERSATIONS ACROSS THE AMERICAS: BEYOND THE WRITTEN TEXT, A CONCEPTUAL MUSIC PERSPECTIVE
Organizer(s): Ramona L Perez, Gabriela Vargas-Cetina Chair(s): Ramona L Perez
Participant(s): Elayne L Zorn

AAA Committee on the Status of Women in Anthropology COSWA SURVEY REPORT PRESENTATION: ACADEMIC AND WORK CLIMATES, GENDER, AND THE STATUS OF ACADEMIC AND PRACTICING ANTHROPOLOGISTS
Organizer(s): Elizabeth D Tunstall

CAE PAR IN PRACTICE: COMMUNITY AND SCHOOL PERSPECTIVES ON ACADEMIC COLLABORATIONS IN PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH
Organizer(s): Chiara M Cannella, Julio Cammarota Chair(s): Julio Cammarota
Participant(s): Mariela Nunez-Janes, Fazila F Bhimji, Julio Cammarota, Janet I Hecsh

SAE German Studies Network MEETING
Organizer(s): Barbara Wolbert

ALLA BOARD MEETING
Organizer(s): Carmen A Ferradas

Human Sexuality and Anthropology Interest Group (HSAIG) BUSINESS MEETING

Organizer(s): Hulya Demirdirek

SANA Network of Concerned Anthropologists BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s): Andrew Bickford

EAS EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
Organizer(s): Patricia C Draper

Workshop: TEACHING TIPS FROM THE WINNERS OF THE AAA/OXFORD PRESS UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING AWARD (Sponsored by AAA Executive Program Committee)
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Patricia C Rice, Scott A Lukas
Participant(s): Conrad P Kottak, David W McCurdy, Richard H Robbins, Elizabeth J Chin, Scott A Lukas, Patricia C Rice

Workshop: SUBMITTING TO A PEER-REVIEWED JOURNAL
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Frederic Gleach

Workshop: FIELDWORKS DATA NOTEBOOK: SOFTWARE FOR WRITING AND MANAGING FIELD NOTES
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Tom Woodward

TOUR: INTERPRETING THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF “WE THE PEOPLE”: A BEHIND THE SCENES LOOK AT THE PUBLIC ARCHAEOLOGY AT INDEPENDENCE NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK

Organizer(s): Hulya Demirdirek

ASA BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s): J Anthony Paredes, Herbert S Lewis Chair(s): J Anthony Paredes

> 1:00 pm–3:00 pm

Workshop: TEACHING TIPS FROM THE WINNERS OF THE AAA/OXFORD PRESS UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING AWARD (Sponsored by AAA Executive Program Committee)
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Patricia C Rice, Scott A Lukas
Participant(s): Conrad P Kottak, David W McCurdy, Richard H Robbins, Elizabeth J Chin, Scott A Lukas, Patricia C Rice

Workshop: SUBMITTING TO A PEER-REVIEWED JOURNAL
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Frederic Gleach

Workshop: FIELDWORKS DATA NOTEBOOK: SOFTWARE FOR WRITING AND MANAGING FIELD NOTES
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Tom Woodward

TOUR: INTERPRETING THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF “WE THE PEOPLE”: A BEHIND THE SCENES LOOK AT THE PUBLIC ARCHAEOLOGY AT INDEPENDENCE NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK

Organizer(s): Hulya Demirdirek
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Patrice L Jeppson

> 1:30 pm–5:15 pm

AD EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
Organizer(s): Randolph J Widmer

> 1:45 pm–3:30 pm

Invited Session: OLD AND NEW MINORITIES IN EUROPE (Sponsored by SAE, AAA Committee on Minority Issues in Anthropology)
Organizer(s): Kathryn A Kozaitis Chair(s): Fran Markowitz Participant(s): Michael S Stewart, Fran Markowitz, Vasiliki Neofotistos, Paul A Silverstein, Donald Martin Carter, Kathryn A Kozaitis Discussant(s): Michael Herzfeld

Invited Session: BELONGING: STATE” VIOLENCE, BORDERS AND INFLUENCE OF INDIGENOUS SCHOLARS IN COMMUNITIES AND UNIVERSITIES
Organizer(s): Beth R Leonard, Malia Villegas Chair(s): Phyllis A Fast Participant(s): Beth R Leonard, Kauanoe Kamana, Nancy J Furlow, Phyllis A Fast, Malia Villegas Discussant(s): Kalena P Silva, Perry Gilmore

Invited Session: PUBLIC PRACTICES AND SPATIAL METHODS: INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES ON INEQUALITY IN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT (AAA Presidential Session)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Setha M Low, Dolores Hayden Participant(s): Dolores Hayden, Alison Isenberg, Mary T Lui, Stephane Tonnelat, Don Mitchell, Setha M Low

ICTZITIZENSHIP IN THE “MARGINS OF THE STATE”: VIOLENCE, BORDERS AND BELONGING
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Jennifer Riggan Participant(s): Sima Aprahamian, Louisa N Lombard, Jennifer Riggan, Alana B Smith, Amanda B Poole Discussant(s): Gilberto A Rosas

THE NATURE(S) OF CONTEMPORARY WATER WORLDS
Organizer(s): Andrea Ballestero, Ashley D Carse Chair(s): Ashley D Carse Participant(s): Scott M Webel, Andrea Ballestero, Jessica E Barnes, Tessa R Farmer, Ashley D Carse Discussant(s): Diane M Nelson, Kim Fortun

RELIGIOUS/SECULAR AGAIN?
Organizer(s): Joyce Dalshem Chair(s): John R Bowen Introduction: Joyce Dalshem Participant(s): Jonathan Boyarin, Gregory Starrett, Lauren G Leve, Joyce Dalshem Discussant(s): Samuli Schielke, John R Bowen

THE LIFE OF DOCUMENTS: NEW BEGINNINGS, NEW ENDS
Organizer(s): Christopher Kaplonski Chair(s): Catherine Trundle Participant(s): Christopher Kaplonski, Alexander TT Smith, Adi Kuntsman, Noel J Lobley, Silvia Posocco Discussant(s): Ilana Feldman

GENDER, HEALTH AND THE POLITICS OF REPRODUCTION
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Patricia Antionello, Iris O Lopez Participant(s): Laura Briggs, Iris O Lopez, Elena R Gutierrez, Kalindi Vora, Patricia Antionello Discussant(s): Carole H Browner

Invited Session: EVALUATING ANTHROPLOGICAL FILM: A ROUNDTABLE WITH THE FESTIVAL JURY (Sponsored by SVA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Carol Hermer Introduction: Carol Hermer Participant(s): Sarah Elder, Alice Apley, Marc L Moskowitz

ETHNOGRAPHY AS PERSONAL ESSAY
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Thomas J Maschio Participant(s): Thomas J Maschio, Jasna Capozmeg, Robert Moise, Andrea Louie, Michael Donovan, Amy L Porter

Invited Session: CHRISTIAN POLITICS IN OCEANIA: DENOMINATIONALISM AND CIRCULATION (Sponsored by SAR)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Matt Tomlinson, Debra L McDougall Participant(s): Debra L McDougall, Courtney J Handman, Michael W Scott, Annelin Eriksen, Matt Tomlinson Discussant(s): Dan Jorgensen, Matthew E Engelke

Invited Session: SURVIVING AND THRIVING IN INDONESIA: PRESIDENTIAL SESSION IN HONOR OF ANN DUNHAM (AAA Presidential Session)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Nancy I Cooper Participant(s): Nancy Lee Peluso, Alice G Dewey, Nancy I Cooper, Robert W Hefner, Mary S Zurubuchen, Maya Soetoro-Ng

TEACHING THE HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY
Organizer(s): Andrew P Lyons, Kathleen Fin-dare Chair(s): Regina D Darnell Participant(s): Harriet D Lyons, Herbert S Lewis, Kathleen Fine-dare, Myrdena Anderson, Andrew P Lyons

THE PARODY OF POLITICS AND THE POLITICS OF PARODY
Organizer(s): Cala A Zubair, Jennifer M Sclafani Chair(s): Cala A Zubair Participant(s): Shlomy Kattan, Lauren Mason Carris, Cala A Zubair, Philip Comeau, Jennifer M Sclafani, Jermy Jamsu Discussant(s): Angela Reyes

“OTHER” CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE “END/S OF ANTHROPOLOGY”?: THE ENGAGEMENT AND INFLUENCE OF INDIGENOUS SCHOLARS IN COMMUNITIES AND UNIVERSITIES
Organizer(s): Beth R Leonard, Malia Villegas Chair(s): Phyllis A Fast Participant(s): Beth R Leonard, Kauanoe Kamana, Nancy J Furlow, Phyllis A Fast, Malia Villegas Discussant(s): Kalena P Silva, Perry Gilmore

Invited Session: ADVENTURES IN DISTANCE ED: A ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION (Sponsored by SACC)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Jo Rainie Rodgers Participant(s): Pamela A Maack, Philip L Stein, Nicole R Ives, Mary K Gilliland, Thomas B Stevenson, Jayant Anand, Jo Rainie Rodgers

AUTHORITY AND AUTHENTICITY IN DIS-COURSE: LINGUISTIC AND OTHER MEDIATIC DIMENSIONS
Organizer(s): Miyako Inoue, Patrick Eisenlohr Chair(s): Patrick Eisenlohr Participant(s): Francis P Cody, Patrick Eisenlohr, Miyako Inoue, Flagg Miller, Amanda Weidman, Paul Manning Discussant(s): Dominic C Boyer

FOOD SECURITY: POLICY, PEOPLE AND TECHNOLOGY
Organizer(s): Anita Spring, Joan P Mencher Chair(s)/Introduction: Joan P Mencher Participant(s): Anita Spring, Janet Chrzan, Guadalupe M Rodriguez-Gomez, Valerie E Githinji, Jennifer H Sugg

THEORIZING GENDERED ETHNICITY IN CHINA: MOBILITY, EMBODIED CITIZENSHIP AND INDIGENITY
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Eileen R Walsh Participant(s): Louisa Schein, Shanshan Du, Sydney D White, Margaret B Swain, Jing Li, Jing Li, Eileen R Walsh Discussant(s): Melissa J Brown

Invited Session: GLOBALIZATION FROM
Below: New Technologies for Migrant Remittances, Microfinance and Transnational Community Development (Sponsored by ALLA, SLACA)
Organizer(s): Paule Cruz Takash Chair(s): Raul A Hinojosa Ojeda, Isabel Cruz Hernandez
Introduction: Paule Cruz Takash
Participant(s): Isabel Cruz Hernandez, Darryl L McLeod
Discussant(s): David Griffith, Susan D Greenbaum

Poster Session: Anthropological Perspectives on Food and Eating
Chair(s): Olivia M Hall Participant(s): Olivia M Hall, Sarah R Taylor

All That Is Solid Melts into Air: Changing Lifeways in Southern Africa
Chair(s): David S Turkon Participant(s): Connie M Anderson, David B Coplan, Susan Pietrzyk, Nicole Hayes Bennesch, Michael M Walker, David S Turkon

Technologies of Self and Society in Globalizing East Asia
Chair(s): Danning Wang Participant(s): Neal K Akatsuka, Danning Wang, Elise M Prebin, David J Kim, Ge (Gladys) Jian, Jun Zhang

Invited Poster Session: Urban Marginality and Global Protest (Sponsored by SUNTA)
Chair(s)/Participant(s): Emma J Heffernan, Mary Sterpka King, Heather Picotte, Ana Servigna

New Directions with Political Heuristics
Chair(s): Judy A Whitehead Participant(s): Judy A Whitehead, Maria L Vidart, Durba Chattaraj, Stephen Lukbemom, Edward Sankowski, Ujala Dhaka

From Identity to Mobilization: Changes in the Afro-Caribbean Diaspora
Chair(s): Angela E Roe Participant(s): Nicole Castor, Angela E Roe, Christine A Pinnock, Sara B Busdiecker, David S Simmons

Diabetes and Other Diseases of Modernity
Chair(s): Dennis Wiedman Participant(s): Cornelia Guell, Lesley Jo Weaver, Catherine Hodge McCoind, Dennis Wiedman, Chrystal A Smith

Poster Session: SLA Poster Session
Chair(s)/Participant(s): Ben McMahan

> 1:45 pm–5:30 pm

Invited Session: Mentoring Women “At Home” and “In the Field”: Thinking Critically about Mentorship, “Capacity-Building,” and Working with Field Assistants (Sponsored by AAA Committee on the Status of Women in Anthropology)
Organizer(s): Holly Wardlow, Hanna Garth Chair(s): Hanna Garth Participant(s): Patricia B Lurch, Karen L Ishizuka, Margery J Wolf, Cynthia L Van Gilder, Desiree R Martinez, Jennifer R Wies, Angela C Glaros, Irma McClaurin, Jennifer S Hirsch, Junjie J Chen, Shanti A Parikh, Holly Wardlow, Deborah L Crooks

Politics of Spectacle
Organizer(s): Urmila Nair Chair(s): Andrew P Graan Participant(s): Justin B Richland, Kimberley A Coles, Jeremy F Walton, Marston H Morgan, Sasha Newell, Tobias Kelly, Andrew P Graan, Urmila Nair Discussant(s): Engseng Ho, Michael Silverstein

Invited Session: The End/S of the Anthropology of Technoscience: Celebrating 10 Years of the Diana Forsythe Prize (Sponsored by GAD)
Organizer(s): Christopher A Furlow Chair(s): Christopher A Furlow, Ann E Kingsolver
Introduction: Christopher A Furlow Participant(s): Rayna Rapp, June Anne English-Lueck, Joseph Dumit Discussant(s): Eve Hochwald, David J Hess, Stefan G Helnreich, Marcia C Inhorn, Joao Biehl, Lucy Suchman

The Anthropology of Freecycling
Organizer(s): Angela Jancius Chair(s): Angela Jancius, Julie Adkins Participant(s): Lauren A Hayes, Julie Adkins, Olumide Abimbola, Rachel J Harkness, Kelly M Ernst, Will Tuladhar-Douglas, Angela Jancius, Melissa Zavala, Adam Shiloh Moates, Katherine R Metz, Sarah L Quick, Lisa J Hardy Discussant(s): Vincent Lyon-Calio, Stephen Gudeman

“Chronicle of a Death Foretold”: Neo-Liberal Conservation at the End of Neoliberalism?

Organizer(s): Katja Neves, James J Igoe Chair(s): Daniel Brockington Participant(s): Nora M Haenn, Ricardo F Macip, Crystal L Fortwangler, Colleen M Scanlan Lyons, Robert Fletcher, Benedikt J Colombi, Teressa A Trusty, James J Igoe, Saul Cohen, Daniel Brockington, Dennis Soron, Paige West, Bram Büscher, Katja Neves

Invited Session: Two States, Ancient States: Archaeology, the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict and New Political Realities (Sponsored by AD)
Organizer(s): Lynn Swartz Dodd, Ran Boytner Chair(s): Lynn Swartz Dodd Participant(s): David Wengrow, David Ilan, Lynn Swartz Dodd

> 2:00 pm–4:00 pm

AAA Committee on Minority Issues in Anthropology Meeting
Organizer(s): Kathleen A Terry-Sharp

SAW Executive Board Meeting
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Ann E Kingsolver

> 2:00 pm–5:00 pm

SAC Executive Board Meeting
Organizer(s): John R Baker

CAE Board Meeting
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Teresa L McCarty

GAD Board Meeting
Organizer(s): Samuel R Cook

> 2:00 pm–6:00 pm

NAPA Governing Council Meeting
Organizer(s): Mary Odell Butler

> 2:30 pm–4:00 pm

AAA Committee on the Status of Women in Anthropology Business Meeting
Organizer(s): Suzanne Mattingly Chair(s): Catherine P Kingfisher

> 2:30 pm–4:30 pm

Workshop: Tourism Research: Workshop in New Theories, Methods and Practices
**Registration required (see page 45)**
Organizer(s): Quetzil El Castañeda

> 3:30 pm–5:30 pm

**Workshop: TABLE DISCUSSION ABOUT TEACHING WITH WINNERS OF THE AAA/OXFORD PRESS UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING AWARD Registration required (see page 45)**
Organizer(s): Patricia C Rice, Scott A Lukas
Participant(s): Scott A Lukas, David W McCurdy, Conrad P Kottak, Elizabeth J Chin, Richard H Robbins, Patricia C Rice

**Workshop: POETIC WRITING FOR ANTHROPOLOGISTS Registration required (see page 45)**
Organizer(s): Frederic Gleach

> 4:00 pm–5:45 pm

**PUBLIC ANTHROPOLOGY/PUBLIC CULTURE; IMAGE, VOICE AND PARTICIPATION IN PUBLIC VISUAL CULTURE**
Organizer(s): Carl A Maida, Sam Beck
Chair(s): Sam Beck
Participant(s): Krista M Harper, Charles R Menzies, Aline C Gubrium, Carl A Maida, Sam Beck, Alaka Wali
Discussant(s): Madeleine S Tudor

**CULTURAL RELATIVISM NOW: LIBERALISM, SECULARISM, AND THE ROLE OF CULTURAL RELATIVISM IN ANTHROPOLOGY**
Organizer(s): Amy B Borovoy, Kristen Ghodsee
Chair(s): Richard A Shweder
Participant(s): Usha Menon, John Borneman, Jolyon B Thomas, Amy B Borovoy, Kristen Ghodsee
Discussant(s): Richard A Shweder

**TOUCH: NEW RESEARCH METHODS FOR ENCOUNTERS WITH JAPANESE POPULAR CULTURE**
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Carolyn S Stevens
Participant(s): Laura Miller, Christine R Yano, Marvin D Sterling, Ian Condry, Carolyn S Stevens
Discussant(s): Keiko Ikeda

**THE ENDS OF SETTLER STUDIES: SETTLER COLONIALISM AND NOSTALGIC ANTHROPOLOGY**
Organizer(s): Andrea L Smith, Tamara Neuman
Chair(s): Michele D Dominy
Participant(s): H Glenn Penny, Andrea L Smith, Michele D Dominy, David M Hughes, Zolani P Ngwane, Tamara Neuman
Discussant(s): Vincent Crapanzano

**MILITARY HUMANITARIANISM, HUMANITARIAN MILITARISM**
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Erin E Fitz-Henry
Participant(s): Sean T Mitchell, Jennifer Greenburg, Erin E Fitz-Henry, Ariane Belanger-Vincent, Beatrice A Jauregui
Discussant(s): Lisa H Malkki

**EAST ASIA GOES GLOBAL: TRANSFORMATION AND SAFEGUARDING OF FOOD-WAYS IN CHINA, SOUTH KOREA AND JAPAN**
Organizer(s): Stephanie Assmann
Chair(s): Bradley Tatar
Participant(s): Bradley Tatar, Yi Chen, Chong-Ae Yu, Aiko Kojima, Stephanie Assmann
Discussant(s): Nancy R Rosenberger

**AMAZON TOWN: SEVEN DECADES OF RESEARCH AND ENGAGEMENT—TO WHAT END?**
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Richard B Pace
Participant(s): Richard B Pace, Samuel Sà, Lucy M Miller, Cynthia A Pace, Monte D Hendrickson, Jessica A Chelequis
Discussant(s): Conrad P Kottak

**NEW DIRECTIONS IN ANTHROPOLOGY OF EAST ASIA GOES GLOCAL: TRANSFORMATION OF CULTURES FROM JAPAN**
Organizer(s): Maya D Judd
Chair(s): Elizabeth L Krause
Participant(s): Maya D Judd, Fulvia D’Aloisio, Elizabeth L Krause, Joanna Z Mishtal
Discussant(s): Katerina Georgiadis, Pamela Feldman-Savelsberg, Nicholas W Townsend

**INTERNATIONALIZATION AS THE “END” OF TERTIARY EDUCATION: MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES FROM JAPAN**
Organizer(s): John Mock
Chair(s): Gregory S Poole
Participant(s): Gregory S Poole, Thomas Hardy, Debra J Occhi, John Mock, Hiroyuki Kawamura
Discussant(s): Wesley R Shumar

**THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME: ETHNOGRAPHY, DESIGN, AND CRAFTING SOCIAL OBJECTS**
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Todd E Nicewonger, Keith M Murphy
Participant(s): Christina H Moon, Brent Luvaas, Todd E Nicewonger, Jonas Ivarsson, Christopher R Engelke, Keith M Murphy

**REFLEXIVITY, REGISTER AND THE ENDS OF ETHNOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS**
Organizer(s): Olga V Glinskii, Kristen Adler, David W Dinwoodie
Chair(s): David W Dinwoodie
Participant(s): Zane M Goebel, Kristen Adler, Olga V Glinskii, Kara D Becker, Char Peery
Discussant(s): Asif Agha

**NEW DIRECTIONS IN ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE ENVIRONMENT: BRIDGING POLITICAL ECOLOGY, SCIENCE STUDIES, AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE**
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Christine J Walley, Ajantha Subramanian
Participant(s): Christine J Walley, Ajantha Subramanian, Bridget C Hanna, Sara SW Wylie, Elizabeth C Garland, Rebecca D Hardin
Discussant(s): Charles Piot

**SEMIOTIC APPROACHES TO MASS MEDIATED RACIAL AND RACIST DISCOURSES**
Organizer(s): Nicholas Limerick, Rebecca Pardo
Chair(s): Rebecca Pardo
Participant(s): Riley Snorton, Nicholas Limerick, Rebecca Pardo, Susan M McDonic
Discussant(s): Bonnie Urciolo, Stanton E Wortham, Basak Can

**AIDS AND “LOCAL” MANIFESTATIONS OF RACE, GENDER AND SEXUALITY IN THE NEO-LIBERAL GLOBAL SOUTH**
Organizer(s): Theodore Powers
Chair(s): Gregory Pappas
Participant(s): Ida S Susser, Gregory Pappas, Mandisa Mbali, Theodore Powers
Discussant(s): Zolani P Ngwane, E Tyler Crone

**THE TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL DIMENSIONS**
OF LEARNING TO TEACH: REFRAMING THE DEBATE ABOUT ALTERNATIVE AND PRE-SERVICE TEACHER PREPARATION  
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Katherine Schultz  
Participant(s): Chike J McLoyd, Shannon H Andrus, Katherine Crawford-Garrett, Mary E Del Savio  
Discussant(s): Dina H Portnoy

EARLY AGE CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOL AND DRUGS: ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSIGHTS FOR PREVENTIVE INTERVENTIONS  
Organizer(s): Roland S Moore, Kristen A Ogilvie, Lee Strunin  
Chair(s): Genevieve M Ames  
Participant(s): Lee Strunin, Elizabeth A Lilliott, Michael R Duke, Roland S Moore, Kristen A Ogilvie  
Discussant(s): Dina H Portnoy

QUESTION OF MEDIA: SELVES, OTHERS, PUBLICS  
Chair(s): Natalie M Underberg  
Participant(s): Natalie M Underberg, Holland Wilde, Monique R Scott, Vishnupad Mishra, Fredrick Dent, Karoline Truchon

Biopolitics in childbirth  
Chair(s): Tsipy (Tsipora) Ivry  
Participant(s): Maureen A May, Lisa Waugh, Tsipy (Tsipora) Ivry, Joëlle Vailly, Sara K Head

US/MEXICAN HEALTH CARE  
Chair(s): Jennifer L Hale-Gallardo  
Participant(s): Matthew D Dalstrom, Mary Alice Scott, Jonathan N Maupin, Jennifer L Hale-Gallardo, Sarah M Szurek, Leslie E Cofie

Workshop: DESIGNING AND TEACHING SANTA-BASED INTRODUCTORY COURSES  
Registration required (see page 45)

Organizer(s): Robert Rotenberg

> 4:30 pm–5:30 pm
Committee on Labor Relations MEETING  
Organizer(s): Michael Chibnik

> 4:30–6:00 pm
SLA BOARD MEETING  
Organizer(s): J Joseph Errington

> 5:00 pm–6:00 pm
WELCOME RECEPTION

> 6:30 pm–7:30 pm
AAA Business Meeting  
Chair(s): Setha M Low

> 7:30 pm–8:30 pm
SPA CASH BAR  
Organizer(s): Ashley E Maynard

> 7:30 pm–8:45 pm
NCCA BOARD MEETING  
Organizer(s): John R Baker

> 7:30 pm–9:00 pm
THE END/S OF THE WORLD AND BACK AGAIN: MULTICULTURALISM AND TRANSNATIONAL EDUCATION  
Chair(s): Tamara J Warhol  
Participant(s): Alcira Forero-Pena, Emery M Petchauer, Mayumi Ishikawa, Edmund T Hamann, Andrea E Dyrness, Ali Michael, Bryan H Meadows

Biopolitics in childbirth  
Chair(s): Tsipy (Tsipora) Ivry  
Participant(s): Maureen A May, Lisa Waugh, Tsipy (Tsipora) Ivry, Joëlle Vailly, Sara K Head

US/MEXICAN HEALTH CARE  
Chair(s): Jennifer L Hale-Gallardo  
Participant(s): Matthew D Dalstrom, Mary Alice Scott, Jonathan N Maupin, Jennifer L Hale-Gallardo, Sarah M Szurek, Leslie E Cofie

Workshop: DESIGNING AND TEACHING SANTA-BASED INTRODUCTORY COURSES  
Registration required (see page 45)
Invited Session: INTERDISCIPLINARY COLLABORATIONS (Sponsored by SHA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Julia L Offen
Participant(s): Ria M Denny, Jing Lei, Lawrence A Palinkas, Nicole D Peterson, Y Jane Winslow

COLORED THINGS, CHROMATIC STORIES: SEARCHING FOR THE PIGMENTS OF THE PAST
Organizer(s): Cameron L McNeil, Alexandre A Tokovinine Chair(s): Alexandre A Tokovinine
Participant(s): Guolong Lai, Warren DeBoer, Cameron L McNeil, Ria P Wright, Douglas K Charles, Timothy W Pugh, Glenn H Shepard

THE END(S) OF SCIENCE EDUCATION? SITUATED PRACTICES OF SCIENCE LEARNING FOR SOCIAL/POLITICAL TRANSFORMATION
Organizer(s): David E Long Chair(s): Katherine Bruna Participant(s): Carol B Brandt, Katherine Bruna, David E Long, Carrie Tzou Discussant(s): Margaret Eisenhart

THE GLOBAL FINANCIAL CRISIS IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Carrie M Lane Participant(s): Caroline M Melly, Yoshiko Konishi, Narcis S Tulbure, Carrie M Lane, Sohini Kar

NANOTECHNOLOGY IN PUBLIC AND EXPERT DISCOURSES
Organizer(s): Mikael J Johansson Chair(s): Barbara Harr Harthorn Participant(s): Barbara Harr Harthorn, Theresa A Satterfield, Cyrus C Mody, Amy K Wolfe, Hillary J Haldane, Mikael J Johansson

NGOs IN AN AGE OF NEOLIBERAL (NON) GOVERNMENTALITY
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Mark A Schuller Participant(s): Kari B Henquinet, Bretton T Alvaré, Laurie A Occhipinti, Theodora Vetta, Mark A Schuller Discussant(s): Sangeeta Kamat

BARE MARKETS: ECONOMY, MATERIALITY, CATASTROPHE
Organizer(s): Josh O Reno Chair(s): Horacio M Ortiz Introduction: Horacio M Ortiz Participant(s): Alan Metcalfe, Catherine M Alexander, Karen Z Ho, Josh O Reno, David Pedersen Discussant(s): Keith Hart

ADAPTATIONS AND INNOVATIONS IN THE FACE OF AMAZON CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES: APPLYING FIELD RESEARCH TO UNDERSTAND COMMUNITY AND HOUSEHOLD STRATEGIES ACROSS THE BASIN
Organizer(s): Constance E Campbell Chair(s): Richard H Wallace Participant(s): Eve Z Bratman, Richard H Wallace, Constance E Campbell, Amanda L Stronza, Marianne Schmink Discussant(s): Janet M Chernela

Invited Session: ENERGY’S ENDGAME: ANTHROPOLOGY’S ENGAGEMENT WITH ENERGY/CLIMATE/CULTURE CHANGE (Sponsored by A&E)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s)/Introduction: Sarah Strauss Participant(s): Willett Kempton, Lenora Bohren, Sarah Strauss

SPIRITUAL RENEWAL, RECONCILIATION AND REDIRECTION
Organizer Chair(s): Eric Hoenel Participant(s): Rachel Wereczberger, Jean Mitchell, Eric Hoenel, Scott Edmondson, Scott Dalby

Invited Session: BIOCULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON INEQUALITY, HEALTH AND DIET (Sponsored by BAS)
Chair(s): Lawrence M Schell Participant(s): George J Armelagos, Lawrence M Schell, Molly K Zuckerman, Dannielle Tompkins, Claudia R Valeggi, Anna E Vick, Melanie A Martin

CULTURE AND MENTAL HEALTH REVISITED: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE SYSTEMIC AND THE INDIVIDUAL
Chair(s): Katie R Hejtmank Participant(s): Katie R Hejtmank, Lauren J Silver, Hannah Kliger, Charles H Seagle, Britt Dahlberg

QUEER(Y)ING BELONGING
Chair(s): Graeme C Reid Participant(s): Graeme C Reid, Noelle M Stout, Joseph R Hawkins, Adriana M Garriga-Lopez, Paul Boyce, Lyndon K Gill

DIALECTICS OF LANGUAGE, SELF AND SPIRITUALITY: PAPERS ON THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CONSCIOUSNESS
Organizer(s): Stephen D Glazier Chair(s): Hillary S Webb Participant(s): Jack Taylor, M Mather George, Joshua D Rose, Hillary S Webb Discussant(s): Eric B Ross, John R Baker

EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVES ON COOPERATION, COMPETITION, CONFLICT AND RISK
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): John Q Patton Participant(s): Sarah Mathew, Drew Gerkey, Bria L Dunham, Michelle R Dillon, Jeffrey W Winking, Thomas Foster, Kyle R Gibson

Workshop: 4TH NAPA WORKSHOP ON LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES, ENGAGING IN UN PROCESS
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Pamela J Puntenney

Workshop: HOW TO WRITE A GRANT PROPOSAL: AN INTRODUCTION TO GRANTS AND PROGRAMS AT WENNER-GREN AND NSF
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Victoria Malkin Participant(s): Leslie C Aiello, Deborah Winslow

Workshop: HOW TO FIND AN ACADEMIC JOB
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Lynne Goldstein Participant(s): Lynne Goldstein

Workshop: LEGISLATIVE ADVOCACY WORKSHOP
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Damon Dozier Participant(s): Stephanie Vance

Workshop: DINING TABLE FOCUS GROUP: AN EXPLORATION OF THE FOOD SECTOR AND THE FOOD REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Marcia F Cranston, Steven A Heine

Invited Session: CRISIS IN GAZA: CHALLENGES AND LESSONS FOR ANTHROPOLOGY AND HUMAN RIGHTS (AAA Presidential Session, AAA Committee for Human Rights)
Organizer(s): Deborah A Poole Chair(s): Christa Salamandra Participant(s): Thomas P Abowd, Julie Peteet, Lori A Allen, Ilana Feldman, Anne T Meneley, Rochelle A Davis, Laurie E King-Irani, Amahl A Bishara, Rebecca L Stein, Ted R Swedenburg Discussant(s): Veena Das, Victoria D Sanford

ADVENTURES IN VALUE
Organizer(s): Julian B Brash Participant(s):
Organizer(s): UNAUTHORIZED MIGRATION AND HEALTH
CRITICAL MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF
Invited Session: DO “ILLEGAL” MIGRANTS HAVE A RIGHT TO HEALTH? TOWARD A CRITICAL MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF UNAUTHORIZED MIGRATION AND HEALTH (Sponsored by SMA, BAS)
Organizer(s): Sarah S Willen, Heide

Invited Session: FIRST RITES: INNOVATIVE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH IN ANTHROPOLOGY PART I (AAA Presidential Session)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Deborah Rotman, Agustin Fuentes

Invited Session: FIRST RITES: INNOVATIVE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH IN ANTHROPOLOGY PART II (AAA Presidential Session)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Deborah Rotman, Agustin Fuentes
Participant(s): Ayslín E Tice, Claire A Naus, Alexandre Manigault, Tomoka Miyamoto, Matthew G Roth, Nathaniel B Revere, Kerry A Pecho, Amber Herkey, Rebecca E O’Shea, Nicholas S Sotillo, Rosalie H Howell, Simon J Hurst-Dodd, Wei Gan, Shaun M Lynch, Leah W Goldblatt

Invited Session: FIRST RITES: INNOVATIVE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH IN ANTHROPOLOGY PART III (AAA Presidential Session)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Deborah Rotman, Agustin Fuentes
Participant(s): Christopher C Jain, Emily E Poeppel, Shauna Rae

Invited Session: THE NATION
LANGUAGE PRACTICE AND THE END/S OF THE NATION
Organizer(s): Charles Hallman, Jess P Weinberg
Chair(s): Jess P Weinberg
Participant(s): Jess P Weinberg, Heidi A Orcutt-Gachiri, Camelia Suleiman, Rudolf P Gaudio, Samuel Shapiro, Chelsea L Booth, Jacqueline Messing, Brendan H O’Connor, Charlie Uam, Anne Whiteside, Chad D Nilep, Patricia Buck
Discussant(s): Barbara A Meek, Neriko M Doerr

Invited Session: SMALL LANGUAGES IN A BIG WORLD
Organizer(s): Jan Blommaert, Hiroko Ikuta
Chair(s): Sari Pietikainen
Introduction: Jan Blommaert
Participant(s): Christopher Stroud, Cecile B Vigouroux, Kasper Juffermans, Massimiliano Andrea Spotti, Robert E Moore, Lawrence D Kaplan, Hiroko Ikuta, Lenore A Grenoble, Sari Pietikainen
Discussant(s): Salikoko S Mufwene, Alexandra Jaffe

Invited Session: THE END OF ANTHROPOLOGY (AAA Presidential Session)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Marvel Smith
Participant(s): Sarah S Willen, Anahi Viladrich, Nicolas Jefferson-Lenskyj, Stephanie Larchanche, Heide Castañeda, Nia C Parson, Kate R Goldade, Seth M Holmes, Samantha A Huffman, Mark C Edberg
Discussant(s): Jennifer S Hirsch, Lea R Chavez

Invited Session: LANGUAGE POLICY: NEW MEANS, NEW ENDS, NEW TIMES (AAA Presidential Session, CAE)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Teresa L McCarty
Participant(s): Teresa L McCarty, J Joseph Errington

Invited Session: THE SENSES IN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Organizer(s): Asifa Majid, Stephen C Levinson
Chair(s): Stephen C Levinson
Participant(s): Asifa Majid, NJ Enfield, Nicholas Burenhult, Gunter Senft, Claire E Hill, Hilario de Sousa, Connie de Vos, Shalika Shayan, Sylvia Tufvesson, Mark Dingemans, Olivier Le Guen, Penelope Brown
Discussant(s): Lawrence Hirschfeld, William F Hanks

Invited Session: FIFTY YEARS OF REVOLUTION: ETHNOGRAPHY AND LAN
GUAGE POLICY: NEW MEANS, NEW ENDS, NEW TIMES (AAA Presidential Session, CAE)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Marietta L Baba
Participant(s): Belinda Leach, Pauline G Barber, Nicole D Newendorp, Jeffrey H Cohen, Jason P De Leon, Carylanna B Tahamondes, Glenda S Roberts, Johanna G Bissat, Marietta L Baba, Heidi L Bludau, Hugo Valenzuela, Marko Zivkovic, Beth E Notar, Teresa L McCarty, Sheilah E Nicholas, Suresh Canagarajah, Rodney Hopson, Alexandra M Jaffe, Marilyn Martin-Jones, Mary Carol Combs, Vaidehi Ramanathan
Discussant(s): Perry Gilmore, James Collins, David C Johnson, Nancy H Hornberger

Invited Session: THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
Organizer(s): Birgit Müller
Chair(s): Christina Garsten
Participant(s): Birgit Müller, Regina F Bendix, Christina Garsten, Peter Bille Larsen, Stefan Groth, Barbara Oomen, Irène Bellier
Discussant(s): Sally Engle Merry

Invited Session: ANTHROPOLOGY
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Pablo Gonzalez
Participant(s): Xochitl C Chávez, Amanda M Morrison, Alex E Chavez, Aimée V Garza, Maria E Cruz, Brenda L Sendejo, Aide Acosta, Daniel J Gutierre Discusant(s): Cecilia Balli, Michael Montoya

Invited Session: THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
Organizer(s): Birgit Müller
Chair(s): Christina Garsten
Participant(s): Birgit Müller, Regina F Bendix, Christina Garsten, Peter Bille Larsen, Stefan Groth, Barbara Oomen, Irène Bellier
Discussant(s): Sally Engle Merry

THE SEMIOTICS OF SOCIAL MEMORY: RE-MEMBERING AND FORGETTING CONFLICT IN EUROPE
Organizer(s): Brigitte M French Chair(s): D Douglas Caulkins Introduction: Brigitte M French Participant(s): D Douglas Caulkins, Jillian R Cavanaugh, Damien E Stankiewicz, Brigitte M French, Chantal M Tetreault, C Broughton Anderson, Maria-Pia Di Bella, Benjamin E White Discussant(s): Marco Jacquemet, Judith T Irvine

> 9:00 am–10:00 am

DEPARTMENT OF PRACTICING AND APPLIED PROGRAMS WELCOMING BREAKFAST
Organizer(s): Kathleen A Terry-Sharp

> 9:00 am–11:00 am

ANTHROPOLOGY NEWS CONTRIBUTING EDITORS’ BREAKFAST
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Dinah A Winnick

> 9:00 am–12:00 pm

Section Assembly MEETING
Chair(s): Mary L Gray

> 9:00 am–5:00 pm

Workshop: TEXT ANALYSIS: SYSTEMATIC METHODS FOR ANALYZING QUALITATIVE DATA
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): H Russell Bernard

> 10:15 am–12:00 pm

Invited Session: INTERCONNECTED ANTHROPOLOGY: THE END OF THE LONE ANTHROPOLOGIST (AAA Presidential Session)
Organizer(s): Marcy M Hessling Chair(s): Karen Nakamura Participant(s): Aleksandra Bartoszko, Heather M Yocum, Isabel Montemayor, Marcy M Hessling, Nicole D Truesdell, Megan E Bannon, Freddy R Rodriguez Mejia

COMPLICITY AND CAPITALISMS IN THE MARGINS OF ORGANIZED CRIME
Organizer(s): Jason Pine Chair(s): Fernando Coronil Participant(s): Nancy V Ries, Tobias S Holzleather, Maria C Ramirez, Peter T Schneider, Jason Pine Discussant(s): Fernando Coronil

Invited Session: POLITICKING THE FARM: TRANSITIONS AND TRANSFORMATIONS IN EUROPEAN UNION AGRICULTURE (Sponsored by C&A)

Organizer(s): Meredith L Welch Devine Chair(s): D Seth Murray Participant(s): Ysun Jung, Kathryn P De Master, Dong Ju Kim, David Guillet, James P Verinis, Meredith L Welch Devine Discussant(s): Tracey Heatherington

Invited Session: URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY, SCHOLARSHIP, SOCIAL JUSTICE AND BRETT WILLIAMS (Sponsored by SUNTA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s)/Introduction: Kalfani Nyerere Ture Participant(s): Susan D Greenbaum, Tony Whitehead, Merrill C Singer, Karen Brodkin, Vincent Lyon-Callo

Invited Session: HETEROGENEOUS ACADEMIC RELATIONS: ISSUES OF DEPARTMENTAL COMBINATIONS, SOCIAL CLASS, AND THE APPROPRIATION OF ANTHROPOLOGY BY OTHER DISCIPLINES (Sponsored by GAD)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): John D Rhoades Participant(s): Amy Gazon-Schwartz, Jef Van der Aa, Clare L Boulanger, Robin O’Brien, Darlene A Smucny Discussant(s): Carol Morrow, William P Mitchell

Invited Session: LOCATING MIGRATION: RESCALING MIGRANTS AND CITIES (Sponsored by SUNTA, AES)
Organizer(s): Nina K Glick Schiller, Ayse Caglar Chair(s): Nina K Glick Schiller Participant(s): Nina K Glick Schiller, Caroline B Brettell, Bela Feldman-Bianco, Ruba Salih, Monika Salzbrunn, Judith Goode Discussant(s): Ayse Caglar

Invited Session: THEORIES IN MOTION (Sponsored by AES)
Organizer(s): David Nugent, Mayfair M Yang Chair(s): Carla S Freeman Introduction: Mayfair M Yang Participant(s): Carla S Freeman, Akhil Gupta, David Nugent, Mayfair M Yang Discussant(s): Michael G Peletz

Invited Session: POWER, POLITICS AND INEQUALITY IN URBAN AND REGIONAL ECONOMIES: A FESTSCHRIFT IN HONOR OF JUDITH GOODE (Sponsored by SANA, SUNTA)
Organizer(s): Anastasia Hudgins, Kristi Brian Chair(s): Catherine P Kingfisher, Anastasia Hudgins Participant(s): Maria D Vesper, Suzanne (Sukey) Blanc, Jeff Maskovsky, Sandhya Ganapathy Discussant(s): Judith Goode

Invited Session: TESTIMONY, TRUTH, POLITICS AND ATROCITY: THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL CHALLENGES OF DOCUMENTATION HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS IN IRAQ (Sponsored by AAA Committee for Human Rights)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s)/Introduction: Daniel M Rothenberg Discussant(s): Christa Salamandra, Kathryn R Libal

Invited Session: ROUNDTABLE FOR INDIGENOUS ANTHROPOLOGISTS (Sponsored by...
THE SOVEREIGN’S DEBT: MONEY, CREDIT AND RECONFIGURATIONS OF POWER IN TIMES OF NEO-LIBERAL CRISIS
Organizer(s): Mireille Abelin, Anush Kapadia
Chair(s)/Introduction: Keith Hart
Participant(s): Gustav Peebles, Mireille Abelin, Anush Kapadia, Sivakumar V Arumugam
Discussant(s): Bill M Maurer

Invited Session: THE END OF BLACKNESS?: NOTES FROM THE FIELD ON US RACIAL POLITICS (Sponsored by ABA, SLACA)
Organizer(s): Judith M Anderson, Sarah E Page-Chan
Chair(s)/Introduction: Judith M Anderson
Participant(s): Reighan A Gillam, Judith M Anderson, Meredith Main, Sarah E Page-Chan, Camee N Maddox
Discussant(s): Mark A Schuller

LOCAL NEGOTIATIONS OF GLOBALIZING THEORY AND GLOBAL INSTITUTIONS
Chair(s): Rebecca Peters
Participant(s): José M Muñoz, Aurelien Mauxion, Toru T Yamada, Brenda K Kombo, Rebecca Peters

MAYA WORLDS: ICONOGRAPHY, POWER AND HOUSEHOLDS
Chair(s): Eleanor Harrison-Buck
Participant(s): Michelle E Rich, Ellen E Bell, Joshua D Englehardt, Wendy J Bacon, Eleanor Harrison-Buck, Alexandre A Tokovinine

THE END(S) OF THE WORLD: YOUTH IN GLOBAL CONTEXTS
Chair(s): Patricia D Quijada
Participant(s): Andrew L Epstein, Steven M Borish, Kristen Ali Eglington, Jamie P Joanou, Sarah Jewett, May Hara
Discussant(s): David A Quijada

Workshop: COLLABORATIVE AUTOETHNOGRAPHY
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Heewon Chang

Workshop: “NOW WHAT?” POST-FIELDWORK WORKSHOP ON THE ANALYSIS OF TOURISM RESEARCH

Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Quetzil E Castañeda

> 12:00 pm–2:00 pm

AAA Commission on Race and Racism in Anthropology MEETING
Organizer(s): Kathleen A Terry-Sharp

Workshop: AAA COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS ADVOCACY TRAINING WORKSHOP
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Deborah A Poole
Participant(s): Shannon Speed, Richard A Wilson

> 12:15 pm–1:15 pm

CMA BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s): Alex Barker

> 12:15 pm–1:30 pm

NAPA LPO (LOCAL PRACTITIONER ORGANIZATION) LEADERS’ GATHERING
Organizer(s): Rebecca A Severson

ENDLESS LOOSE END/S OF THE MOTHER-ETHNOGRAPHER (Sponsored by CAE)
Organizer(s): Melisa (Misha) S Cahnmann-Taylor, Sofia A Villenas
Chair(s): Marilyn Merritt

SCA WORKSHOP: HOW TO WRITE AN ARTICLE FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Organizer(s): Kim Fortun

SEAA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
Organizer(s): Laurel Kendall

SMA BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s): Carolyn Sargent

SAS EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
Organizer(s): John B Gatewood

SANA BOARD MEETING
Organizer(s): Sandra L Morgen

CAE Mission Committee OPEN MEETING
Organizer(s): Yuko Okubo, Marta P Baltodano

AAA Interest Group for Aging and the Life Course MEETING
Organizer(s): Jay Sokolovsky

> 10:30 am–12:30 pm

Workshop: COLLABORATIVE AUTOETHNOGRAPHY
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Heewon Chang

> 10:30 am–1:30 pm

Workshop: “NOW WHAT?” POST-FIELDWORK WORKSHOP ON THE ANALYSIS OF TOURISM RESEARCH
Organizer(s): Carmen A Ferradas

MES BOARD MEETING
Organizer(s): Gregory Starrett

SAE Hungarianist Research Group MEETING
Organizer(s): Mary N Taylor

THE GLOBAL FINANCIAL CRISIS AND THE FEDERAL BAILOUT: VIEWS FROM THE GRASSROOTS (Sponsored by SANA)
Organizer(s): Mark A Schuller, Susan B Hyatt
Chair(s): Robert Borofsky
Participant(s): Susan B Hyatt, Susan D Greenbaum, Jeff Maskovsky

AIA BOARD MEETING
Organizer(s): JoAllyn Archambault

GAD BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s): Samuel R Cook

> 1:00 pm - 3:30 pm

AAA Program Committee 2009–10

> 1:45 pm–3:30 pm

Invited Session: STRATEGIES IN TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY 2009 (Sponsored by GAD)
Organizer(s): Patricia C Rice
Chair(s): David W McCurdy
Participant(s): Alex Bolyanatz, Deborah Rotman, Richard H Robbins, Mark N Cohen, Peter M Wogan, Andrea L Freidus
Discussant(s): Scott A Lukas

Invited Session: FIVE FIELDS UPDATE (Sponsored by SACC)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s)/Introduction: P Ann Kaupp
Participant(s): Barbara J King, Paul A Shackel, Norma Mendoza-Denton, Peter J Brown, Steven A LeBlanc

ANTHROPOLOGY AT THE CROSSROADS OF SOCIAL THEORY AND ETHNOGRAPHY
Organizer(s): Dominic C Boyer, Andreas Glaeser, George E Marcus
Chair(s): Dominic C Boyer
Participant(s): Andreas Glaeser, Dominic C Boyer, George E Marcus, Townsends Middleton, Kim Fortun
Discussant(s): Kaushik Sunder Rajan, James D Faubion

Invited Session: THE END/S OF AREA STUDIES: LATIN AMERICANS IN EUROPE (Sponsored by SAE, SLACA)
Organizer(s): Jessaca B Leinaweaver, Karsten Paerregaard
Chair(s): Karsten Paerregaard
Participant(s): Fina Carpena-Mendez, Karsten Paerregaard, Gladis Aguirre Vidal, Jessaca B Leinaweaver, Timothy J Smith
Discussant(s): Caroline B Brettell

Invited Session: THE DISCUSSION CONTINUES: ETHICS AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL PRACTICE (Sponsored by AAA Committee on Ethics)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s)/Introduction: Dena K Plemmons
Participant(s): George R Lucas, Robert A Rubinstein

Invited Session: WHAT IF POLICY MAKERS LISTENED TO ANTHROPOLOGISTS ABOUT WELFARE REFORM AND POVERTY? (Sponsored by SANA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Sandra L Morgen
Participant(s): Sandra L Morgen, Jane L Collins, Dana-Ain Davis, Jane Henrici, Catherine P Kingfisher, Kathleen A Pickering

Invited Session: THE END(S) OF POLITICS IN CHINA (Sponsored by SEAA)
Organizer(s): Andrew B Kipnis, Susanne Ellen Brandstadeater
Chair(s): Judith B Farquhar
Participant(s): Andrew B Kipnis, Sin Wen Lau, Nanlai Cao, Susanne Ellen Brandstadeater, Pal Nyiri
Discussant(s): Judith B Farquhar

Invited Session: POST-FORDIST AFFECT (Sponsored by SCA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Andrea Karin Muehlebach
Participant(s): Nitzan Shoshan, Elana Shever, Andrea Karin Muehlebach, Anne Allison
Discussant(s): Elizabeth A Povinelli

EVERYDAY EXPERIENCES OF THE STATE IN THE MARGINS: CONTESTATION, RECONFIGURATION AND RESISTANCE
Organizer(s): Yuko Okubo, Robin M DeLugan
Chair(s): Yuko Okubo
Participant(s): Shinji Sato, Yuko Okubo, Bihan Castellanos, Krisjon R Olson, Robin M DeLugan, Taku Suzuki
Discussant(s): Marianne Ferme

RACE AND …: ARTICULATING LINGUISTIC INTERSECTIONS OF MULTIPLE SOCIAL AXES
Organizer(s): Adrienne Lo, Elaine W Chun, Angela Reyes
Chair(s): Elaine W Chun
Participant(s): Elaine W Chun, H Samy Alim, Adrienne Lo, Mary Bucholtz, Angela Reyes
Discussant(s): Ana C Zentella

Invited Session: QUANTITATIVE ENVIRON-
AND ENDS (Sponsored by SLA)
Organizer(s): Mark Sicoli, Matthew S Wolfgam
Chair(s): Mark Sicoli
Participant(s): Mark Sicoli, Suzanne Menair, Nicholas H Harkness, Andrea L Kortenhoven, Matthew S Wolfgam
Discussant(s): Robin Queen

Invited Session: FACTS AND FICTION ON HEALTH AND NUTRITION IN THE BRAZILIAN AMAZON
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Rosalie H Howell

Invited Session: TECHNOLOGIES OF NORMALCY AND THE MEDICALIZATION OF CONTEMPORARY CHILDHOODS (Organized by Anthropology of Children and Childhood Interest Group, Sponsored by SPA)
Organizer(s): Elizabeth A Carpenter-Song, Mara H Buchbinder
Chair(s): Mara H Buchbinder, Melissa M Park, Elizabeth A Carpenter-Song, Mara H Buchbinder, Eileen P Anderson-Fye
Discussant(s): Douglas Hollan

Invited Session: GRASSROOTS ACTIVISM AND FISCAL CRISIS: A CELEBRATION OF METROPOLITAN AVENUE AND NORMAN STREET (Sponsored by SUNTA, SANA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s)/Introduction: Susan B Hyatt
Participant(s): Christine Noschese, Sally Fisher, Ida S Susser

Invited Session: ANTHROPOLOGY AND ITS PUBLICS (Sponsored by AES)
Organizer(s): Emily Martin, Emily C Cohen
Chair(s): Emily Martin
Participant(s): Michael F Brown, Emily C Cohen, Monica L Schoch-Spana, Jose N Vasquez, Mary E Murrell

DILEMMAS AND CONTRADICTIONS OF A LATIN AMERICAN WELFARE STATE: COSTA RICA AT THE TURN OF THE 21ST CENTURY
Organizer(s): Thomas W Pearson
Chair(s): Jeremy C Rayner
Participant(s): Thomas W Pearson, David M Hoffman, Courtney A Lee, Sara A Ackerman, Jeremy C Rayner
Discussant(s): Marc Edelman

AFRICA REMIXED: YOUTH IN AFRICA AND THE AFRICAN DIASPORA
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Benjamin F Soares, Bennetta W Jules-Rosette
Introduction: Bennetta W Jules-Rosette
Participant(s): Judith L Singleton, Adeline Masquelier, Benjamin F Soares, Bennetta W Jules-Rosette

Invited Session: PENTECOSTALISM AND PUBLIC HEALTH IN SOUTHERN AFRICA: NEO-COLONIAL CONTROL OR POSTCOLONIAL IMPERATIVE IN THE CONTEXT OF HIV/AIDS? (Sponsored by SMA, AFAA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Robin Root, James T Pfeiffer
Introduction: James T Pfeiffer
Participant(s): Robin Root, Tonya N Taylor, Carla Braga, Rachel R Chapman, James T Pfeiffer

Poster Session: SPANGLISH AS TRANSFORMATIVE LITERACY TOOL: TOWARD AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF SPANISH-ENGLISH CODE-SWITCHING IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF ACADEMIC AND CRITICAL LITERACIES
Organizer(s): Ramon A Martinez, Kris Gutierrez
Chair(s): Ramon A Martinez

Poster Session: ARCHAEOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO LANDSCAPES AND SETTLEMENTS
Participant(s): Colleen M Beck, Paul N Kardulias, John M Steinberg, Douglas J Bolender, Cameron S Griffith, Loni Kantor, Louis W Fortin

ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO BIO-ETHICS: CRITIQUES AND COLLABORATIONS
Organizer(s): Charlotte Ikels
Chair(s): Betty Wolder Levin
Participant(s): Barbara A Koenig, Patricia A Marshall, Lesley A Sharp, Paul E Brodwin, Charlotte Ikels
Discussant(s): Betty Wolder Levin

THE NEW BOLIVIAN CONSTITUTION AS AN ARENA OF POLITICAL, LEGAL AND CULTURAL STRUGGLE
Organizer(s): Maria L Lagos, Pamela R Calla
Chair(s)/Introduction: Maria L Lagos
Participant(s): Carmen Medeiros, Maria L Lagos, Nancy G Postero, Pamela R Calla
Discussant(s): Charles R Hale

Invited Poster Session: NASA INVITED POSTER SESSION (Sponsored by NASA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Monica Heller
Participant(s): Monica Heller, Andre E Levy, Nandini Sundar, Cristobal Gnecco, Paul Lane, Donald Brenneis

Invited Session: ETHNOGRAPHY AT THE ‘ENDS’ OF THE HUMAN (Sponsored by SCA, AES)
Organizer(s): Eduardo Kohn, Alexei Yurchak
Chair(s): Alexei Yurchak
Participant(s): Allen Feldman, Eduardo Kohn, Alexei Yurchak, Natasha D Schull, Hirokazu Miyazaki
Discussant(s): Hugh Raffles

Invited Session: ANTHROPOLOGY’S POST-NATIONAL SPACES (AAA Presidential Session; Sponsored by the AAA Commission on World Anthropologies and the World Council of Anthropological Associations)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Monica Heller
Participant(s): Monica Heller, Andre E Levy, Nandini Sundar, Cristobal Gnecco, Paul Lane, Donald Brenneis

Invited Poster Session: CURRENT STUDIES IN EVOLUTIONARY ANTHROPOLOGY (Sponsored by EAS)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Michelle J Escasa
Participant(s): Jeremy M Koster, Shane J Macfarlan, Thomas J Flanmson, John P Ziker, Matthew G Nowak, Mark W Remiker, Michelle J Escasa

1:45 pm–5:30 pm

Invited Session: THE END/S OF RACE IN THE AGE OF PRESIDENT OBAMA (Sponsored by AAA Executive Program Committee)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s)/Introduction: Kimberly E Simmons
Participant(s): Arthur K Spears, John M Hartigan, Faye V Harrison, Lisa M Anderson-Ley, Matthew S Durning, Audrey Smedley
Discussant(s): Leith P Mullings, Irma McClaurin

Invited Session: GATHERING THEM TOGETHER AND BRINGING THEM HOME: THE RELA-
TIONAL MUSEUM IN ACTION (Sponsored by CMA, SVA)
Organizer(s): Joshua A Bell, Howard Morphy
Chair(s): Philip G Jones Participant(s): Lindy Allen, Aron L Crowell, Erin L Hasinoff, Philip John Batt, Elise DUBUC, Philippa R Deveson, Kate Hennessy, Clare E Harris, Fred R Myers, Gwynneira L Isaac, Morgan Perkins, Ruth B Phillips Discussant(s): Chris Gosden, Francoise Dussart, Howard Morphy

Invited Session: ENDINGS AND/OR NEW BEGINNINGS? FEMINIST, MEDICAL AND PUBLIC ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE WORK OF LOUISE LAMPERATURE (AAA Presidential Session)
Organizer(s): Deborah A Boehm, Nancy J Burke Chair(s): Sandra L Morgen, Cyemetery Howe Participant(s): Patricia Zavella, Liza Bakewell, Mary H Moran, Kay B Warren, Carol B Stack, Beth Baker-Cristales, Jocelyn H DeHaas, Deborah A Boehm, Nancy J Burke, Cathleen E Willging, Sarah B Horton Discussant(s): Rayna Rapp, Louise Lamphere

Invited Session: MUSLIM COSMOPOLOGISM AND THE END/S OF SECULARISM? MOVEMENT, IDENTITY AND CONTEMPORARY RECONFIGURATIONS (Sponsored by SAR)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Mara A Leichtman, Dorothea E Schulz Participant(s): Irfan Ahmad, Mara A Leichtman, Joseph B Hill, Samuli Schielke, Alexandre Caeiro, Simon Hawkins, Dorothea E Schulz, Beth A Buggenhagen Discussant(s): Paul A Silverstein, Misty L Bastian

Invited Session: MAKING DAILY LIFE DEADLY: THE MILITARIZATION OF EVERYDAY LIFE, NORTH AND SOUTH (Sponsored by AAA Executive Program Committee, AES)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Philippe Bourgois, Nancy M Schepers-Hughes Participant(s): Philippe Bourgois, Didier Fassin, Loïc Wacquant, Laurence Ralph, Nancy M Schepers-Hughes, Beatriz Manzz, Roger N Lancaster, Hugh Gudsterson Discussant(s): Homi K Bhabha

Invited Session: TOURISM, ARCHAEOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT (Sponsored by AD)
Organizer(s): Rachel F Giraudo Chair(s): Benjamin W Porter Introduction: Rachel F Giraudo Participant(s): Lena Mortensen, Morag M Kersel, Dylan J Clark, Teresa EP Delfin, Meredith L Johnson, Benjamin W Porter, Uzi Baram, Julie R Labate, Mara D Bernstein, Rebecca S Graff Discussant(s): Philip L Kohl, K Anne Pyburn, Nelson H Graburn

DISPLACEMENT, ACCESS TO ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES, AND THE POLITICAL (RE)ORGANIZATION OF SPACE
Organizer(s): Rebecca C Witter, Lisa Cliggett Chair(s): Rebecca C Witter Participant(s): Brandon D Lundy, Gayatri S Thampy, Laura A Ogden, Rebecca K Zarger, Rebecca C Witter, Amber Wutich, Gregory S Gullette, Derick A Fay, Vikramaditya Thakur, Lisa Cliggett Discussant(s): Anthony R Oliver-Smith, David M Hughes

> 3:00 pm–5:00 pm

AEC BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s): Richard Thomas

AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST EDITORS MEETING
Organizer(s): Sharon Stein, Tom Boellstorff

> 4:00 pm–5:00 pm

SCA CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY INTERN PROGRAM MEETING
Organizer(s): Kim Fortun

> 4:00 pm–5:30 pm

SUNTA Committee on Refugees and Immigrants (CORI) ANNUAL MEETING
Organizer(s): Anna O O’Leary, Anahi Viladrich

> 4:00 pm–5:45 pm

VISIONS OF CULTURE: HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Jay Ruby Participant(s): Cristina Grasseni, Sandra H Dudley, Arnd Schneider, Brenda Farnell, Faye Ginsburg, Kathryn A Ramey Discussant(s): Michael Herzfeld

Invited Session: CLASS AND IDENTITY (Sponsored by CSAS, SAW)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): E Paul Durrenberger Participant(s): Gerrie Casey, Dimitra Doukas, Sharryn Kasmir, Steve M Striffer

Invited Session: CREATIVITY AT WORK (Sponsored by SHA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Timothy de Waal Malefyt, Brian Moeran Introduction: Timothy de Waal Malefyt Participant(s): Brian Moeran, William O Beeman, Kimberly A Couvson, Robert J Morais, Scott G Pobiner Discussant(s): Helena Wulf

Invited Session: MORAL BORDERS AND THE BOUNDERNINS OF LABOR: CULTURE AND COMMODIFIED SEXUALITIES IN THE NEOLIBERAL ERA (Sponsored by SOLGA, AFA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Susan C Dewey, Patty Kelly Introduction: Patty Kelly Participant(s): Susan C Dewey, Treena R Orchard, Patty Kelly, Dawn T Pankonien Discussant(s): Denise E Brennan, Margot Weiss

THE SOCIAL LIFE OF TEXTS IN TURKEY
Organizer(s): Kabir Tambar Chair(s): Kelda Jamison Participant(s): Zeynep Gonen Discussant(s): Ayse Parla

SECURITY: THEORY, PRACTICE, CONTRADICTION
Organizer(s): Daniel M Goldstein Chair(s): Assaf Harel Introduction: Daniel M Goldstein Participant(s): Robert D Albro, Laura A McNamara, Assaf Harel, Stephen J Collier Discussant(s): Keith S Brown

LANDSCAPE UNDER CONNECTIONS: NETWORKS AND ENCOUNTERS OF PLACE-MAKING IN EAST AND SOUTHEAST ASIA
Organizer(s): Po-Yi Hung Chair(s): Kiersten Warning Participant(s): Yongming Zhou, Po-Yi Hung, Huai-Hsuan Chen, Jared Cahners, Wen-Cheng Shih Discussant(s): Shu-Min Huang

Invited Session: ALTERNATE GENERATION SOLIDARITY: A ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION BETWEEN STUDENTS AND SENIOR ANTHROPOLOGISTS (Sponsored by NASA, ASA)
Organizer(s): Amanda J Abramson Chair(s): Marcy M Hessling, Alice B Kehoe Participant(s): J Anthony Paredes, John K Trainer, Jason E Miller, Rony G McCarthy, Bernice A Kaplan, JoAllyn Archambult

Invited Session: BUREAUCRACY AND BEUDDLEMENT: POLICY AND IMPERFECT TRANSLATION (Organized by Interest Group for the Anthropology of Public Policy; Sponsored by APLA, NASA)
Organizer(s): Jessica L O’Reilly, Heath Cabot Chair(s): Heath Hindman Participant(s): Heath Cabot, Courtney Carothers, Kregg Hetherington, Heath Hindman, Jessica L O’Reilly, A Jamie Saris Discussant(s): Susan Greenhalgh

SEE PAGE 6 FOR GUIDE TO SECTION NAMES
Invited Session: EXTREME: HISTORIES AND ECONOMIES OF HUMANNESS INSIDE OUTERSPACES (Sponsored by AES)
Organizer(s): David Valentine, Valerie A Olson, Debora Battaglia Chair(s): Valerie A Olson Participant(s): David Valentine, Stefan G Helmreich, Valerie A Olson, Tom Boellstorff, Joseph Masco, Debora Battaglia

Invited Session: RETHINKING THE CULTURAL POLITICS OF CATEGORIZATION: REFOCUSING GAZES ON RACIALIZATION (Sponsored by AAA Committee on Minority Issues in Anthropology, ABA)
Organizer(s): Robert T O’Brien, ChorSwang Ngin Chair(s): Worku Nida Participant(s): Brianne Gilbert, ChorSwang Ngin, Worku Nida, Bradley S Gardener, Robert T O’Brien Discussant(s): Linda E Carty

SHA AWARD-WINNING WRITING IN HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY
Organizer(s): Frederic Gleach

YOUTH, LABOR AND AFFECT IN POST-RECESSIONARY JAPAN: THE END OF THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK (AS WE KNEW IT)
Organizer(s): Akiko Takeyama, Gabriella Lukacs Chair(s): Akiko Takeyama Participant(s): Shihoko Satosuka, Olga K Sooudi, Gabriella Lukacs, Akiko Takeyama Discussant(s): Hirokazu Miyazaki

INDIGENOUS IDENTITIES ON THE BORDER
Organizer(s): Christina Leza, Christopher Basaldlu Chair(s): Christopher Basaldlu Participant(s): Lisa K Neuman, Erich Fox Tree, Christina Leza, Jenny L Davis, Christopher Basaldlu, Daniela A Penickova Discussant(s): Hugo Benavides

WHEN THE CORE AND THE PERIPHERY ELIDE: THE EMERGENCE OF THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF COAL TO CENTER STAGE
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Gregory V Button Participant(s): Gregory V Button, Ann E King solver, Stephanie L Kodish, Mary T Huffman, Tony N VanWinkle

Invited Session: PRACTICING ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE SHELVES: DESIGNING ACADEMIC LIBRARIES VIA ETHNOGRAPHY (Sponsored by NAPA, NAPA)
Organizer(s): James J Mullooly Chair(s): Henry D Delcore Participant(s): Marjorie A Visser, Alecia R Barela, Kimberly L Arnold, James J Mullooly, Michael J Scroggins, Henry D Delcore Discussant(s): Nancy Fried Foster

THE DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLE: POWER, POLITICS AND PERFORMANCES OF INDIGENITY
Organizer(s): Katherine Lambert-Pennington, Keri Brondo Chair(s): Keri Brondo Participant(s): Rowenn B Kalman, Miege Biese, Keri Brondo, Jan H French Discussant(s): Bernard C Perley, Katherine Lambert-Pennington

MOBILITY AND ITS VIOLENT DISCONTENTS: PROPOSALS FOR RESEARCHING NEW FORMS OF BELongING AND GOVERNMENTALITIES
Organizer(s): Karel Arnaut Chair(s): Armando Cutolo Introduction: Karel Arnaut Participant(s): Morten Boas, Marielle De bos, Armando Cutolo, Luca Jourdan, Karel Arnaut

FORMAL MODELS AND METHODS IN CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Chair(s): Giovanni Bennardo Participant(s): David K Beine, Giovanni Bennardo, F Alethea Marti, Rolando de Aguilar, Peter Collings, Catherine A Timura

IDENTITY AND DISTRESS IN CONTEXTS OF DISASTER, DIASPORA AND FORCED MIGRATION
Chair(s): Amy J Rezac Participant(s): Amy J Rezac, Anna L Jacobsen, Kathleen E Carlin, Serena S Stein, Deanna E Barenboim

> 5:30 pm–7:00 pm

AAA Library Advisory Committee MEETING Organizer(s): Sharon Stein

> 6:15 pm–7:30 pm

SAE WILLIAM A DOUGLASS DISTINGUISHED LECTURE: RENEE HIRSCHON, BEING AT HOME IN THE GLOBAL VILLAGE: CHALLENGES FOR ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE 21ST CENTURY
Organizer(s): Jennifer J Patico Participant(s): Renee Hirschon

Network of Christian Anthropologists MEETING Organizer(s): Brian M Howell

SAFN BUSINESS MEETING AND DISTINGUISHED LECTURE
Organizer(s): Barbara A Piperata

SMA AWARDS Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Carolyn Sargent

APLA BUSINESS MEETING Organizer(s): Bill M Maurer

SVA BOARD MEETING Organizer(s): Mary Strong

AES BUSINESS MEETING Organizer(s)/Chair(s): David Nugent

SANA BUSINESS MEETING Organizer(s): Sandra L Morgen

SAS BUSINESS MEETING Organizer(s): Mary Odell Butler

NASA OPEN BUSINESS MEETING Organizer(s): Marcy M Hessling, John K Trainor

SCA BUSINESS MEETING AND PRIZE CEREMONY Organizer(s): Bruce Grant

ABA LEGACY SCHOLAR AWARD CEREMONY Organizer(s): Kimberly E Simmons, Janis F Hutchinson Chair(s): Janis F Hutchinson

BAS BUSINESS MEETING Organizer(s): Darna L Dufour

SOLGA BUSINESS MEETING Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Gracia Clark

GAD Society for Economic Anthropology BUSINESS MEETING Organizer(s): Patricia A McAnany

MES BUSINESS MEETING AND DISTINGUISHED LECTURE Organizer(s): Gregory Starrett

A&E MEMBERS BUSINESS MEETING Organizer(s): Janis B Alcorn

ABA WORKS-IN-PROGRESS MENTORING SESSION Organizer(s): Kevin M Foster, Riche’ J Daniel Barnes

AAA Melanesian Interest Group BUSINESS
SATURDAY, DEC 5

MEETING
Organizer(s): Jamon A Halvaksz, Susanne Kuehling
Guatemala Scholars Network MEETING
Organizer(s): Edward F Fischer
SHA GENERAL BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s): Frederic Gleach
AIA BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s): JoAllyn Archambault
SAW BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Ann E Kingsolver
> 6:15 pm–8:30 pm
SEAA BUSINESS MEETING AND CASH BAR RECEPTION
Organizer(s): Laurel Kendall
SLA BUSINESS MEETING AND CASH BAR
Organizer(s): J Joseph Errington
> 6:15 pm–9:00 pm
CAE BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Teresa L McCarty
> 6:30 pm–8:30 pm
AfAA Reception followed by Distinguished Lecture: “CHILUBA’S TRUNKS: CONSUMPTION, EXCESS, AND THE DRAMATURGY OF POWER IN ZAMBIA” BY KAREN TRANBERG HANSEN, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
Organizer(s): Bennetta W Jules-Rosette
> 7:00 pm–8:00 pm
AD BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s): Randolph J Widmer
SCA JOINT AES/SCA CASH BAR RECEPTION
Organizer(s): Bruce Grant, David Nugent
> 7:00 pm–9:00 pm
SAR 2009 JI STALEY AWARD CEREMONY
Organizer(s): Nancy O Lewis, James F Brooks
> 7:30 pm–8:30 pm
PUBLISHING IN AN ONLINE WORLD: AAA PUBLISHING DEPT AND WILEY-BLACKWELL
Organizer(s): Sharon Stein
SAE CASH BAR AND BUFFET (FOLLOWS DOUGLAS DISTINGUISHED LECTURE)
Organizer(s): Jennifer J Patico
SOLGA CASH BAR
Organizer(s): Gracia Clark
ABA LEGACY SCHOLAR AWARD RECEPTION AND CASH BAR
Organizer(s): Kimberly E Simmons, Janis F Hutchinson Chair(s): Janis F Hutchinson
> 6:15 pm–9:00 pm
AAA DONOR RECEPTION
Organizer(s): Elaine S Lynch, Louise Lamphere
> 7:30 pm–9:15 pm
GREEN JOBS AND THE OBAMA ENERGY PLAN: CAN ENVIRONMENTALISTS AND SOCIAL JUSTICE ACTIVISTS BUILD A JOINT AGENDA? (Sponsored by SAW)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Emily J Frank Participant(s): Crystal L Biruk, Betsey B Brada, Emily J Frank, Anika Wilson Discussant(s): Douglass A Feldman, Robert R Lorway
Invited Session: TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY: EXAMPLES FROM THE K-14 WORLD (THE POSTER SESSION) (Sponsored by AAA Anthropology Education Committee)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Beverly Chiarulli Participant(s): Beverly Chiarulli, Jed Levin, Eva Yerende, Mark Lewine, Ellen Bedell, Meg Gaillard
Invited Session: LÉVI-STRAUSS, EUROPE AND THE ENDS OF ANTHROPOLOGY (AAA Presidential Session, SAE)
Organizer(s): Deborah Reed-Danahay, Katherine C Donahue Chair(s): Katherine C Donahue Participant(s): Albert Doja, Jill Dubisch, Marc Abeles, Deborah Reed-Danahay, James D Faubion Discussant(s): Joelle Bahloul
> 8:00 pm–9:00 pm
AD DISTINGUISHED LECTURE BY DR BARBARA J LITTLE
Organizer(s): Randolph J Widmer
> 7:30 pm–9:30 pm
BAS DISTINGUISHED LECTURE BY SARAH BLAFFER HRDY; RECEPTION FOLLOWS LECTURE
Organizer(s): Darna L Dufour
> 8:00 pm–10:00 pm
SHA ANNUAL WRITERS GROUP MEETING
Organizer(s): Frederic Gleach, Kent Maynard Chair(s): Kent Maynard
> 7:00 pm–9:00 pm
YALE UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY RECEPTION FOR FACULTY, STUDENTS AND ALUMNI
Organizer(s): William W Kelly, Naomi L DiGioia
> 8:30 pm–9:30 pm
AfAA BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s): Bennetta W Jules-Rosette
> 10:00 pm–12:00 pm
ANNUAL PARTY FOR ALUMS AND FRIENDS OF MICHIGAN ANTHROPOLOGY
Organizer(s): Judith T Irvine, Tom Fricke
Saturday, Dec 5
> 8:00 am–9:45 am
Invited Session: TIBET: ANTHROPOLOGY IN A TIME OF PROTEST (Sponsored by SEAA)
Organizer(s): Carole McGranahan Chair(s): Tashi Y Rabgey Introduction: Carole McGranahan Participant(s): Charlene E Makley, Tashi Y Rabgey, Sienna R Craig, Chris Vasantkumar, Susan T Chen
AIDS AS A “SOCIAL FACT” IN SUB-SAHARAN AF RICA: MOVING BEYOND PUBLIC HEALTH PERSPECTIVES
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Emily J Frank Participant(s): Crystal L Biruk, Betsey B Brada, Emily J Frank, Anika Wilson Discussant(s): Douglas A Feldman, Robert R Lorway
Invited Poster Session: TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY: EXAMPLES FROM THE K-14 WORLD (THE POSTER SESSION) (Sponsored by AAA Anthropology Education Committee)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Beverly Chiarulli Participant(s): Beverly Chiarulli, Jed Levin, Eva Yerende, Mark Lewine, Ellen Bedell, Meg Gaillard
Invited Session: LÉVI-STRAUSS, EUROPE AND THE ENDS OF ANTHROPOLOGY (AAA Presidential Session, SAE)
Organizer(s): Deborah Reed-Danahay, Katherine C Donahue Chair(s): Katherine C Donahue Participant(s): Albert Doja, Jill Dubisch, Marc Abeles, Deborah Reed-Danahay, James D Faubion Discussant(s): Joelle Bahloul
> 8:00 am–9:45 am
MEANINGS IN MOTION: PERFORMANCE, EMBODIMENT AND IDENTITY
Organizer(s): Jonathan S Marion Chair(s):
Invited Session: ALTERNATIVE FREEDOMS: VANTAGES FROM HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY (Sponsored by SHA)
Organizer(s): Christopher Matthews
Chair(s): Terrance M Weik
Participant(s): Jamie C Brandon, Christopher Matthews, Terrance M Weik, Kurt A Jordan
Discussant(s): Whitney L Battle-Baptiste, Robert Paynter

Invited Session: WHAT PUBLISHERS PUBLISHING PUBLIC ANTHROPOLOGY ARE SEEKING (HOW TO PUBLISH WITH THEM) (Sponsored by AAA Executive Program Committee)
Organizer(s): Ira R Bashkow, George F Mentore
Chair(s): George F Mentore, Rose Wellman
Participant(s): Barbara Tedlock, Michael L Wesch, Rose Wellman, Antonia C Mills
Discussant(s): Edith L Turner

Invited Session: THE PASSIONS OF MACHINES: AFFECT AND THE EMPIRICAL IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF TECHNOLOGY AND GOVERNANCE
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Danilyn Rutherford
Participant(s): S Lochlann Jain, Andrew S Schrag, Xenia A Cherkaev, Christopher M Kolb, Hoon Song

Audience, Publics and the Boundaries of Belonging
Organizer(s): Jonathan Glasser, Susanne B Unger

Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Fazila F Bhimji
Participant(s): Gabriele Kohpahl, Anna O’Leary, Tamar Diana Wilson, Samuel P Veissiere, David McMurray
Discussant(s): Christian Zolniski, Josiah Heyman

From Theory to Praxis: Engaging Critical Pedagogies of Place
Organizer(s)/Chair(s)/Introduction: David D Meek
Participant(s): Carol C Thompson, Brian M McKenna, David D Meek, Natalie J K Baloy, Joshua E Hunter, Sandy Smith-Nonini

Invited Session: THE ENDs OF RESPONSIBILITY: VOLUNTEERING, PHILANTHROPY AND CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Organizer(s): Lisa M Hoffman, Monica C DeHart
Chair(s): Monica C DeHart
Participant(s): Monica C DeHart, Miranda Joseph, Jesook Song, Lisa M Hoffman
Discussant(s): Andrea Karin Muehlebach

Invited Session: PSYCHIATRIC CROSS-ROADS: THE INTERSECTIONS OF GLOBALIZING PSYCHIATRY, POLITICS AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS (Sponsored by SMA, SPA)
Organizer(s): Junko Kitanaka, Jonathan M Metzl
Chair(s): Dominique P Behague
Introduction: Dominique P Behague
Participant(s): Jonathan M Metzl, Junko Kitanaka, Elizabeth A Davis, Dominique P Behague
Discussant(s): A Jamie Saris, Elizabeth Lunbeck

How to Publish with Them (Sponsored by AAA Executive Program Committee)
Organizer(s): Ira R Bashkow, George F Mentore
Chair(s): George F Mentore, Rose Wellman
Participant(s): Barbara Tedlock, Michael L Wesch, Rose Wellman, Antonia C Mills
Discussant(s): Edith L Turner

Invited Session: WHAT PUBLISHERS PUBLISHING PUBLIC ANTHROPOLOGY ARE SEEKING (HOW TO PUBLISH WITH THEM) (Sponsored by AAA Executive Program Committee)
Organizer(s): Ira R Bashkow, George F Mentore
Chair(s): George F Mentore, Rose Wellman
Participant(s): Barbara Tedlock, Michael L Wesch, Rose Wellman, Antonia C Mills
Discussant(s): Edith L Turner

Invited Session: THE PASSIONS OF MACHINES: AFFECT AND THE EMPIRICAL IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF TECHNOLOGY AND GOVERNANCE
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Danilyn Rutherford
Participant(s): S Lochlann Jain, Andrew S Schrag, Xenia A Cherkaev, Christopher M Kolb, Hoon Song

From Deep Description to Social Policy: Translating Anthropological Research into Advocacy for Latino Populations
Organizer(s): Patricia Foxen
Chair(s): Debra H Rodman
Participant(s): Patricia Foxen, Nancy Rios, Ethan P Sharp, Juan-Vicente Palerm, Sara Benitez
Discussant(s): Rachel H Adler

Using Anthropology and Linguistics to Promote Social Justice in Educational Leadership
Organizer(s): Rosemary C Henze
Chair(s): Gilberto Arriaza
Participant(s): Rosemary C Henze
Henze, Michelle P Collay, Gilberto Arriaza, Michael C Fanning

CROSSING REGIMES OF PRACTICE
Chair(s): Sophia Roosth Participant(s): Sophia Roosth, Kasper T Nielsen, Ka-ming Wu, Jianfeng Zhu, Christa D Cesario, Elham E Miresghii

Posters Session: MODERNITY AND SOCIO-CULTURAL IMAGINATION IN HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY ASIA
Chair(s): Suma S Ikeuchi Participant(s): Suma S Ikeuchi, Whitney N Bronson

Poster Session: MAPPING HYBRIDITY
Chair(s)/Participant(s): Melissa D Hargrove

Poster Session: FEMINISM AND SOCIAL POLICY: DIVERSE PERSPECTIVES
Chair(s): Ellen R Kintz Participant(s): Ellen R Kintz, Tanja Ahlin

SPIRITUAL RENEWAL, RECONCILIATION AND REDIRECTION
Chair(s): Eric Hoenes Participant(s): Rachel Werczberger, Jean Mitchell, Eric Hoenes, Scott E Edmondson, Scott Dalby

Poster Session: CULTURAL VARIATION AND AGRICULTURAL CHANGE AMONG BATORO AND BAKIGA FARMERS NEIGHBORING KIBALE NATIONAL PARK, WESTERN UGANDA
Chair(s)/Participant(s): Karen E Kirner

THEORETICAL AND POLITICAL ISSUES IN CONTEMPORARY ARCHAEOLOGY
Chair(s): John H Walker Participant(s): John H Walker, William E Carruthers, Ana S Tejeda, Mahri Irvine, Katharine Woodhouse-Beyer, Maureen Malloy

Poster Session: NEW ANALYTICAL APPROACHES IN ARCHAEOLOGY
Chair(s): Laura L Junker Participant(s): Laura L Junker, Lindsey R Clark, James M VanderVeen, Shana M Wolff

Invited Session: INNOVATION AND ANTHROPOLOGIES OF THE FUTURE (Sponsored by NAPA)
Organizer(s): Christine Z Miller Chair(s): Julia C Gluesing Introduction: Christine Z Miller Participant(s): Jeanette L Blomberg, Ken T Anderson, Elizabeth Briody, Christina Wasson, Crysta J Metcalf

LOCALIST AND COSMOPOLITAN: THE PRODUCTION OF HYBRID LOCALITIES
Organizer(s): Deborah Pellow Chair(s): Denise Lawrence-Zuniga Participant(s): Jennifer M Talken-Spaulding, Denise Lawrence-Zuniga, Anne S Lewinson, Deborah Pellow, Hager H El Hadidi, Petra Y Kuppingher, Jamie K Portillo

> 8:00 am–10:00 am

Workshop: GETTING PUBLISHED: A GUIDE FOR STUDENTS
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Marcy M Hessing Participant(s): Melinda Bernardo

> 8:00 am–11:00 am

Workshop: FIELD METHODS IN ETHNOECOLOGY
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): H Russell Bernard

AAA Student Representative Assembly MEETING
Organizer(s): Bill Davis

> 8:00 am–11:45 am

Invited Session: FRAMING THE END/S OF QUEER ANTHROPOLOGY (AAA Presidential Session)

LANGUAGE IDEOLOGY AND WRITING SYSTEMS
Organizer(s): Jennifer A Dickinson Chair(s): Judith M S Pine, J Kathe Managan Participant(s): Patricia G Lange, Diane Riskedahl, Jennifer A Dickinson, Susan Fresko, Mark Allen Peterson, Laura C Brown, J Kathe Managan, Judith M S Pine, Thea R Strand, Erika Hoffmann-Dilloway Discussant(s): Laura Miller, Joel Kuipers

Invited Session: CONSCIOUSNESS, AGENCY AND AUTHENTICITY IN SHAMANIC IDENTITY AND RITUAL IN SOUTH AMERICA: EXPANDING THE RANGE OF THE SOUND OF RUSHING WATER (PART I: PAPERS IN HONOR OF MICHAEL J HARNER) (Sponsored by SAC, SLACA)

Invited Session: TRANSMISSION AND TRANSFORMATION: LANGUAGE, MATERIALITY, THE SENSES AND SITUATED PRACTICE (AAA Presidential Session)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): David Sutton Participant(s): Webb Keane, David R Graeber, David Howes, Chris Gosden, Lucy Suchman, Tim Ingold, Bambi B Schieffelin, David W Samuels Discussant(s): Emily Martin, James W Fernandez, Janet D Kelker, Richard Bauman

Invited Session: CARTOGRAPHIES OF BELONGING: MATERIALITY, CIRCULATION AND THE PRODUCTION OF POLITICAL SUBJECTIVITY (Sponsored by AD, SCA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Lisa Poggialli, Sarah F Ives, Alexandra C Kelly Participant(s): Sarah F Ives, Michelle A Leliivre, Claudia Gastrov, Alexandra C Kelly, Lisa Poggialli, Lindsay M Weiss, Rocio Magana, Kathryn Lafrenz Samuels, James H Smith Discussant(s): Fred R Myers, Paula A Ebron

TOWARD AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF MORALITY
Organizer(s): Jacob R Hickman, Julia Cassaniti, Benjamin Smith Chair(s): Jacob R Hickman, Julia Cassaniti Participant(s): Monica Heintz, Gregory M Simon, Barnaby B Riedel, Elise A Kramer, Leslie E Beldo Jr, David B Wong, Julia Cassaniti, Nancy J Eberhardt, Jacob R Hickman, Benjamin Smith Discussant(s): Usha Menon, Richard A Shweder

Invited Session: INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE AND ARCHAEOLOGY, PART I (AAA Presidential Session)
Organizer(s): Robert W Preucel, Desiree R Martinez Chair(s): Robert W Preucel Participant(s): Joe E Watkins, Geoffrey A Clark, Michael V Wilcox, Matthew Johnson, Brigitte M Whipple, Ronald Niezen, Tarajean Yazzie-Mintz, Chip Colwell-Chanthaphon Discussant(s): Randy McGuire, George S Dei, H Martin Wobst, Claire E Smith

THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WATER
Organizer(s): John R Wagner, Ben Orlove
Chair(s): John R Wagner  
Participant(s): Ben Orlove, Hsain Ilihanie, Sylvia Rodriguez, Marlowe G Sam, Bryan R Bruns, Katherine Dunbar, John M Donahue, Fabiana Li, Lyla Mehta, John R Wagner

MEDIA MAKING ANTHROPOLOGISTS  
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Adam R Fish  
Participant(s): Sam Pack, Jack R Rollwagen, Amanda D Holmes, Roger Canals, Dona Schwartz, Jason J Price, Shanti H Avirgan, Brian B Karl, Noam Osband, Beate S Engelbrecht  
Discussant(s): Eve L Tulbert

Invited Session: THE END/S OF KINSHIP: THE CONVERGENCE OF ETHNOGRAPHY AND QUANTITATIVE METHODS (Sponsored by EAS)  
Organizer(s): Mary K Shenk, Siobhán M Mattison  
Chair(s): Siobhán M Mattison  

WHEN THE ENDS REQUIRE THE MEANS: THE INTERSECTION OF ETHNOGRAPHIC METHODS AND CRITICAL THEORY IN UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH  
Organizer(s): Robert T O’Brien  
Chair(s): Kate Maley, Andrew W Farquer  
Participant(s): Elyse O Singer, Andrew W Farquer, Matt Davies, Julia R Dranov, Emily C Brickner, Kate Maley, Anna Melton, Megan A Hoffman, Sarah E Svilich, Sarah E Hughes  
Discussant(s): Sam Beck, Robert T O’Brien

EXPLORING THE PLACE OF ANTHROPOLOGY AT ILLINOIS IN THE DISCIPLINE: FIFTY YEARS  
Organizer(s): Alejandro Lugo, Frederic K Lehman  
Chair(s): Janet D Keller  
Introduction: Alejandro Lugo  
Discussant(s): H Russell Bernard, Rosemary Joyce, C Richard King, Jill D Pruetz, Carol B Stack, Arlene Torres, Marta Zambrano, Frederic K Lehman

> 8:30 am–9:45 am

Invited Poster Session: CAE NEW SCHOLAR INVITED SESSION (Sponsored by CAE)  
Organizer(s): Kris Gutierrez  
Chair(s): Cindy Cruz, Angela E Arzubiaga  
Participant(s): Elaine C Allard, Jennifer M Creamer, Danny C Martinez, Kate Olson, Cecilia Henriquez, Mariana Pacheco, Ramon A Martinez, Ursula S Aldana, Ruth H Kim, Christine R O’Keefe, Kris Gutierrez

> 8:30 am–10:30 pm

SCA CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING  
Organizer(s): Kim Fortun, Michael A Fortun

> 9:00 am–11:00 am

DEPARTMENT CHAIRS AND REPRESENTATIVES BREAKFAST  
Organizer(s): Kathleen A Terry-Sharp

> 9:00 am–12:00 pm

Workshop: HOW TO WRITE A RESEARCH PROPOSAL  
Registration required (see page 45)  
Organizer(s)/Participant(s): Jeffrey C Johnson

> 9:00 am–1:00 pm

AAA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING II  
Chair(s): Setha M Low

> 10:15 am–12:00 pm

Invited Session: FORGING AN ACTIVIST ANTHROPOLOGY IN HALLS OF POWER (AAA Presidential Session, AFA)  
Organizer(s): Linda Basch, Melissa S Fisher  
Chair(s)/Participant(s): Melissa S Fisher, Yolanda T Moses, Linda Basch  
Discussant(s): Joanne Rappaport, Melissa Cefkin

Invited Session: THE ENDS OF AMAZONIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE? (Sponsored by SLA, SLACA)  
Organizer(s): Christopher Ball, Tania Granadillo  
Chair(s): Christopher Ball  
Discussant(s): Laura R Graham

Invited Session: TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE K-14 WORLD: PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR CREATING UNITS AND LESSON PLANS (Sponsored by AAA Anthropology Education Committee)  
Organizer(s): Beverly Chiarulli  
Chair(s): Colleen P Popson  
Participant(s): Kay D Kautz, Colleen P Popson  
Discussant(s): Evelyn Christian Ronning

THE PROMISE OF THE MESSIANIC  
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Eben Kirksey  
Participant(s): Eben Kirksey, Joel Robbins, Guillermo Delgado-P, Marnia Johnston  
Discussant(s): John M Hartigan

Invited Session: CONSENSUS ANALYSIS: APPLICATIONS, ADVANCES, AND ADJUSTMENTS (Sponsored by SAS)  
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Robert W Schrauf, Madelyn A Iris  
Participant(s): Madelyn A Iris  
Discussant(s): Frances K Barg, Robert W Schrauf, Raminta Daniulaityte, William W Dressler, John B Gatewood, Meredith A Jackson  
Discussant(s): Susan C Weller

Invited Session: BEYOND MACRO AND MICRO IN THE LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY OF EDUCATION (Sponsored by CAE, SLA)  
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Stanton E Wortham  
Participant(s): Stanton E Wortham, Betsy Rymes, Michael Lempert, Doris S Warriner, Elena Skapoulli, James Collins

Invited Session: EVOLVING MORALITIES: WHEN THE GOOD AND THE RIGHT NEED TO BE RECONFIGURED (Sponsored by SPA)  
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Yehuda C Goodman  
Participant(s): Sharon Kaufman, Rebecca J Lester, Yehuda C Goodman, Katherine P Ewing, Dorothy C Holland  
Discussant(s): Geoffrey White, Paul E Brodwin

Invited Session: CULTURE AT LARGE: SEX AND SECULARITY: CONVERSATIONS WITH MICHAEL WARNER (Sponsored by SCA)  
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Mary E Murrell  
Participant(s): Michael Warner, James D Faubion, Webb Keane, Saba Mahmood, Michael Silverstein, Ann L Stoler

Invited Session: THE LEGACY OF DARWIN (AAA Presidential Session)  
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Jonathan M Marks  
Participant(s): Libby W Cowgill, Jonathan M Marks, Nina G Jablonski, Katherine C MacKinnon  
Discussant(s): Agustin Fuentes, Alan Goodman

ECOLOGY OF FAITH: WORLD RELIGIONS, SOCIETY AND THE ENVIRONMENT  
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Christopher M Annear  
Participant(s): David W Montgomery, Jan-Bart Gewald, Michael Sheridan, Eddy T Niesten, Christopher M Annear  
Discussant(s): Derick A Fay
Invited Session: THE PARADOX OF SECURITY IN WAR AND PEACE (Sponsored by SANA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Katherine McCaffrey, Christine Kovic
Introduction: Christine Kovic
Participant(s): Maria F Curtis, Daniel M Goldstein
Discussant(s): Linda Green, Katherine McCaffrey

Invited Session: THE END OF CITIZENSHIP IN LATIN AMERICA? THE BODY AS A NEW SITE OF POLITICAL STRUGGLE (Sponsored by APLA, SLACA)
Organizer(s): Karine Vanthuyne, Paula Vasquez
Chair(s): Mareike Winchell
Participant(s): Paula Vasquez, Karine Vanthuyne, Paula L Godoy-Paiz, Elizabeth FS Roberts, Annette Leibing, Charlotte A Haney
Discussant(s): Adrienne Pine

Invited Session: COMMUNITY FOOD SECURITY, SOCIAL JUSTICE AND SUSTAINABILITY IN THE CITY (Sponsored by SUNTA, SANA)
Organizer(s): Donald M Nonini
Chair(s): Joel S Berg
Participant(s): Joel S Berg, Lisa B Markowitz, Charles Price, Alice B Wilson
Discussant(s): David A Himmelgreen

UN/LOCATABLE SUBJECTS
Organizer(s): Rihan Yeh, Alejandra Leal
Chair(s): Nusrat S Chowdhury
Participant(s): Alejandra Leal, Jeremy L Jones, Nusrat S Chowdhury, Brandt G Peterson, Rihan Yeh
Discussant(s): Joseph Mascio

Invited Session: THE END/S OF AN ERA IN DETROIT: REFIGURING ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING IN A 21ST CENTURY POST INDUSTRIAL URBAN CONTEXT (Sponsored by NAPA, CSAS)
Organizer(s): Amy Goldmacher, Sherylyn H Briller
Chair(s): Allen W Batteau
Participant(s): Allen W Batteau, Amy Goldmacher, Mary E Mitsch, Sherylyn H Briller
Discussant(s): Elizabeth Briody, Julia C Gluesing

NEOLIBERALISM’S EVER AFTER: DISASTER, CULTURE AND SOCIAL ALTERNATIVES
Organizer(s): Roberto E Barrios, David I Beriss
Chair(s): David I Beriss
Introduction: Roberto E Barrios
Participant(s): David I Beriss
Discussant(s): Mark A Schuller

CONTESTED GEOGRAPHIES OF RIGHTS: TURKEY, IRAQ, KURDISTAN
Organizer(s): Ayca Cubukcu, Hisyar Ozsoy, Elif M Babul
Chair(s): Murat K Guney
Introduction: Elif M Babul
Participant(s): Hisyar Ozsoy, Murat K Guney, Elif M Babul, Ayca Cubukcu

RETURNING THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL GAZE: EMBODIMENT, DISPLAY AND THE FORCE OF ETHNIC/RACIAL CATEGORIZATION
Organizer(s): Riley Snorton
Chair(s): Marcia Ochoa
Participant(s): Elisa Diana Huerta, Gina K Velasco, Marcia Ochoa

REPRESENTATION, POWER AND TRANSFORMATION IN COMMUNITY-BASED ETHNOGRAPHIES
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Erika Mein
Participant(s): Jude Fransman, Erika Mein, Amy J Bach, Myrrh M Domingo
Discussant(s): Lalitha M Vasudevan

Invited Session: HEALTH AND THE PRODUCTIVITY OF HUMAN RIGHTS DISCOURSES (Sponsored by AAA Committee for Human Rights)
Organizer(s): Clara Y Han
Chair(s): Clara Y Han, Robin Root
Participant(s): Joseph J Amon, Lisa E Stevenson, Cesar E Abadia, Daniela Heil, Erica C Dwyer, Alejandro Ceron
Discussant(s): Didier Fassin

SOUND, SPACE, AND SOCIALITY IN CONTEMPORARY JAPAN
Organizer(s): Joseph D Hankins, Lorraine D Plourde, Nathaniel M Smith
Chair(s): Nathaniel M Smith
Participant(s): Nathaniel M Smith, Joseph D Hankins, Lorraine D Plourde, Marie Abe
Discussant(s): Carolyn S Stevens

THE ENDS OF AUTHORITY? ALLIES, COMPETITORS, NATIVES AND ALIENS IN COMMUNITY AND ACADEMIC COLLABORATION
Organizer(s): Aimee M Cox
Chair(s): Antoinette T Jackson
Introduction: Aimee M Cox
Participant(s): Helen A Regis, Rachel S Breunlin, Patricia Moonsamy, Antoinette T Jackson
Discussant(s): Yolanda T Moses

RETHINKING UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH: EXPLORATIONS IN APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY
Organizer(s): Chelsea G Abbas, Ariel Goldring, Padma Govindan
Chair(s): Anthony P Glasscock
Participant(s): Padma Govindan, Ariel Goldring, Chelsea G Abbas

Invited Session: THE VALUE OF SMALL THINGS (Sponsored by AES, SCA)
Organizer(s): Alessandro M Angelini, Janelle D Lamoreaux
Chair(s): Hugh Raffles
Participant(s): Amber Benezra, Bharat J Venkat, Joe DeStefano, Janelle D Lamoreaux, Alessandro M Angelini
Discussant(s): Cori Hayden, Myra Hird

CONTEMPORARY WOMEN’S HEALTH IN FEMINIST AND CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES
Chair(s): Ruth Magtanong
Participant(s): Ruth Magtanong, David E Machledt, Merrill C Singer, Benjamin H Hickler, Susan C McComb

> 10:30 am–12:00 pm

Workshop: EVALUATION ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE FIELD: APPLICATION IN CASE STUDY EVALUATION
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Lenora Bohren

> 12:00 pm–2:00 pm

SAE ROUNDTABLE LUNCHEON
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): Elizabeth L Krause
Participant(s): Jessaca B Leinaweaver, Donald Martin Carter, Werner Krauss, Andrea Karin Muehlebach, Nadia Seremetakis, Julie Hemment

> 12:00 pm–3:00 pm

Workshop: CULTURAL CONSENSUS THEORY
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s): H Russell Bernard

> 12:15 pm–1:30 pm

AAA Interest Group for the Anthropology of Public Policy (IGAPP) BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s): Janine R Wedel

SEX, LOVE, INTIMACY? TEACHING GLOBAL AND LOCAL IN THE 21ST CENTURY
Organizer(s): Hulya Demirdirek
Chair(s): Debra Curtis
Participant(s): Hulya Demirdirek, Sealing Cheng, Debra Curtis, Sonia Ryang, Carole S Vance

SEE PAGE 6 FOR GUIDE TO SECTION NAMES
GAD Committee on Teaching Anthropology
Organizer(s): John M Coggeshall

GAD CASTAC BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s): Christopher A Furlow

GAD Federation of Small Anthropology Programs (FOSAP) BUSINESS MEETING
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): John D Rhoades

USING PHOTOGRAPHS IN PRINT AND ONLINE
Organizer(s): Jonathan S Marion

CSAS EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
Organizer(s): Claude F Jacobs Chair(s): Margaret L Buckner

SMA Alcohol, Drug and Tobacco Study Group MEETING
Organizer(s): Janet W McGrath Chair(s): Peter Benson

SMA Science, Technology and Medicine Interest Group MEETING
Organizer(s): Janet W McGrath Chair(s): João Biehl

SMA Medical Anthropology Student Association MEETING
Organizer(s): Janet W McGrath Chair(s): Amorita E Valdez

CAE THE ROLE OF THE (STUDENT) RESEARCHER IN ETHNOGRAPHIC METHODOLOGIES: STRATEGIC AND ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Chiara M Cannella Participant(s): Donna Deyhle, Sally Campbell Galman

AFA WORKSHOP: NEGOTIATING BASICS FOR ACADEMIC WOMEN
Organizer(s): Dorothy L Hodgson Participant(s): Shara E Bailey, Rosemary Joyce, Dorothy L Hodgson

ABA TRANSFORMING ANTHROPOLOGY BOARD MEETING
Organizer(s): Deborah A Thomas, John L Jackson

BALANCING CHILDREN AND THE ACADEMY FROM GRAD SCHOOL TO TENURE (Organized by SAW)
Rhine, Hanna Garth, Seth D Messinger, Emily A McDonald Discussant(s): Rebecca J Lester

THE SOCIETY OF THE LIVING AND THE DEAD
Organizer(s): Stuart J McLean, Jennifer N Sime Chair(s): Hoon Song Participant(s): Judy V Rosenthal, Rane Villerislev, Jennifer N Sime, Bhrigupati Singh, Todd Ramon Ochoa, Jean M Langford, Naveeda Khan, Peter Skafish, Stuart J McLean Discussant(s): Michael A Fortun

Invited Session: FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGY MEETS QUEER ANTHROPOLOGY: A TRIBUTE TO THE WORK OF LIZ KENNEDY (Sponsored by SOLGA, AFA)
Organizer(s): Florence E Babb, Mary L Gray Chair(s): Florence E Babb Introduction: Florence E Babb Participant(s): Christine Eber, Martin F Manalansan, Evelyn Blackwood, Esther Newton Discussant(s): Elizabeth Kennedy

Invited Session: CONSCIOUSNESS, AGENCY AND AUTHENTICITY IN SHAMANIC IDENTIITY AND RITUAL WITHIN CULTURES OF THE WORLD: EXPANDING THE RANGE OF THE SOUND OF RUSHING WATER (PART II: PAPERS IN HONOR OF MICHAEL J HARNER) (Sponsored by SAC, SHA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Jeffrey David Ehrenreich Participant(s): Jeffrey David Ehrenreich, Marjorie Mandelstam M Balzer, Edith L Turner, Sandra D Harner Discussant(s): Judith M Maxwell

Invited Session: STATES OF DESIRE: CITIZENSHIP, POLITICAL SUBJECTIVITY AND SOCIAL CHANGE (Sponsored by APLA, AES)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Natasha Zaretsky, Noelle J Mole Participant(s): Leo C Coleman, Debbarati Sen, Noelle J Mole, Natasha Zaretsky, Emma Kowal Discussant(s): Kay B Warren, Carolyn Rouse

WATER, CULTURE, POWER: GLOBAL TRENDS AND LOCAL REALITIES
Organizer(s): Anne Ferguson, William Derman Chair(s): Anne Ferguson Participant(s): Barbara Rose Johnston, Robert K Hitchcock, William Derman, Anne Ferguson, Suzanne Hanchett

TEACHING PUBLICS ABOUT RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS: METHODS, CONTENT AND POLITICS
Organizer(s): Michele M Verma Chair(s): Frances J Riemer Participant(s): Amy Stambach, Abby Day, Mary A Adams, Michele M Verma, Linda J Jenson Discussant(s): Timothy J Smith

HALLWAYS OF MIRROR: CAPITAL LOGICS AFTER BUSINESS AS USUAL
Organizer(s): Mattias Viktorin, Jerome Whittington Chair(s): Mattias Viktorin Participant(s): Per Stahlberg, Jerome Whittington, James O Thalen, Mattias Viktorin Discussant(s): Aihwa Ong

Invited Roundtable: KATHERINE DUNHAM: A CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION (AAA Presidential Session)
Organizer(s): Elizabeth J Chin, Dana-Ain Davis Chair(s)/Introduction: Elizabeth J Chin Participant(s): Lee D Baker, A Lynn Bolles, Suboh Suboh, Aimee M Cox, Anindo Marshall, Gina A Ulissy

NEW DIRECTIONS AND INSTITUTIONS OF RELIGIOUS IDENTITY
Chair(s): Amanda J Huffer Participant(s): Aurelie La Torre, Daniel M Bass, Regien Smit-Bosch, Amanda J Huffer, Kim E Knibbe

THE END/S OF BEAUTY: AESTHETICS, ONTOLOGY AND EMBODIMENT ETHNOGRAPHIC INQUIRY
Organizer(s): Gabriel A Torres, Frances E Mascia-Lees Chair(s): Thomas J Kies, Jamie Sherman Participant(s): Jennifer E Goldstein, Patrick W Staib, Noha Roushdy, Gabriel A Torres, Teresa Amor, Thomas J Kies, Frances E Mascia-Lees, Jeffrey D Himpele, Judith S Casselberry, M Nell Quest, Jamie Sherman, Adele K Anderson

CHILDREN AND GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT: EMBODIMENT, INTERVENTION AND FIGURATION
Organizer(s): Christine Nutter, Bianca Dahl Chair(s): Christine Nutter Participant(s): Christine Nutter, Leigh M Campoamor, Bianca Dahl, Kathryn E McHarry Discussant(s): Bambi L Chapin

Invited Session: ANTHROPOLOGY OF DISASTER CAPITALISM (Sponsored by SAW, NASA)
Organizer(s): Raja HSwamy, Damla Isik Chair(s): Charles R Hale Participant(s): Pamela M Godde, Damla Isik, Zohra Ismail, Raja HSwamy, Jennifer M Trivedi

Poster Session: COOPERATIVE BREEDING
Participant(s): Courtney Helfrecht, Courtney L Meehan

GLOBALISM’S STRANGERS WITHIN: THE MIDDLE EAST AND BEYOND
Chair(s): Nathalie M Peutz Participant(s): Fadi A Bardawil, Nathalie M Peutz, Iklim Z Goksel, Eliot Bates, John A Napor

Poster Session: FORENSIC AND BIOARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD APPLICATIONS
Participant(s): Katy L Shepherd, Nicole M Webb, Jennifer L Anderson, Christen E Herrick, Jennifer K Wagner

AUTOETHNOGRAPHY, ETHICS AND CONTEXT: REFLECTIONS ON METHODS, WRITING AND DISCIPLINARY BOUNDARIES IN AN AGE OF POST-RACIAL RHETORIC
Organizer(s): Dawn-Ellissa TI Fischer Chair(s): Marilyn M Thomas-Houston Participant(s): Dawn-Ellissa TI Fischer, Bianca White, Imani D Williams, Adam S Mehis Discussant(s): Marilyn M Thomas-Houston, Gina A Ulissy

ANTHROPOLOGY OF DEMOCRACY AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Chair(s): Andrew Galley Participant(s): Andrew Galley, Susan H Ellison, E J Ford, Laura D Corrunker, Elan L Abrell, Victor A Albert, Anne K Waldrop

AFFECT AND EMBODIMENT AT THE LIMITS OF COMMUNITY, CITIZENSHIP AND THE LAW
Chair(s): Kairos Marquardt Participant(s): Martha S Magalhaes, Kairos Marquardt, Denice J Szafran, Rebecca L Carlson, Yogesh R Chandran, Jon H Carter

Invited Session: PHOTOGRAPHS AS A RESOURCE IN ANTHROPOLOGY: THE EYES SEE THEM, BUT WHAT AND WHO GIVES THEM MEANING? PART 1 (Sponsored by SVA, CMA)
Organizer(s): Joanna C Scherer, Sergei Kan Chair(s)/Introduction: Joanna C Scherer Participant(s): Louise Hamby, Igor Krupnik, Craig Campbell, Sergei Kan, Laura E Smith Discussant(s): Nancy M Mithlo

< 1:45 pm–5:30 pm

MAKING COGNITIVE APPROACHES IN ENVIRONMENTAL ANTHROPOLOGY COUNT: BRIDGING FINDINGS TO POLICY
Organizer(s): Shirley Fiske, Susan A Crater, Michael Paolisso Chair(s): Susan A Crater, Shirley Fiske Participant(s): Norbert O Ross, Michael Paolisso, Carlos G Garcia-Quijano, Jeffrey C Johnson, Christine B Feurt, Peter Rudiak-Gould, Scott W Goodwin, Benjamin G
Blount, Rick Stepp, Susan A Crate, Elizabeth A Olson, Allison Hopkins, Douglas W Hume
Discussant(s): Willett Kempton

Invited Session: CONSUMING GENOMICS: ANTHROPOLOGY AT THE CROSSROADS (AAA Presidential Session)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Joanna M Radin, Deborah A Bolnick
Participant(s): Deborah A Bolnick, Joanna M Radin, Ripan S Malhi, Ripan S Malhi, Catherine Bliss, Gisli Palsson, Rick Kittles, Michael A Fortun, Jonathan Kahn, Alondra Nelson, Osagie K Obasogie
Discussant(s): Jonathan M Marks, Susan Lindee

CERAMIC ECOLOGY XXIII: CURRENT RESEARCH ON CERAMICS 2009
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Charles C Kolb
Introduction: Christopher A Pool
Discussant(s): Christopher A Pool

Invited Session: “QUEERING” THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF IDENTITY (Sponsored by AD, SOLGA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s)/Introduction: Chelsea Blackmore
Participant(s): Sandra E Hollimon, Traci A Ardren, Benjamin Alberti, Katherine A Faust, Eleanor C Casella, Pamela L Geller, Marjolijn SM Kok, Shankari U Patel
Discussant(s): Barbara L Voss, Evelyn Blackwood

Invited Session: WAR AND COUNTERCOUNTERINSURGENCY: DEMILITARIZING ANTHROPOLOGY AND US SOCIETY (Sponsored by SUNTA, AES)
Organizer(s): David S Vine, Andrew Bickford
Chair(s): David S Vine
Participant(s): Roberto J Gonzalez, David H Price, Andrew Bickford, Gregory M Feldman, Dylan Kerrigan, Catherine Besteman, Catherine Lutz, Nancy M Schepers-Hughes

DISORDERED INTIMACIES
Organizer(s): Sarah K Pinto
Chair(s): Sarah K Pinto, Katherine Lemons
Participant(s): Rachel Newcomb, Katherine Lemons, Sylvia J Vatuk, Susanna Rosenbaum, Leslie K Dwyer, Sarah K Pinto, Holly D Singh, Thomas Strong, Adia Benton, Rebecca Howes-Mischel
Discussant(s): Srimati Basu, Amy B Borovoy

Invited Session: CULTURE-MAKING AND DEMBODIED MATERIAL FORMS: PAPERS IN HONOR OF FRED R MYERS (Sponsored by AAA Executive Program Committee, SVA)
Organizer(s): Francoise Dussart, Megan B McCullough
Chair(s): Nicolas Peterson
Discussant(s): George E Marcus, Donald Brennies

Invited Session: ADVANCING PRACTICING ANTHROPOLOGY: A FORUM ON CREATING SPACES AND PLACES FOR PRACTITIONERS IN THE AAA (Sponsored by AAA Committee on Practicing, Applied and Public Interest Anthropology)
Organizer(s): Linda A Bennett, Chip Colwell-Chanthaphonh, Nanthasri Tashima
Chair(s): Linda A Bennett
Participant(s): Janis B Alcorn, Madelaine B Adelman, Janet E Levy, Vilma Santiago-Irizarry, Kimberly E Simmons, Catherine S Fowler, Mary Odell Butler, Susan Buck Sutton, John K Trainor, Lenore H Manderson, Alaka Wali

MOTHERHOOD/PERSONHOOD: IDENTITY, INTERSUBJECTIVITY AND POWER
Organizer(s): Sarah E Rubin
Chair(s): Merav Shohet
Participant(s): Jan M Brunson, Katerina Georgiadis, Kelly L Davis, Sarah E Rubin, Ramona Lee Perez, Xiaolei Wu, Maureen E O’Dougherty, Pamela J Downe, Elly Teman, Merav Shohet, Jennifer W Nourse
Discussant(s): Kathleen Barlow, Ellen Lewin

Invited Session: MAKING INDIGENITY
Organizer(s): Noah M Tamarkin
Chair(s): Miriam N Shakow
Participant(s): Noah M Tamarkin, Rusasina Idrus, Miriam N Shakow, dana y takagi
Discussant(s): Mark D Anderson

THE ACTIVITIES OF ANTHROPOLOGISTS
DURING WWII IN THE JAPANESE AMERICAN INTERNMENT CAMPS
Organizer(s): Poranee Natadecha-Sponsel, Peter T Suzuki Chair(s): Poranee Natadecha-Sponsel Participant(s): Peter T Suzuki, Edgar J Wakayama, Greg Robinson Discussant(s): Gretchen Schafft, William O Beeman, Barbara Rose Johnston

Invited Session: THE CULTURE OF RIGHTS THE RIGHTS OF CULTURE (AAA Presidential Session)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Dorothy L Hodgson Participant(s): Lynn M Stephen, Kamala Visveswaran, Caroline A Yezer, Dorothy L Hodgson, Diane M Nelson, Sally Engle Merry

RELIGION AND DEVELOPMENT IN NEOLIBERAL GLOBALIZATION
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Ryan Schram, Katherine J Miller Participant(s): Ryan Schram, Katherine J Miller, Naomi R Haynes, Erica L Bornstein, Daromir Rudnyckyj Discussant(s): Kevin L O’Neil

MEDIA INTERTEXTUALITIES: SEMIOTIC MEDIATION ACROSS TIME AND SPACE
Organizer(s): Joseph S Park, Mie Hiramoto Chair(s): Mie Hiramoto Participant(s): Hyojin Chi, Joseph S Park, Alexander R Wahl, Mie Hiramoto, Toshiaki Furukawa, Michelle M Lazar Discussant(s): Asif Agha

Invited Session: PHOTOGRAPHS AS A RESOURCE IN ANTHROPOLOGY: THE EYES SEE THEM, BUT WHAT AND WHO GIVES THEM MEANING? PART 2 (Sponsored by SVA, CMA)
Organizer(s): Joanna C Scherer, Sergei Kan Chair(s): Sergei Kan Participant(s): Elizabeth Edwards, Richard Vokes, Ira Jacknis, Philip G Jones, Joshua A Bell, Karen Strassler

THEORIZING THE CITIES OF THE ARABIAN PENINSULA
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Andrew M Gardner, Neha Vora Participant(s): Andrew M Gardner, Neha Vora, Ahmed I Kanna, Elizabeth A Faier, Pardis Mahdavi, David C Chaudoir Discussant(s): Richard Chalfen

QUEER NECROPOLITICS: LIVES, DEATHS AND THE END(S) OF QUEER ANTHROPOLOGY
Organizer(s): Adi Kuntsman Chair(s): Silvia Posocco Introduction: Adi Kuntsman Participant(s): Michelle R Baron, Sima Shakharsi, Eric A Stanley, Jason T Ritchie, Arena Z Aizura Discussant(s): William L Leap

CONFLICT’S GENERATIONS: SOCIALIZATION AND PERFORMANCE GENRES IN MIDDLE EASTERN AND NORTH AFRICAN CONFLICT SETTINGS
Organizer(s): Tara F Deubel Chair(s): Alice R Wilson Discussant(s): Dawn Chatty

NARRATING IDENTITY WITHIN DISCOURSES OF IMMIGRATION, RELIGION AND INDIGENENESS
Organizer(s): Eric J Johnson Chair(s): Richard T Meyers Participant(s): Elise Boxer, George Cole, Eric J Johnson, Kyle Black, Isaac M Blum, Richard T Meyers Discussant(s): Elise Boxer

SELF-FASHIONING PROJECTS AND CLASS ANXIETY IN CONTEMPORARY URBAN INDIA
Organizer(s): Llerena G Searle, Constantine V Nakassis Chair(s): Melanie Dean Participant(s): Sara Dickey, Melanie Dean, Constantine V Nakassis, Llerena G Searle, Diya Mehra Discussant(s): Ritty A Lukose

THE STAKES OF CHILDHOOD AND THE END(S) OF ANTHROPOLOGY (Organized by Anthropology of Children and Childhood Interest Group)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Maria Kromidas Participant(s): Jan Newbrey, Lubna Nazir Chaudhry, Jeffrey T Jurgens, David M Rosen, Eleana J Kim, Maria Kromidas Discussant(s): Helen B Schwartzman

REGULATING AVERSION IN THE NEW EUROPE
Organizer(s): Christopher M Sweetapple, Jacqueline Urla Chair(s): Christopher M Sweetapple Participant(s): Mayanthi L Fernando, Christopher M Sweetapple, Kelda Jamison, Jacqueline Urla, Angelina I Zontine Discussant(s): Matti Bunzl

EMERGENCY CONTRACEPTION: THE BIRTH OF A GLOBAL REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH TECHNOLOGY
Organizer(s): Angel M Foster Chair(s): Lisa L Wynn Participant(s): Joanna N Erdman, Angel M Foster, Lisa L Wynn, Cari Sietstra Discussant(s): Sameena Mulla

Invited Session: PEDAGOGY AND PRISON: KNOWLEDGES, SELVES AND THE INSIDE-OUT MODEL (Sponsored by CAE)
Organizer(s): Susan B Hyatt Chair(s): Coralynn V Davis Introduction: Coralynn V Davis Participant(s): Lori Pompa, Sarah L Allred, Jennifer R Tilton, Susan B Hyatt

SOCIAL LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT IN AN EVOLUTIONARY CONTEXT: ADAPTED MECHANISMS AND EMERGING PATTERNS OF TRADITION
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Luke J Matthews Participant(s): Luke J Matthews, Stephen J Suomi, Adam H Boyette, Rik Warren, Mathias Franz, Jamie Tehrani, Agustin Fuentes

VIOLENCE AS A STRUCTURING MECHANISM: MOVING BEYOND THE FRAMEWORK OF STRUCTURAL VIOLENCE TO AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF VIOLENCE FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
Organizer(s): Rahul Oka Chair(s): Peter Redvers-Lee Participant(s): Lauren A Harris, Susan L Erikson, Vania Smith-Oka, Maria Lourdes Alcantara, Peter Redvers-Lee, Joella W Bitter Discussant(s): Christine Kovic

Invited Session: CULTURALLY SENSITIVE COMPLEMENTARY AND ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY (Sponsored by SMA)
Organizer(s): Caroline D Peterson Chair(s): Ellen J Salkeld Participant(s): Caroline D Peterson, Claire M Cassidy, Daniel F Gallego, Jun Wang, Mary J Hallin

Invited Session: STAYING RELEVANT: COMMUNICATING SKILLS USING ANTHROPOLOGY IN TODAY’S ECONOMIC CLIMATE (Sponsored by NAPA)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Sabrina Nichelle Scott Participant(s): Edward Liebow, Pamela J Puntenney, John PN Massad, Rebecca A Severson, Tony Whitehead

MIGRANTS AND TRANSNATIONALISM: IDENTITY, MARGINALIZATION AND AGENCY
Chair(s): Naheed Ahmed Participant(s): Naheed Ahmed, Brandon J Bales, Brandon J Bales, Yuping Chen, James Daniel Elam, George Karandinos, Melissa A Stevens

> 4:00 pm–6:00 pm

ANTHROPOLOGICAL QUARTERLY EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING
Organizer(s): Roy R Grinker

Workshop: NASA/AAA STUDENT MENTORING WORKSHOP
Registration required (see page 45)
Organizer(s)/Participant(s): Marcy M Hessling
> 7:30 pm–8:30 pm

AAA Anthropology of Children and Child- 
hood Interest Group ORGANIZING MEETING  
(FOLLOWED BY SOCIAL AND BOOK EVENT)  
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Kristen E Cheney

> 7:30 pm–8:45 pm

AES CELEBRATING ANTONIO  
LAURIA-PERRICELL  
Organizer(s): Constance R Sutton

> 7:30 pm–9:00 pm

SMA BOARD MEETING  
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Carolyn Sargent

THE PROFESSIONAL FOREIGNER: CONTRIBUTIONS IN HONOR OF ASEN BALIKCI (SVA)  
Organizer(s): Rolf Husmann Participant(s): Cynthia L Close, Rolf Husmann

SOYUZ: Network for Postsocialist Cultural Studies BUSINESS MEETING  
Organizer(s): Kristen Ghodsee Chair(s): Amy L Ninetto

SANA RECEPTION, CASH BAR  
Organizer(s): Sandra L Morgen, Kimberly E Simmons

> 7:30 pm–9:30pm

CMA RECEPTION  
Organizer(s): Catherine S Fowler, Alex Barker

SAR BUSINESS MEETING FOLLOWED BY CASH BAR RECEPTION  
Organizer(s): Stephan Palmié

> 8:30 pm–9:30 pm

AAA Anthropology of Children and Child- 
hood Interest Group SOCIAL HOUR AND BOOK DISPLAY (TO FOLLOW THE ORGANIZA- 
TIONAL MEETING)  
Organizer(s): Kristen E Cheney

Sunday, Dec 6

8:00 am–9:45 am

LITERACY PROJECTS, PLANNING AND

SOCIALIZATION
Organizer(s): Michael Wroblewski Chair(s): Mary K Good Participant(s): Ronald F Kephart, Michael Wroblewski, Esther Schely-Newman, Charis Boutier, Mary K Good, Amir A Sharifi Discussant(s): Paja L Faudree

Invited Session: WEAVING ACROSS TIME AND SPACE: THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF TEXTILES (Sponsored by AAA Executive Program Committee)  
Organizer(s): Walter E Little, Patricia A McAnany Chair(s): Walter E Little  
Participant(s): Christina T Halperin, Kathy A M’Closkey, B Lynne Milgram, Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld, Laura L Cochrane

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS AND THE SECURITY SECTOR: A DIALOGUE WITH THE LARGER ANTHROPOLOGICAL COMMUNITY  
Organizer(s): Monica L Schoch-Spana Chair(s): Robert D Albright Participant(s): Kerry B Fosher, Bernard Gert, Hugh Gusterson, Thomas Mahnken, Dena K Plemmons, David H Price, Laurie W Rush

TRANSNATIONAL FAMILY LIFE AND INTERNAL MIGRATION: CONTINUITY OR CHANGE?  
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Cati M Coe  
Participant(s): Bruce Whitehouse, Karen Fog Olwig, David G Keyes, Susan J Terrio, Cati M Coe Discussion(s): Michele R Gamburd

PRODUCING AND CONSUMING THE PUBLIC/PRIVATE BORDER: ETHNOGRAPHIES OF THE STATE  
Organizer(s): Jennifer L Erickson, Patrick J Hayden Chair(s): Jennifer L Erickson  
Participant(s): Erik P Reavely, Boone W Shear, Tami R Hill, Jennifer L Erickson, Patrick J Hayden Discussion(s): Julian B Brash

SHAPING RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES: CONFLICTS, DIALOGUE, CONVERSIONS AND DIFFERENCES  
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Edwin R Zehner  
Participant(s): John P Schaefer, Jenell L Paris, Laurie L zadnik, Edwin R Zehner Discussion(s): Stephen D Glazier

VIRTUAL WAR AND MAGICAL DEATH: TECHNOLOGIES AND IMAGINARIES FOR KILLING AND TERROR  
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Neil L Whitehead, Sverker Finnstrom, Koen Stroeken
Invited Session: PERCEPTIONS OF KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION IN CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY: EPISTEMOLOGICAL TRADITIONS AND SHIFTS IN THE 20TH CENTURY (Sponsored by SAS)
Organizer(s): Tamara Neubauer Chair(s): Murray J Leaf Introduction: Tamara Neubauer Participant(s): Richard L Warms, Lawrence A Kuznar, Robert Borofsky, Sydell Silverman, Douglas Raybeck

NATURAL SPACES AS NATIONAL PLACES: THE POLITICS OF BELONGING IN RURAL AND URBAN GREENSPACES
Organizer(s): Bettina Y Stoetzer, Alexandra Koele Chair(s): Bettina Y Stoetzer Introduction: Alexandra Koele Participant(s): Bettina Y Stoetzer, Alexandra Koele, John Marlovits, Rebekah McCabe Discussant(s): Krista M Harper, Krista M Harper

TRUST AND MARKETS: INVESTIGATING SOCIAL AND CULTURAL DIMENSIONS OF TRUST
Organizer(s): Benjamin B Rubbers, Timm Lau Chair(s): John C Harris Participant(s): Malgorzata Ciesielska, Marc A Brightman, Benjamin B Rubbers, Horacio M Ortiz, Timm Lau, Christine M Hegel-Cantarella Discussant(s): Stephen Gudeman

TOWARDS AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF INTERNATIONAL INTERVENTION
Organizer(s): Andrew Gilbert, Jane K Cowan Chair(s): Kimberly A Coles Participant(s): Jane K Cowan, Andrew Gilbert, Erica C James Discussant(s): Lori A Allen

MIGRATION, SECURITY AND BELONGING IN NEOLIBERAL EUROPE
Organizer(s): Maria M Stoilkova Chair(s): Monika Salzbrunn Participant(s): Anwen M Tormey, Esther F Romeyn, Gregory M Feldman, Maria M Stoilkova, Damani J Partridge Discussant(s): Monika Salzbrunn

SOCIAL IDENTITIES AT INSTITUTIONAL INTERSECTIONS: CHILDREN, LANGUAGE AND CULTURAL PATHWAYS
Organizer(s): Karen Gainer Sirota, Ignasi Clemente Chair(s): Karen Gainer Sirota Participant(s): Ignasi Clemente, Kathryn M Howard, Karen Gainer Sirota Discussant(s): Jennifer F Reynolds, Paul B Garrett

CRITICAL RACE THEORY AND THE ETHNOGRAPHIC IMAGINATION: REDEFINING EDUCATIONAL EQUITY AND SOCIAL JUSTICE IN THE 21ST CENTURY
Organizer(s): AA Akom, Adrienne D Dixon, Rodney Hopson Chair(s): Rodney Hopson Discussant(s): Mica Pollock, Adrienne D Dixon, AA Akom

HISTORY, TRADITION, MODERNITY AND THE STATE IN AFRICA
Chair(s): Yolanda D Covington-Ward Participant(s): Sabine Jell-Baehlsen, Carmen A Nave, Data D Barata, Kristin C Doughty, Susan E Diduk, Yolanda D Covington-Ward

INTERDEPENDENCY AND THE TRANSNATIONAL MAKING OF TRUTH
Chair(s): Stacey L Vanderhurst Participant(s): Ivan Paolo de Paris Fontanari, Stacey L Vanderhurst, Rachel C Fleming, Dillon J Mahoney, Tekla Nicholas, Amanda Y Wise

ANTHROPOLOGY, HUMANISM AND THE VARIETIES OF HUMAN EXPERIENCE
Organizer(s): Kristiana Willsie Chair(s): Elizabeth E Wickett Participant(s): Karolina Caran, Naomi S Stone, Elizabeth E Wickett, Ethan N McGaffey, Heather E O’Leary, Eloise H Meneses, Kristiana M Willsie

SUBJECTIVE EXPERIENCES AND COLLECTIVE SOLUTIONS: NEGOTIATING CAPITALIST WORK RELATIONS
Chair(s): Tara A Eaton Participant(s): Tara A Eaton, Monica A Lindh De Montoya, Esra Ozkan, Basak Can, Claudine M Pied, Craig T Bentham, Rebecca Adkins Fletcher

INDIGENOUS IDENTITY AND CIVIC ACTIVISM IN LATIN AMERICA
Chair(s): James Howe Participant(s): James Howe, Brian Montes, Jean E Jackson, Hortensia Caballero-Arias, Maria Eugenia Brockmann, Marina Weinberg, Doc M Billingsley

RECONFIGURING SPACES IN PALESTINE AND ISRAEL
Chair(s): Robert R Saunders Participant(s): Robert R Saunders, Livia Wick, Yael Warshel, Khalidun Bshara, Na’amah Razon

SHIFTING BODIES: THE MIDDLE EAST AND BEYOND
Chair(s): Daniel Gilman Participant(s): Deborah L Durham, Daniel Gilman, Sherine M
Hafez, Habiba Boumlk

CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION: CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY, ENVIRONMENT AND SHIFTING DISCOURSES
Chair(s): Sam Geall Participant(s): Elise McCarthy, Jacob Campbell, Peter C Little, Judith Pajo, Neeraj Vedwan, Sam Geall

THE SOCIAL LIFE OF TREES: COMMUNITY RESILIENCE, COLLECTIVE ACTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL BEHAVIOR
Chair(s): Keith G Tidball Participant(s): Rodolfo Tello, Peter J Cronkleton, Keith G Tidball

GENDER AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
Chair(s)/Introduction: Nicole W Fabricant Participant(s): Lynne Phillips, Elaine ER Salo, Patricia K Taber, Diana Santillan, Nicole W Fabricant

NEW PERSPECTIVES ON CULTURE, POWER AND IDENTITY
Chair(s)/Introduction: Franck Y Bille Participant(s): Franck Y Bille, Richard H Reeves-Ellington, Nuno F Ribeiro, Beth L Barmann, Rebecca Zellner Grunzke

FOOD AND CULTURE IN THE OLD AND NEW WORLDS
Chair(s): Sue Ann McCarty Participant(s): DeeAnne Wymer, Maria E Raviele, Myrtle P Shock, Shelia Pozorski, Marie H Hopwood

EDUCATIONAL REFORM, TECHNOLOGY AND DISTANCE EDUCATION
Chair(s): Lalitha M Vasudevan Participant(s): Aaron Chia-Yuan Hung, Gloria Delany-Cobb, Rebecca Zellner Grunzke, Beth L Goldstein, Amanda Lashaw

THE END(S) OF CLASS: SOCIAL CLASS IN MULTIPLE CONTEXTS
Chair(s): Erin Horvat Participant(s): Erin Horvat, Laura K Porterfield, Judith E King-Calnek, Rucha Ambikar, Rucheeta V Kulkarni, Sanaa Riaz

GLOBALIZATION, MIGRATION AND LINGUISTIC IDENTITIES
Chair(s): Ariana Mangual Participant(s): Ariana Mangual, Steven P Black, Nona D Moskowitz, Jolanda Lindenberg, Tzu-kai Liu, James N Stanford, Danny Law

STRUCTURES OF TREATMENT AND SUPPORT IN HIV CARE
Chair(s): Janet W McGrath Participant(s): Janet W McGrath, Farai Marazi, Toni J Copeland, Marita Eibl, Manjari Mahajan, Jonathan S Metcalfe

SOCIAL CAPITAL AND HEALTH
Chair(s): Lissie Wahl Participant(s): Lissie Wahl, Alyson J O’Daniel, Molly Harrod, Azizur R Molla

INTERSTITIAL SPACES, MOBILE ACTORS: MIGRANTS, FLOWS AND PLACE-MAKING
Chair(s): Tasoulla Hadjijann Participant(s): Tasoulla Hadjijanni, Leela K Tanikella, Ilse Biel, Paul Schissel, Susan J Rasmussen, Joseph Bosco

CRAVINGS AND AVersions: TESTING BIOCULTURAL HYPOTHESES
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Crystal L Patil, Sera L Young Participant(s): Crystal L Patil, Sera L Young, Alyson G Young, Rui Sergio S Murrieta, Sharon L Stowers Discussant(s): Andrea S Wiley

UNNOTICED END(S)? NEOLIBERALISM, POLITICS AND POWER IN METROPOLITAN PHILADELPHIA.
Organizer(s): Shu-Fan Wen, Evelyn Christian Ronning Chair(s)/Introduction: Shu-Fan Wen Participant(s): Cecily A Knauer, Jeffrey S Ratcliffe, Evelyn Christian Ronning, Karen E Smiley-Robinson, Diane R Garbow, Shu-Fan Wen

> 8:00 am–11:45 am am

TO REPORT OR NOT TO REPORT: NATIVE AMERICAN WARFARE, ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION AND THE ANTHROPOLOGIST’S DILEMMA
Organizer(s): Richard J Chacon, Ruben G Mendoza Chair(s): Elizabeth N Arkush Participant(s): Christopher W Schmidt, Charles R Cobb, Brooke M Bauer, Kitty F Emery, Brent KS Woodfill, Ruben G Mendoza, John W Hoopes, Elizabeth N Arkush, Richard J Chacon, Thomas Gregor Discussant(s): Antonio R Chavarria, Robert L Carneiro

Invited Session: GOOD SPIRIT, GOOD MEDICINE: FOUNDATIONS OF HEALING IN CARIBBEAN RELIGIONS (Sponsored by SAC, SLACA)
Organizer(s): George E Brandon, Leslie G Desmangles Chair(s): George E Brandon Participant(s): Stephen D Glazier, Alice Baldwin-Jones, Raquel Romberg, Karen E Richman, Terry E Rey, Kenneth Routon, Wade R Glenn Discussant(s): Joseph M Murphy, Leslie G Desmangles, George E Brandon

AXES OF DISPOSSESSION: CONFLICT, IDENTITY AND THE NEOLIBERAL ECONOMY IN SOUTH ASIA
Organizer(s): Preeti Sampat, Ahilan A Kadirgamar Chair(s): Balmurlu Natrajan
Introduction: Balmurlu Natrajan Participant(s): Ahilan A Kadirgamar, Svati P Shah, Mangalikade de Silva, Vivek Srivinasan, Christina H Harris, Preeti Sampat, Saraisi Majumder, David A Kideckel Discussant(s): William F Fisher, John C Harris

Invited Session: PURPOSES, CHALLENGES AND FUTURES OF ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH AND WRITING (Sponsored by AAA Executive Program Committee)
Organizer(s)/Chair(s)/Introduction: Vanessa L Fong Participant(s): Ruth Behar, João Biehl, Nicole Constable, Marcia C Inhorn, Tanya M Luhrmann, Catherine Lutz

ETHNOGRAPHIES OF CONSCIOUSNESS
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Joshua B Fisher Participant(s): Carlota McCAllister, Laura C Nelson, Sarah D Phillips, Aletta Biersack, Leticia M Veloso, Joshua B Fisher, Sidney Perutz, Oyku Potuoglu-Cook, Bayard E Lyons, Christa S Amouroux, Juan M Arbona Discussant(s): John Burdick, Jeffrey S Juris

IDENTITY AND MATERIALITY
Organizer(s)/Chair(s)/Introduction: Emily SK Anderson Participant(s): Jolie N Nahigian, Sarah C Murray, Colin Townsend, Teresa P Raczek, Heather Hurst, Emily SK Anderson, Hirofumi Katsuno, Scott Frank, Masha Nakhshina, Monica Udvardy

LOSS AND VALUE IN SCIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL BREAKTHROUGHS
Organizer(s): Alexandra A Choby, Ian Whitmarsh Chair(s): João Biehl Participant(s): Deborah R Gordon, Ian Whitmarsh, Hannah H Voorhees, Alexandra A Choby, Talia Dan-Cohen, Chris Garces, Sherine F Hamdy, Lara R Braff, Megan Crowley-Matoka, Clara Y Han Discussant(s): Adriana M Petryna, S Lochlann Jain
THE END(S) OF ENGAGEMENT: THE ETHICS AND ANALYTICS OF DETACHMENT
Organizer(s): Matei Candea, Joanna C Cook, Catherine Trundle Chair(s): Joanna C Cook Introduction: Matei Candea
Participant(s): Maryon McDonald, Penelope M Harvey, Caroline Humphrey, Thomas G Yarrow, Soumhya Venkatesan, Catherine Trundle, Jonathan Mair, Morten Axel Pedersen Discussant(s): Barbara A Bodenhorn

RETHINKING THE AMERICAN DREAM
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Marc K Hebert
Participant(s): Alison D Goebel, Andrea Borella, Marc K Hebert, Prash Naidu

ANTHROPOLOGY IN TROUBLED TIMES: POLITICAL MOBILIZATION AND GRASSROOTS ACTIVISM IN RECESSONARY JAPAN
Organizer(s): Tomomi Yamaguchi, Elise Edwards Chair(s)/Introduction: Jennifer Robertson Participant(s): Tomomi Yamaguchi, Satoshi Shimizu, Junko Teruyama, Elise Edwards Discussant(s): Jennifer Robertson

LINKING DISPARATE ENDS OF THE HAITIAN DIASPORA
Organizer(s): Ermitte St Jacques Chair(s): Bertin M Louis Participant(s): Samuel Martinez, Elizabeth McAlister, Bertin M Louis, Jeffrey S Kahn, Mitsy Chanel-Blot Discussant(s): Leslie G Desmangles, Karen E Richman

REUNITING THE VILLAGE, REVISITING “THE COMMUNITY”
Organizer(s): Jonathan E Padwe Chair(s): Sara B Shneidman Participant(s): Jonathan E Padwe, Marcus D Watson, Holly A Dygert, Christian C Lentz, Noni D Session, Liza M Grandia Discussant(s): Rebecca D Hardin

POLITICAL CHARISMA
Organizer(s): Erick Castellanos, Sara M Bergstresser Chair(s): Erick Castellanos Participant(s): Erick Castellanos, Carlos Martinez Ruiz, Jose Pedro Zuqueta, Sara M Bergstresser, Amy L Mountcastle, Charles Lindholm Discussant(s): Douglas R Holmes

LOCALIZING HEALING IN A GLOBALIZED WORLD: SEARCHING FOR THE RIGHT FIT
Organizer(s): Jennifer J Thompson, Mark Nichter Chair(s): Cheryl K Ritenbaugh

Participant(s): Jennifer J Thompson, Mark Nichter, Mimi Nichter, Cheryl K Ritenbaugh, Colette M Sims, Eric W Boyle

LOCAL AND AUTONOMOUS LEGALITY IN MEXICO: INDIGENOUS WOMEN, VIOLENCE AND JUSTICE
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Vivian A Newdick
Participant(s): Aida Hernandez Castillo, Vivian A Newdick, Maria Teresa Sierra, Claudia Chávez Argüelles, Shannon Speed Discussant(s): Lynn M Stephen

THE DEVIL IS IN THE CONSEQUENCES: (MIS)TRANSLATING SOCIAL POLICY INTO PRACTICE
Organizer(s): Nancy H Gibson Chair(s)/Introduction: A Jamie Saris Participant(s): Nancy H Gibson, Ariadna Ayala Rubio, Srimati Basu, Mona E Perusse Discussant(s): Karen Kapusta-Pofahl

MAAASI COMMON(S) SENSE: THE POLITICAL LOGIC OF ENCLOSURE
Organizer(s): John G Galaty, Scott Matter Chair(s): Caroline S Archambault
Participant(s): Caroline S Archambault, Stephen S Moiko, Scott Matter, John G Galaty Discussant(s): Elliot Fratkin, Carolyn K Lesorogol

LANGUAGE, THE BODY AND LIVED SPACE
Organizer(s): Chiho Sunakawa, Elizabeth Keating, Inger Mey Chair(s): Elizabeth Keating
Participant(s): Inger Mey, Mayumi Bono, Chiho Sunakawa, Marko A Monteiro, Elizabeth Keating Discussant(s): NJ Enfield

WHAT’S AN INSTITUTION GOOD FOR? (DISCURSIVELY, PRACTICALLY, ETHNOGRAPHICALLY)
Organizer(s): Chaise LaDousa Chair(s): Janina Fenigsen Participant(s): Lori Donath, Janina Fenigsen, Chaise LaDousa, Rachel N Throop, Vanessa K Will Discussant(s): Adi M Hastings

NARRATED IDENTITIES: ADOPTED, LEVERAGED AND REVISED
Organizer(s): Miria Kano Chair(s): Sara J Jamieson Participant(s): Sara J Jamieson, Nicole C Kellett, Miria Kano, Jill Aihberg Yohe, Lavinia M Nicolae Discussant(s): Les Field

INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE LEARNING
CONFRONTING THE POWER OF PUBLIC/S MEDIA, SCHOOLS AND WAR IN THE MIDDLE EAST
Organizer(s): Rehena Asmi, Amina U Tawasil Chair(s)/Introduction: Herve H Varenne Discussant(s): Rochelle A Davis

LOCAL AND GLOBAL TOPICS IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL PRACTICE
Chair(s): Howard C Kress Participant(s): Carol Hafford, Patricia A Omidian, Mary Rebecca Read, Karen M Greenough, Howard C Kress, Morten Hulvje Rod

PERFORMANCE, PRACTICE AND POLITICS IN LATIN AMERICA
Chair(s): Giles B Harrison-Conwill Participant(s): Giles B Harrison-Conwill, Christian J Espanol, Michael J Ryan, Marianna P Keisalo-Galvan, Anna Lim, Elizabeth A Falconi, Kelley J Tatro

DISPLACEMENTS AND ENTRENCHMENTS: NARRATIVES OF RACE, CLASS AND NATION IN EUROPE
Chair(s): Sveta Roberman Participant(s): Gregory Gan, Megan M Foreman, Flavia M Stanley, Tilman Lanz, Michel Bouchard, Sveta Roberman

EUROPE ON DISPLAY: ART, ARCHAEOLOGY, CUISINE AND OTHER EXHIBITIONS OF IDENTITY
Chair(s): Barbara Wolbert Participant(s): Patricia F Matos, Adam R Kaul, Barbara Wolbert, Stas Shectman, Elizabeth M Elliott, Franca E Boag

PLACE-MAKING
Chair(s): Cassandra Chambliss Participant(s): Cassandra Chambliss, Arpita Chakrabarti, Simpreet Singh, Chowra Makaremi, Ryan D Chaney, Omar Dewachi

CLIMATE CHANGE AND DEVELOPMENT: THE ROLE OF CULTURE AND RISK MANAGEMENT IN ENVIRONMENTAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Chair(s): Eren Zink Participant(s): Annika Ericksen, Keiko Ikeda, Lisa C DePaoli, Werner Krauss, Eren Zink

NEW PERSPECTIVES ON DEVELOPMENT AND ECONOMY
Chair(s)/Introduction: Mary F Conran Participant(s): Mary F Conran, Agnieszka Marczak, Satomi Fukutomi-Kurban, Willie L McKether

ANIMAL RIGHTS, ENVIRONMENTALISM AND THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE
Chair(s): Barton A Thompson Participant(s): T Harlan Morehouse, Maya Ratnam, Barton A Thompson

FEMINISM AND INTERSECTIONALITIES
Chair(s): Beth Bedard Participant(s): Beth Bedard, Leo Couacaud, Linda L Layne, Beatrice de Gasquet, Edwin S Segal, Diana T Dyste Anzures

NEGOTIATING MULTIPLE IDENTITIES IN LATINO/A AND LATIN AMERICAN CONTEXTS
Chair(s): Jannell Robles Participant(s): Jannell Robles, Maria L Guillen-Valdovinos, Elena Barron, Irida V Carrion

THE END(S) OF GENDER: FEMINIZATION, SEXUALITY AND EDUCATION
Chair(s): Beth C Rubin Participant(s): Sally Campbell Galman, Yenhoa Ching, Theresa A McGinnis, Shabana Mir, Kathleen O Elliott, Sara L Young

DISCOURSE, POLITICS AND STANCE
Chair(s): Katherine HY Chen Participant(s): Juan Luis Rodriguez, Jennifer L Jackson, Adam Harr, Yuki Tanaka, Katherine HY Chen, Vineeta Chand

PUBLIC, PRIVATE AND DEPENDENCY IN HEALTH
Chair(s): Meredith Marten Participant(s): Meredith Marten, Khirod Chandra Moharan, Rachel A Hall-Clifford, TS Harvey, Shyh-Wei Yang

INDIGENITY: ETHNOGRAPHIC BURDENS
Chair(s): Carole Blackburn Participant(s): Carole Blackburn, Akiko Ono, Marc G Blainey, Blaire O Gagnon

NEOLIBERALISM’S EVER AFTER: DISASTER, CULTURE AND SOCIAL ALTERNATIVES
Organizer: David Berriss, Roberto Barrios Participant(s): Roberto Barrios, David Beriss, Susanna Hoffman, Mark Schuller

Remember: Online meeting pre-registration ends October 15.
WORKSHOPS AND ROUNDTABLES

See the AAA website for full workshop and roundtable descriptions and to register. Registration is required for all workshops, even those that are free. Sign up by October 15, 2009. Sponsoring sections are listed in parentheses.

Free Workshop
S/P Student/Professional Prices

Wednesday, Dec 2

Photograph for the Field, Part 1: Camera and Photography Basics (SVA) 12:00–2:00 pm. S/P: $20/$40

Negotiation Skills (NAPA) 12:00–3:00 pm. S/P: $30/$60

Video Camera Technique for Professional Results with Inexpensive Video Equipment (SVA) 12:00–3:00 pm. S/P: $30/$60

Photograph for the Field, Part 2: I've taken the picture....now what? (SVA) 2:00–4:00 pm. S/P: $20/$40

Empowerment Evaluation: Building Evaluation Capacity in Schools, Hospitals and Community-Based Organizations (NAPA) 3:30–6:30 pm. NAPA Members, S/P: $15/$30; Non-NAPA Members, S/P: $30/$60

Leading Engaging Workshops (NAPA) 4:00–7:00 pm. NAPA Members, S/P: $15/$30; Non-NAPA Members, S/P: $30/$60

Funding and Distribution of Ethnographic Film (SVA) 5:00–7:00 pm. S/P: $20/$40

Thursday, Dec 3

The Ethnographic Field School: Techniques and Tips for Organizing and Leading Them (NAPA) 8:00–10:00 am. NAPA Members, S/P: $10/$20; Non-NAPA Members, S/P: $20/$40

Ethnographic Writing and Its Discontents (SHA) 8:00–10:00 am. S/P: $20/$40

Applying Anthropology in the Classroom: Resources and Techniques (NAPA) 8:00–11:00 am. NAPA Members, S/P: $15/$30; Non-NAPA Members, S/P: $30/$60

Introduction to Social Network Analysis (SAS) 9:00 am–5:00 pm. $80.00 (includes lunch)

Leadership Workshop (AAA) 10:00 am–12:00 pm

How to Write a Research Proposal (NAPA) 10:30 am–12:30 pm. S/P: $20/$40

Public Policy as Anthropological Process: Strategy Development Using an Empowerment Model (NAPA) 10:30 am–12:30 pm. NAPA Members, S/P: $10/$20; Non-NAPA Members, S/P: $20/$40

Taking Anthropology Online: Strategies for Teaching and Scholarship (NAPA) 12:00–2:00 pm. NAPA Members, S/P: $10/$20; Non-NAPA Members, S/P: $20/$40

Fieldworks Data Notebook: Software for Writing and Managing Field Notes (NAPA) 1:00–3:00 pm. NAPA Members, S/P: $10/$20; Non-NAPA Members, S/P: $20/$40

Submitting to a Peer-Reviewed Journal (SHA) 1:00–3:00 pm. S/P: $20/$40

Teaching Tips From the Winners of the AAA/Oxford Press Undergraduate Teaching Award (AAA) 1:00–3:00 pm

TOUR: Interpreting the Archaeology of “We The People”: A Behind-the-Scenes Look at the Public Archaeology at Independence National Historical Park (AD) 1:30–4:30 pm

Tourism Research: Workshop in New Theories, Methods and Practices (NAPA) 2:30–4:30 pm. NAPA Members, S/P: $10/$20; Non-NAPA Members, S/P: $20/$40

Poetic Writing for Anthropologist (SHA) 3:30–5:30 pm. S/P: $20/$40

Roundtable Discussion about Teaching with Winners of the AAA/Oxford Press Undergraduate Teaching Award (AAA) 3:30–5:30 pm

Designing and Teaching SUNTA-Based Intro Courses (SUNTA) 4:00–6:00 pm. S/P: $20/$40

Friday, Dec 4

How to Find an Academic Job (AAA) 8:00–10:00 am

How to Write a Grant Proposal: An Intro to Grants and Programs at Wenner-Gren and NSF (AAA and Wenner-Gren Foundation) 8:00–10:00 am

Legislative Advocacy Workshop (NAPA) 8:00–10:00 am

4th NAPA Workshop on Leadership Opportunities and Engaging in UN Process (NAPA) 8:00–10:00 am. NAPA Members, S/P: $10/$20; Non-NAPA Members, S/P: $20/$40

Text Analysis: Systematic Methods for Analyzing Qualitative Data (SAS) 9:00 am–5:00 pm. $80.00 (includes lunch)

Collaborative Autoethnography (CAE) 10:30 am–12:30 pm. S/P: $20/$40

“Now What?”: Post-Fieldwork Workshop on the Analysis of Tourism Research (NAPA) 10:30 am–1:30 pm. NAPA Members, S/P: $15/$30; Non-NAPA Members, S/P: $30/$60

Committee For Human Rights Advocacy Training Workshop (AAA) 12:00–2:00 pm

Saturday, Dec 5

Getting Published: A Guide for Students (NASA) 8:00–10:00 am. NASA Members, S/P: $10/$20; Non-NASA Members, S/P: $20/$40

Field Methods in Ethnoecology (SAS) 8:00–11:00 am. S/P: $30/$60

How to Write a Research Proposal (AAA) 9:00 am–12:00 pm

Evaluation Anthropology in the Field: Application in Case Study Evaluation (NAPA) 10:30 am–12:30 pm. NAPA Members, S/P: $10/$20; Non-NAPA Members, S/P: $20/$40

Cultural Consensus Theory (SAS) 12:00–3:00 pm. S/P: $30/$60

SAE Roundtable Luncheon (SAE) 12:15–1:30 pm. S/P: $15/$45

How to Sell Yourself: Creating Anthropological CVs and Résumés (NASA) 12:30–2:30 pm. NASA Members, S/P: $10/$20; Non-NASA Members, S/P: $20/$40

NASA/AAA Student Mentoring Workshop (AAA) 4:00–5:45 pm

Council for Museum Anthropology Reception (CMA) 7:30–9:30 pm. *Special event that requires ticket purchase ($35.00) via the workshop registration system
## Film, Video and Interactive Media Screening Program

Society for Visual Anthropology, American Anthropological Association

### Wednesday, Dec 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:30 pm–6:00 pm</td>
<td>Alternative Views of Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 pm</td>
<td>Wai Mar Nyunt, <em>Happy Days (Stories of Change from Myanmar)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 pm</td>
<td>Tay Zar Win Tun, <em>Water Boy (Stories of Change from Myanmar)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 pm</td>
<td>Shin Daewe, <em>Beyond the Tsunami (Stories of Change from Myanmar)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:25 pm</td>
<td>Kyi Phyu Shin, <em>The Merry Widows of Nam Mun Village (Stories of Change from Myanmar)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:50 pm</td>
<td>Massoud Bakhshi, <em>Tehran Has No More Pomegranates</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 pm</td>
<td>Sergei Loznitsa, <em>Revue</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 pm–9:30 pm</td>
<td>SVA Film, Video and Interactive Media Festival Awards Ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 pm</td>
<td>Short clips of award winners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 pm–9:30 pm</td>
<td>Films of Special Interest to Anthropologists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 pm</td>
<td>Llewellyn Smith, <em>Herskovitz at the Heart of Blackness</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 pm</td>
<td>Kristy Andersen, Sam Pollard, <em>Zora Neale Hurston</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Thursday, Dec 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 am–10:30 am</td>
<td>Primatology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 am</td>
<td>Anne Zeller, <em>Macaques</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:55 am</td>
<td>Francis Delfour, <em>Rapayan</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50 am</td>
<td>Adam Fish, <em>Viking Longhouse</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:20 am</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 am–2:30 pm</td>
<td>Material Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 am</td>
<td>Du Haibin, <em>Umbrella</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:05 pm</td>
<td>Sandra Ristovska, <em>Kaleidoscope</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:50 pm</td>
<td>Break and Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:05 pm</td>
<td>Kathleen Mossman Vitale, <em>Manuela and Esperanza</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:35 pm</td>
<td>Jobie Weetaluktuk, <em>Umiaq Skin Boat</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:05 pm</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 pm–6:45 pm</td>
<td>Human Rights/Environmental Racism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 pm</td>
<td>Jeff Silva, <em>Balkan Rhapsodies</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 pm</td>
<td>George and Beth Gage, <em>American Outrage</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 pm</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:40 pm</td>
<td>Bridget Hanna, <em>This Much I Know (Tua Mujhe Pata Hai)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:10 pm</td>
<td>Maryam Kashani, <em>Las Callecitas a la Canada (Honorable Mention)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:35 pm</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:45 pm</td>
<td>Mariano Agudo, Roi Guin, <em>Yindabad</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Friday, Dec 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:45 pm–8:45 pm</td>
<td>Religion and Ritual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:45 pm</td>
<td>Jayasinsji Jhalia, <em>The Last Rites of the Honorable Mr Rai</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:25 pm</td>
<td>Richard Webner, <em>Holy Hustlers</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:20 pm</td>
<td>Daniel Yeh, <em>The Gladiator Cock</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 pm</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 am–2:00 pm</td>
<td>Modernity, Change or Resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 am</td>
<td>Eva Lippold, Anna Schafer, <em>Allotment Happiness</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:20 am</td>
<td>Bjorn Reinhardt, <em>Sheep's Brother</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 am</td>
<td>Michael Graziano, <em>Young Arabs (Short Film Award)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:35 am</td>
<td>Tracey Deer, <em>Club Native (Award of Commendation)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55 am</td>
<td>Nahid Persson, <em>Four Wives (Honorable Mention)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:10 pm</td>
<td>Break and Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15 pm</td>
<td>Noelle Stout, <em>Luchando (Honorable Mention)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15 pm</td>
<td>Xiaoli Zhou, Brent E Huffman, <em>The Women's Kingdom</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:40 pm</td>
<td>Lina Fruzzetti, Akos Ostor, <em>Songs of a Sorrowful Man</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 pm–5:45 pm</td>
<td>Globalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 pm</td>
<td>Peter Biella, <em>Maasai Migrants</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 pm</td>
<td>Amelia Hapsari, <em>Sharing Paradise</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45 pm</td>
<td>David E Simpson, <em>Milking the Rhino</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 pm</td>
<td>Robert Nugent, <em>End of the Rainbow</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:45 pm–8:15 pm</td>
<td>Made in America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:45 pm</td>
<td>Stacy Peralta, <em>Crips and Bloods: Made in America</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10 pm</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:15 pm</td>
<td>Denise Nicole Green, <em>Somewhere in Between</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:45 pm</td>
<td>Lauren Greenfield, <em>Kids and Money</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Saturday, Dec 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 am–11:45 am</td>
<td>Activism around the World</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 am</td>
<td>Abhijay Karlekar, <em>Running Out of Time</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 am</td>
<td>Ruth Krause, <em>Untouchable</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:35 am</td>
<td>Jane Gillooly, <em>Today the Hawk Takes One Chick</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 am</td>
<td>Charles Menzies, <em>Bax Laanks</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:50 am–2:30 pm</td>
<td>Activism in North America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:50 pm</td>
<td>Jennifer Wolowicz, <em>For Our Street Family (Student Award)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:25 pm</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 pm</td>
<td>Brittney Shepard, Eva Moss, S Leo Chiang, <em>A Village Called Versailles</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 pm–7:45 pm</td>
<td>Conflict and Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 pm</td>
<td>Wazymph Osman, <em>Postcards from Tora Bora</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 pm</td>
<td>Valentina Bonifacio, <em>Casado's Legacy (Honorable Mention)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:55 pm</td>
<td>Carlos Cardenas, Hector Galvez, <em>Lucanamarca</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 pm</td>
<td>Eric Wittersheim, <em>The Poet's Salary</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 pm</td>
<td>Paul H Goldsmith, <em>Six Generations</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 pm–9:00 pm</td>
<td>Tribute to Asen Balicki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 pm</td>
<td>Rolf Husmann, Manfred Krueger, <em>The Professional Foreigner</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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